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LETTER OF TRANSMitiAL

September 17, 1928.
Dr. tIenry B. Kiimmel, Director,
Department of Conservation and De_elopmelit,
Trenton, New Jersey.

DEAR SIR :

I am transmitting herewith a report on Ground Water Supplies of

the Atlantic City region, prepared by Nr. David G. Thompson,
Geologist, United States Geological Survey. The report is based upon
field investigations made during the period of about four )-ears begin-
1ring July 1, 1924, by tile author working in cooperation with the
Di_ ision of Waters in studying the ground water resources of the State.

This report is the first of a serious which are beh/g prepared on
go,rod water cenditions in several areas throughout the State where
large supplies of water are being utilized for potable and public use.
The necessity for more accurate knowledge o_ our water resources,
ill order to ldan intelligently future water supply developments, amply

justifies these investigations.
I therefore recommend that this report dealing wi_h the Atlantic

(-'it>- region be published as a Bulletin of the Department's i'eports_
in order that the people of the State may have the benefit of the
information and eoim]usions which the author presellts therein.

Respectfully submitted,

IIOWARD T. CRITCIILOW_

Chief, Division of W_lters.
Approved for publication,

HEXRY B. K/'arMgr,, Direclor.
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GROUND WATER SUPPLIES OF THE ATLANTIC CITY
REGION.

By D:_vm G. T_o._rsox.

INTRODUCTION.

This report is one of several describing ground-water conditions,
especially with respect to the quantity of water available, in certain
localities in New Jersey where large quantities of ground water are
used. The investigations on _vbieh the reports have been based have

been carried on by the New Jersey Department of Conservation and
Development in co-operation with the United States Geological Sur-
vey. The work was done by the writer in consultation with 1X. T.
Critchlow, Chief of the Division of Waters of the Department of Con-

servation and Development, and O. E. Meinzer, Geologist in Charge
of the Division of Ground Water of the Geological Survey. He was
assisted at different times by Ernest W. Downs, junior engineer of the
Geological Survey, and Henry C. Barksdale, formerly of the Geo-
logical Survey and now assistant hydraulic engineer of the Depart-
ment of Conservation and Development. Numerous analyses of

wafer were made in the laboratory of the Geological Survey by C. S.
Howard, and W. D. Collins, Chemist in Charge of the Division of

Quality of Wa_er of the Survey, has offered valuable suggestions.
Other members of the Geological Survey and Department of Con-

servation and Development have also rehdered assistance in many
ways. The writer is especially indebted to the late Dr. M. W. Twit-

chell, Assistant State Geologist of New Jersey, for information in
regard to the stratigraphy of the region covered by the present report.

Many persons have assisted by giving freely of information of one

sort or another and to them the writer expresses his appreciation.
He is especially indebted to Commodore. Louis Kuehnle, Commis-
sioner in Charge, Mr. Lincoln _.ran Gilder, Superintendent, and

Mr. Frank Trnmbore_ Chief Engineer of the Atlantic City Water
Department; to Harry Singley, Chief Engineer of the Yentnor
Water Works; James Bois, of the Margate Water Department; Mr.

Jacob E. Frye, Superintendent of the Longport Water Department;
Mr. Howard Banks, Superintendent of the Wildwood Water Co., and
officials and drillers of the Layne-New "York Co., and the Artesian

(_)
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2 ATLANTIC CITY GROUND WATER SUPPLY.

Well Drilling Co. for assistance in making tests or collecting special
data, and to the owners or operators of wells in the region not specifi-
cally mentioned who furnished information in regard to their wells.

The area considered in the report includes the region along the

Atlantic coast from Brigantine to Corson's Inlet and on the main-
land from Absecon to Somere Point. (See Fig. 1.) Some informa-

Fro. l.--Map of the Atlantic City region showing location of surface water
and principal welI supplies.

tion is also given in regard to conditions along the coast as far south
as Wildwood.
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INTRODUCTION. 3

The report contains the principal results of the investigation

through April 30, 1928. It is believed that ihc general conditions

affecting the oecu_cnce of ground water in the region are now well
understood, but some important details remain to be studied further.

The observations are being 'continued, and it is hoped that later a
report may be prepared containing further data which may lead to
more definite conclusions as to the effect of future increases in pump-

age from wells in the region.

KEY TABLE FOR FIG. 1.

Numbers on inset map of Atlantic City refer to privately owned wells
_ls _o_lows :

1. Atlantic City Elec_rlc Co. 16. Brlgbtlm Hotel

(2 wells) ]7, Traymore Hotel (2 wells)
2. Pennsylvania Railroad 18, Knickerbocker Hotel
3. AtLantic City Gas Co.
4. Supplee-V_'ills-Jones Dairy Co. 19. Chalfonte Hotel (2 wells)
5. Abbott Dairy Co. 20. Haddon Hall (2 wells--1 not
6. Reading Railroad (abandoned) used)
7. Athlntic City Brewing and Ice Co. 21. Strand Hotel
8. Guarantee Trust Bldg. 22. ]¢lackstone Hotel (not usefl)
9. Atla_tic City 1-Iigh School 23. St. Charles Hotel

10. Chelsea Hotel "-)4. The Rreai<ers Hotel (2 wells)
11. Ambassador Hotel
12. Ritz-Carlton Hotel 25. Galen Hall
13. Sbelbollrne Hotel 26. Royal I'ah_ee _Iotel
14. Dennis Hotel 27. American Ice Co.
15. Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel 28. President Hotel (not yet in use)

(2 wells) 29. Citizens Ice Co. (abandoned)
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SUNMAItY OF REPORT. 5

SUMMARY OF ]_EPOIIT,

The present water supply for the Atlantic 0ity region is obtained
frmn three sources; namely, water from stremns on the maiuland_
shallow wells on the mainland, and deep wells on the beaches. The

water from the first two sources is used principally for part of the
public supply of Atlantic City and for nlainland towns between Ab-

seeon and Seiners Point. The deep wells are used for public supplies
at ]_rigantine and from Ventnor southward to Wildwood, and for
private supplies for many hotels and industrial plants in Atlantic
City and Ocean CiV.

The estimated average daily consumption from all sources in the

entire region in 1927 was about 22 millim_ gallons a day, Of this about
30 per cent was from streams, 27 per cent from shallow wells on the
mainland, and 43 per cent frmn deep wells. In the 1() years between
1917 and 1927 the consumption from public supplies increased about
7.4 million gallons or 82 per cent above the consumption in 1917.
Data in regard to pmnpage from private wells are not available for the

10-year period, but in three years, from 1924 to 1927, the average
dally consumption increased about one million gallons. It is esti-

mated that within the next 20 years the average daily consumption
from all sources may increase more than 20 million gallons.

The supply of surface water at present available is insufficient to

meet the expected increase in consumption. To provide for future
needs it will be neeessary to go many miles to streams not now used,
or to develop additional supplies from wells. ]%r several reasons

wells offer the simplest nmthods of il_creasing the supply, In many
regions where large quantities of ground water have been developed
the head on the water, as shown by the water level in wells, has

dropped eonsiderably and in some places the supply has been greatly
overdrawn. In the Atlantic City region the problem is complicated
by the fact that many of the wells are situated very close to the ocean,

and as shown by experience in other regions along'seacoasts there may
be danger that the water-bearing formations will become contami-
nated by salt water. In view of these facts it is advisable to consider

the extent to which additional ground-water supplies can"be developed.
]t is the purpose of this report to determine the probable effect of
considerable increases in pumpage from the water-bearing formations
and the availabili V of these formations for future increases in supply.
It is not within the scope of the report, howe_'er, to eoi_sider the
relative merits of different sources of supply frmn the standpoint of
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6 ATLANTIC CITY GROUND WATER SUPPLY.

cost, and other items which properly should be considered in the final

choice of any one type of supply.
The principal method of study has been to determine the effects of

pumpage of given quantities of water upon the water levels in the
wells, and, on the basis of certain principles of hydraulics, to con-
sider the effect that would be produced by further increase in pump-

age. In doing this it has been necessary to determine the relative
effects of several factors, which if not correctly undersfood might lead

to a wrong interpretation of the data obtained. Records were ob-

tained during a period of nearly four years o12 the water levels in
several observation wells and o21 the pumpage from the entire area

from day to day and month to nmntbl also on the fluctuations of the
water levels in wells during s series of pumping tests of several hours.

The geological conditions were carefully studied and tests were made
on samples of sand obtained frmn wells during the process of drilling
to determine the permeability of the water-bearing formations. Con-

difions in other regions along seacoasts were studied and compared
with those in the Atlantic City region to determine whether there is
any danger that the watt>bearing formations may become contami-
nated with salt water from the ocean.

In the Atlantic City region ground water of good quality is ob-
tained from two sources. The most productive water-bearing horizon

at present is the Atlantic City 800-foot sand, about 80 feet thick,
which along the beach from Brigantine to Ocean City is reached at a
depth of about 760 feet and at increasing depths south of Ocean
City until at Wildwood it is about 900 feet below the surface. The
sand rises toward the northwest and on the mainland at the Atlantic

City Water Works it is reached at a depth of only 600 feet. The
other water-bearing formation consists of shallow sand beds which

yield potable water only on the mainland where they lie within about
250 feet of the surface. In 1927 an average of about 9.5 million

gallons a day was pumped from the 800-foot sand. It is the sole
source of supply for all places along the coast between Brigantine
and Stone Harbor, except Atlantic City, and in that eiV an average
of more than five million gallons a day is drawn from privately-
owned wells at herds and industrial plants. ]_'or these reasons the

- most attention has been devoted to tiffs sand.
The first wells were drilled to the 800-foot sand in 1893. At that

time the wells flowed naturally and the water was under sufficient

pressure to rise 20 or 25 feet above sea level. As the withdrawal of
water has continued the water level in the wells has gradmflly receded
until in the summer of 1924 it was below sea level over a large area,
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SUNMARY OF REPORT. 7

about 50 feet below sea level in Atlantic City, and nearly 25 feet below

at Longport. By the summer of 19°7 it had.dropped to 80 feet below
sea levd in Atlantic City and more than 45 feet below sea level at

Lm;gport. It is obviously important to determine whether these facts

indicate that the supply is being overdrawn or whether they repre-
sent normal drawdown and indicate that additimml supplies can
safely be developed.

It was found that along the beaches the water levd in wells which
indicates tl_e head of the water in the 800-foot sand fluctuates con-

tinnally in accord with the tide, tl_e amount of fluctuation ranging
from a few inches to about four feet. Furthermore, in Atlantic City

, there is a daily fluctuation in head of frmn about one to ten feet due to

differences i1_ pumping, and at points close to wetis that arc 1)reaped
it may be even more. Because of the considerable fluctuation in the
water level in any our day it is impossible to determine tim nature of
seasonal and annual fluctuations merely by occasional single measure-
ments. ]lather it is necessary to have as nearly a continuous record

as possible to show the bighest and lowest points reached during the
)'ear.

The•seasonal tluetaations of the head on the water in the 800-foot

sand in three widely separated localities, generalized to omit daily

fluctuations, are show_ in Fig. 14. (See page 600 The head in the
three localities shows a typical seasonal _uetaation, and there is other
evidence that throngbout the regi_,n the head fluctuates in much the

same way. It is high in winter and _s summer approaches it drops
until a low point generally is reached during the latter part of August
or early part of September. Thereafter the head rises until the highest

point isreached, usually between December and March. h significant
feature is that daring the period of investigation, front 1924=to 19_7,
inclusive, the bead has dropped lower each summer than in the pre-

ceding summer_ and has not risen as high in the winter as in the
previous winter.

To find the cause of the fluctuations of head, comparison was made

with _he average daily pumpage by months from the 800-foot sand in
different parts of the Atlantic City region and in the region as a whole,
and with the aeetmmlated departure from normal precipitation in the
southern interior section of New Jersey since 1924. A very close
rdation was found to exist between the changes in pumpage and the

changes in head. The marked decrease in head in spring and summer
coincides with a considerable increase in pumpage, the increase ia

head with a great decrease in pumpage. :Furthermore, in accord
with the progressive dcrease in head from year to year there has

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY



8 ATLANTIC CITY GI_0UND WATEll SUPPLY.

been a corresponding increase in pumpage. The evidence strongly
supports the conclusion that the head oil the water in the 800-foot

sand fluctuates primarily in response to changes in tile pumpage.,
The fact that the head rises in winter as tile pumpage decreases

is believed to indicate that the limit of development of the 800-foot
sand has not yet been reached. To determine the effects of fut_re

increases in pumpage there has been computed the ratio between the
depth to water, or loss in head, below the original static level in wells
in Atlantic City amt Longport, and the rate of pumping in certain
parts of the region for each month from ]924 to I.(}27, inclusive. As-

suming that future increases in pumpage are distributed as they have
been in the period of observation, an increase of 10 million gallons in

tile average daily pumpage from the 800-foot sand over that of 1927
may be expected to lower the non-pumping level in wells in Atlantic
City to a depth of about 200 feet below the surface; and for tbe same
increase the water level in the Longport observation well may drop to a

point about 100 feet below the surface. The loss in head may be greater
if the increase in pumpage is largely from wells nearer the localities
mentioned, and it may be less if it is at points farther away than the

centers of increase during the period of observation. Obviously, i_
will be inadvisable to undertake to develop the entire future supply

of the region from the 800-foot sand.
?/n some localities along seacoasts the water-bearing formations

have been contaminated by salt water as the head has been lowered

by pumping. In Atlantic City several wells have become salty, but it
has been definitely proved that the salt. water has entered the wells

through holes in the casings where they pass through overlying beds
that are contaminate& Contamination of _he 800-foot sand thus far

has been prevented by the presence of about 300 feet of nearly im-
pervious clay. However, there is good reason to believe that the sane]
outcrops beneath the ocean and there is opportunity for salt water
to be drawn in. especially in view of the fact that the head of the
water iu the bed is many feet belmv sea level. The relation between

the original head of _rater in the formation and the level of the ocean,
which has a greater density, indicates that if a state of equilibrium
existed before pumping began, salt water was present in the forma-
tion where it lies at a depth of l_000 feet or less, probably only a few

miles offshore opposite Atlantic City. The sand lies at a depth of
about 900 feet at Wildwood, and if the conjecture just stated is

correct the chloride content of the water there should be higher than

at Atlantic City. There Js an actual increase in chloride southward
alQng the coast from about 10 parts per million at Atlantic City to
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SUM_IARY OF I_EPOtlT. 9

between 200 and 300 parts per million at Wildwood. It is believed,
therefore, that there is danger of contamination of tile saml at At-
lantic City although the salt water may still be so far ou_ that it will
l_.ot reach the city for many years.

In _-iew of the great depth to which the water would be lowered

by a considerable increase in pumpage from the 800-foot sand and the
possible danger of contamination of the formation, it is concluded
that no great additional development of the sand should be made and

that other sources shonld be used so far as possible.
l_e]iable data in regard to the water-bearing capacity of the shallow

horizons of the mainland were obtained only in the well field of the

Atlantic City Water Works in Pleasantville. :in that vicinity the
materials to a depth of 250 feet are principally sand, but clay is
present from about 15 to 30 feet and 100 to 120 feet below the sur-

face. Logs of wells in other localities do not show the same sequence
of formations as at the water works.

In the well field of the Atlantic City Water Works the water is ob-
tained from 32 wells of which about half are 100 feet deep and the other

half about 200 feet deep. The aggregate yield of these wells, when
pun_ped by suction, is about six million gallons a day, of wtiich prob-
ably more than half comes from the 100-foot wells. Field tests show
that the sands that supply the 100 and 200-foot wells have a much

higher water-bearing capacity than the 800-foot sand, as shown by the

following facts. The maxinmm loss of head below the original static
level when about three million gallons a day is being pumped from
each of the two shallow horizons is only about 30 feet as compared _o a

loss of head of 75 to 100 feet in the 800-foot,sand in Atlantic City for
a pumpage of 3.5 to 5.0 million gallons a day. The area of influence

of the shallow wells when pumped at the rate indicated is apparently
not much more than a mile in diameter, whereas in the 800-foot sand

the depression of head when pumping at only a slighly higher rate
extends for at least eight miles in all directions from Atlantic City.

The head on the water in the shallow horizons responds quickly to
changes in pulnpage; when the wells are shut off the head rises to

the original static level within a few hours, and when they are
pumped a constant pmnping level is reached in a short time. In
contrast to this the head on the water in the 800-foot sand

responds very slowly and a state of equilibrium may not be reached
for many days.

So little is known of conditions on the maintaud, except at the At-
lantic City Water Works, that it is impossible to predict how much
water can be obtained from the shallow horizons. If conditions

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY



10 ATLANTIC CITY GROUND WATER SUPPLY.

throughout the region are as favorable as at the water works at least
three times as much water as is now developed may be obtained

without causing permanent overdraft. This additional quantity can-
not safely be obtained in tile present well field, for to do so woul_

produce a considerable lowering of head and might result in the
contamination of the sands by salt water. The danger of contami-
nation of the shallow horizons by salt water is even more imminent
than in the case of tile 800-foot sand,, for the sands are not overlain

by any widespread protective bed of clay, and there is reason to be-

lieve that salt water may occur only a mile or two from the water
works. For this reason the new wells should be scattered over a large

area and should be situated as far as practicable from any body of
salt water. It is believed that a favorable location for the drilling
of additional wells is around the borders of Absecon Poud_ from
which Atlantic City now obtains part of its supply. Conditions in

this locality may be favorable for the percolation of water from the
pond into the water-bearing sands. If so, a large supply would be

assured and some of the flow of the stream that now goes to waste
could be recovered. However, in view of the lack of reliable data

in regard" to conditions outside of the present water works well field,
no large de_'elopment should be u1_dertaken without exploratory
drilling and extensive pumping tests.

In view of the expected large increase in consumption of water in

the future_ and the fact that the problem of providing for this in-
crease may be of great importance to many communities in a large
area, observations on pumpage and water levels should be continued.

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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PRESENT WATER SUPPLIES OF THE REGION. 11

PllESENT WATE[_ SUPPLIES OF THE IIEGION.

It is not within file scope of this report to make a detailed st,dy of

the water supply situation of the Atlantic City region, but certain
features of the existing supplies may be mentioned briefly.

AtNntic Citg.--The present public supply for Atlantic City is

obtained from two sources--wells at the Absecon pmnping station on
the mainland t and Abseeon Creek. The relative amounts of surface

and ground water used are given on page 18.
The water of Absecon Creek is stored by a dam situated about a

mile west of Absecon. The capaciV of the reserYoir is about 300
million gallons, but the reservoir cannot be entirely emptied, and _he
usable capacity is only about 250 miliion gallons. Since December,

1923_ measurements have been made of the flow of Absecon Creek.
The average daily flow for the months of maximum and of miniature
discharge, and for the entire year for the years t924 to 1927, in-

elusive, is given in the accompanying table.

._VERAGE DALLY FLOW OF ABSECON CREEK ABOVE ABSECON
DA3I 1X M[LLION GALLONS,a

_lonth Of Month _f Average
YEAR minimum lli_lxiltluli1 for

I]ow {10w y(mr

1924 ......................... l:g.9 32.4 25.6
1925 .......................... 9.7 17 .l 15._
192(i .......................... 12.0 17.0 17.1
1927 ....................... 11.9 21.2 18.7

From the figures given it is evidm_t that tile s_mmmr discharge of

Absccon Creek at present is no more than sulficicnt to meet the
demand, and in dry years draft must be made ou the storage. In
order to meet the increase in the consumption in tile near future

either greater storage nmst be provided or a large supply must be de-

,;eloped from some other source.
The water from Absecon Creek Reservoir is carried about two miles

by a 42-inch wood stave conduit to a small basin at the pmnping sta-
tion. This main is old and is soon to be replaced by a new one. The
difference in elevation between the pond and the basin is so small that
the rate of flow is limited by the low head. For a few hoers on days

Vrhe Atlt_ntic City pumping station, although located in the northern ilart
of Pleasantville, is commo_ly tidied the Absceol_ slatlon, m_d that _ame will be
used in tMs report.

aC0rreeted for el_anges iu storage [rOlll lllOlltll to rllOBth.

/
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12 ATLANT[C CITY GI'OUND WATER SUPPLY.

of high coJ)sumption the pmnpage is actually i2_ excess of the flow

from tl)e pond. During these periods a shortage is prevented only by
draft on the small storage basin maintained at the pumping station.

The ground-water supply is ohtained from 32 wells 100 to 200 teet
deep. The well field is described in more detail on pages 121 and 123.
The total yidd of the well field is approximately 71/2 million gallons
a day.

If the dry-period yield of Abseeon Creek be reckoned at 10 million
gallons a day, the total minimum yield of all systems is a little more
tha]_ ] 7 million g_llons a day. The Department o_ Conservation and
Development has granted the right to divert a total of 20 million

gallons a day of ground water and the construction of new wells
needed to obtain this amount was begun in the spring of :1928. When
this development is completed the total available supply will be about
30 million gallous a day.

3l(daland towns. The water supply for Lhe several mainland com-
munities lying between Abseeon and Seiners Point, and including
Pleasantville, is furnished by the Atlantic County Water Co. This sup-

ply is obtained in part from a small stream thai; is damnmd at ]Yar-
gaintown, about three miles southwest of Pleasantville, where a pump-
ing plant is located, The capacity of the reservoir is estimated to be
40 million gallons. Water is also obtained from a well nearer the

center of Somers Point, which is 118 feet deep, 16 inches in diameter
from the top to 80 feet, and 12 inches from 80 to 98 feet. The lower
27 feet is equipped with em_erete well screen 111/_ inches in outside

diameter. It is equipped with a turbine pump which pumps directly
into the main and which is controlled automatically so that a certain
pressure is maintaine(]. The company also has a well at the Bar-

gaintown pumping station which is 120 feet deep and six inches in
diameter. Its yield is small and it is used only an hour or two a day.

Ventnor.--The Ventnor water supply is obtained from six deep
wells located at the city water works at Cornwall and Winchester
Avenues, The wells are approximately 800 fee_ deep and range in

diameter from 6 to 12 inches at the top with 41/, to 8-inch screens.
Five of the wells are situated in an area of about three acres and the

sixth is several hundred feet distant. The wells are pumped by air
lift and discharge by gravity into a covered concrete reservoir that

has a capacity of 5"/4,000 gallons. The sys%m has no standpipe and
pressure is maintained by pumping directly into the mains. The peak
consumption during certain hours of _he day in the summer is con-
siderably in excess of the pumpage from the wells, and storage muse
be drawn upon.

%
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PRESENT WATER SUPPLIES OF THE REGION. 13

Marg_zte Cily.--The water supply for Margate City is obtained

principally from two wells. The wells range in depth from 800 to
812 feet, and are equipped with eight-inch screens. They are equipped
with deep-well'turbine pumps. Their combined yield is about l_0O0
gallons a minute. The pinups are so emmeeted that they can pump
directly into the distribution system. Generally, however, the water

is discharged into a concrete reservoir in order to provide aeration to
remove hydrogen sulphide that is in the water. Two old wells,
pmnped by air lift, were in use until 1926, but their yield is so small
that they have practically heen abandoned: If the wells were cleaned

out doubtless they would yield more. The concrete reservoir has a
capacity of about 125,000 gallons, and a standpipe has a capacity of

83,000 gallons.
Longport.--The water supply for Longport is obtained from a

single well in the northern part of the city. This well is six inches in
diameter, 835 feet deep, and is pumped by air lift. Its yield is about

400 gallons a minute, This quantity is considerably in exeess of the
present maximum consumption. The well discharges into a concrete
reservoir having a capacity of 60,000 gallons, from which it is pumped
into a standpipe having a capacity of 190;000 gallons. The con-
sumption in Lm3gport is not increasing rapidly, and unless the rate
of growth of the city increases the well now in use will doubtless be
sufficient for several years. When more water is needed it is possible
;that an old well in the southern part of the city cai_ be cleaned ou_:

at relatively slight expense and a good yield obtained with air lift.
Ocean City.--The public water supply for Ocean City is obtained

frmn seven wells, the property of the Ocean City Water Service Co.
This company supplies the entire beach extending from the main part

of Ocean City at Egg Harbor Inlet southwestward to Corson's Inlet,
a distance of more than six miles. The wells range in depl_h from 825
feet to 80,0 feet, and in diameter from six to eight inches. One of the

wells is at Third and West A_'enue, in the northern part of the city;
four wells are distributed at distances of a few hundred feet around

_he main pumping station at Ninth and Haven Streets; one well is
at Thirty-fifth Street about half way down the beach, and the sixth
well is at Fifty-fifth Street near the southern end of the island. The

wells at the main pumping station are pumped by air lift into two
nearby reservoirs. The other three are equipped with turbine pumps
with automatic controls which discharge directly into the maius.
The distribution of the wells makes it possible to maintain proper
pressure in all parts of the city without great loss of head in the mains
such as would result if the water had to move from a distant pumping
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station. The capacity of the receiving reservoirs at the main pump-
ing plant is 624,000 gallons. Two standpipes at the plant have a

capacity of 657,000 gallons.
Briga,diae Bcr_eh.--A new water-supply system was put into service

on Brigantine Beach in April_ 1925. The water is obtained from a
well 798 feet deep, which is equipped wiit_ a turbine pump that dis-

charges directly into the distributing main.
Other _,_u_ieipaliffes.--The water suppl.y for the municipalities of

Corson's 7Inlet,, Sea isle City, Avalon and Stone Harbor is obtained
from deep wells in each of t;he places named. These wells all go to the
800-foot water sand which is used for the public supplies in the beach

cities from Brigantine to Ocean City. The city of Wildwood obtains
most of its supply from shallow wells on the mainland, but in summer

it gets some water from a well on the beaeh to the deep horizon just
mentioned and from three other wells on the beach that are about 325

feet deep.
Most of the towns and cities on the beaches and nearby mainlafid

north of Brigantine as far as Asbury Park obtain their water supply
from wells. The formations utilized, however, are mostly, if no?; all,
different from the shallow horizons used in Pleasantville or the deep
horizon used in Atlantic City and the cities sou_h thereof. The

present study acem'dingly has not been extended north of Brigantine.
Priv_de wel_,s.--In addition to the public supplied a large quantity

of water is obtained in the Atlantic City region from about 35 private
wells that are mostly frmn 760 to 840 feet deep. The wells range in
diameter from 6 to 16 inches at the _op with screens 4½ to 8 inches

in diameter. The majority of the wells are pumped by air lift, but
several arc pumped by deep well turbine pumps and two by deep well

reciprocating pumps. The location of these wells is shown on Fig. 1.
lu addition to the deep wells a few shallow wells, less than 150 feet

deep, are used in the city. Since these wells yield only brackish water,
they have been neglected in the present investigation. Several wells,
mostly _mt more thau 150 to 200 feet deep, are user] on the mainland

at industrial plants in Pleasantvil]e, the Atlantic County Hospital for
_fental Diseases, the County Tuberculosis Hospital and the shore

golf elul_s. The total consmuption from these shallow wells probably
is on]y a few hundred thousand gallons a day.
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QUALITY OF PRESENT SUPPLIES.

The mineral quality of the different types of waters used for public
supply in the Atlantic City region are shown by the accompanying
analyses. Sample 1 is representative of the surface water that is used

for the Atlantic City supply. The surface water fulmished by the At-
lantic County Water Co. is probably of somewhat similar composition.

The surface water doubtless varies slightly in rainy and dry weather.
Samples 2 and 3 are typical of the wells of two different depths at the
Atlantic City pumping station at Abseeon. The water from other

wells on the mainland not over 200 feet deep is probably somewhat
sintilar in quality.

ANALYSES OF SURFACE AND GROUND 1VATE[_S IN THE
ATLANTIC CITY REGION.

(Amllyzed by C. S. Iloward, U. S. Geological Survey. Parts per million.)

1 2 3 ' 4 5

Silica (S_0e) ..................... 2.0 8.7 12 26 29
Iron (Fe) .......................... 05 .04 .36 .11 .38 a
Calcium (Ca) ..................... 1.(; 3.9 3.3 12 1l
Magnesium (My) ................. 7 2.1 1.0 " 2.0 2.9
Sodium and potassium (No ,-b K) .... 4.5 I0 6.3 28 26
R_carbonate radicle (HCO_) ......... 1_.2 7.3 4.9 82 85
Sulphate radicle (SO,) .............. 4.3 7.9 10 15 12
Chloride radicle (C1) ............... 9.0 15 9.0 11 S.0
Nitrate radicle (NOn) .............. Trace 7.3 Trac(t Trace Trace
Total dissolved solids at 180 ¢ C ..... 24 57 51 134 129

Total hardness as CaCo_ (calculated).. 6.9 18 12 ._g 36

1. Absecon pond, surface water supply for Atlantic City, collected April 17,
1924.

2. Mixed water from three 100-foot wells, Atlantic City pumping statiml,
collected April 4. 1924.

3. Water from 200-foot well, Atlantic City pumping station, collected April
23, 1924.

4. Water from 850-foot well at Chalfoute Hotel, Atlantic City, collected
Febrllary 21. 1924.

5. Water from fmtr wells approxiln*ltely 840 feet deep at Ocean City Water
Co. pumping station, collected July 9, 1924.

Samples 4 and 5 are typicsl of the 800-foot sand tha_ is used for
the public supplies for _'entnor_ _argate, Longport and Ocean City
and by private wells in Atlantic City and Ocean City. The maxinmm

difference for any one constituent in the two samples here given is
only three parts per million, and the difference in total solids is only
five parts. Analyses of samples from other deep wells along the beach
show that the water from the 800-foot sand is quite constant as a

aIncludes 0.32 p.p.m, in sediment that had settled in sample.bottle.
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16 ATLANTIC CITY GROUND WATER SUPPLY.

whole, A sample from the i)ew well to the same horizon at the At-
lantic City Water Works on tile mainland contained only 101 parts

per million of total solids and samples froul Egg Harbor City and
Hammonton irldicafe that the total solids in the wafer from this for-

marion is slightly less at points farther inland. Locally, in wells

along" the beach the mineral content of water from the deep horizon
has increased for short periods when salt water has entered corroded
or broken well casings, but after the trouble has been remedied the
content has decreased to the normah (See pages 98 and 105.) Tile

wafer from the shallower heds along the beach up to the depths of
200 or 300 feet, is brackish and unfit for domestic use.

As long as ordinary care is exercised to protect the wells from pop
]ution the supplies from both the shaIlow aud deep wells is safe aud
satisfactory fronl the sanitary standpoint. The water from Absecon
Pond: and from the BargailltOWn reservoir of tile :_,tlanfic County
Water Co., is subject to contamination_ but is chlorinated before it is

pumped into the distribution main.
Although the surface water from Absecon Pond as served is entirely

safe for domestic us% it is generally more or less colored and af cer-
tain tiules of the year has a disagreeable ordor and is turbid. The
color is that comnlon to waters that flow from swamps in southern

New Jersey. The odor results from aquatic growths tha_ develop
ill the pond and which it has not been possible to eradicate, The

water frequently becomes turbid when storms _-ash sand and clay into
the pond. These conditions at times make the water unsatisfactory
for domestic use. The surface water is improved slig.hf]y by dilution
with water from the wells at the pumping station, The superior

quality of the water from the 800-foot sand in Atlantic City, so far
as taste and appearances at'c concerned, has been responsible to a large
extent for the well developments by the hotels, The disagreeable
features of the surface water (toubtless could be removed largely by

proper t_ltration.
For boiler and laundry use fl)ere is little preference between file

surface water and the well water. The surface wafer is softer than

any of the well waters, but its desirability for washing is lessened
somewhat by the disagreeable features mentioned. Although the deep
well water is not very hard, some of the hotels use artificial softeners.
I_ is said that the water from the 800-foot wells scales boilers, but

that the scale may soften and partly be removed by subsequent use of
the Atlantic City public supply. By a judicious alternation of wafer
from the two sources the boilers may be kept in good condition. The

city supply used alone tends to corrode boilers.
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CONSUMPTION.

The average daily consumption from the various public supplies
in the Atlantic City region for the years 1917 to 1927 is given in the
accompanying table (see page 18) compiled from quarterly consump-
tion reports that are filed with the Department of Conservation and
Development. This does not include consumption in the region be-

tween Corson's Inlet and Wildwood. Statistics for previous years are
not available.

The table shows some irregular variation in the consumption from
year to year, but during tt_e 11-year period h'om 1917 _o 1927, inclu-
sive, there was an increase in consumption from every system. In

the 11 years the consumption frem public supplies in the entire region
increased about 7.4 million gallons and was about 82 per cant above
the total consmnption in 1917. The eonsmnption in 1927 was ac-
tually less than in 1926, because of a decrease in Atlantic City. From

1917 to 1926 the increase was eight million gallons a day, or nearly
90 per cent of the consmnption in 1917. The average rate of increase
has been a little more _han 0.7 million gallons a year.

Of the total increase more than 5.5 million gallons has been in

the consumption front the Atlantic City public supply_ with only
about 18 million distributed among the other public supplies.
The biggest increase in Atlantic City occurred in 1925, when it was
1.6 million gallons above the consumption of the previous year. The
greatest percentage of increase between 1917 and 1927 was in Vent-
nor and ]gargate. In Ventnor the consumption in 1927 was 2.8 times
that in 1917, and in 5fargate City it was 6.3 times that in 19t7. The
figures reflect the large nmnber of new homes that have beeu built
in these places. The irregularties in consumption, with actual de-

crease in some years instead of a progressive increase, may be ascribed
to several causes such as variations in weather conditions or in busi-

ness eomlitions which promote or retard home building, and the in-
stallation of meters. The low consumption in Longport in 1923
apparently was due to inadequate supply.

In addition to _he water eensmned :[rom public supplies a lane
quanti_.y is used from private wells. Data upon which to base an

estimate of the consumption from private wells are unsatisfactory.

Until 19_4 practically none of the well owners kept any records of
pumpagc. Since that time, at the request of the writer, many have
furnished data based largely on the estimated or tested yield of the
well at the time of completion and an estimate of the nmnber of

2
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hom_ pmuped fltlily. In some.instances tile yield was tested many
years ag% and there is reason to believe that it is now much Iess_ but

accurate data ere not available. For some wells the yield was not
known and couhl lint be measured. The writer has endeavored to de-

termine the eonsumption from the deep wells for tile years 1924 to
1.(_27, inclusive, by a careful study of all the information at hand.

The results are summarized ia tile table that follows (see page 21),
which shows the consumption of water in the entire region according

to source. The data are shoml graphically, by years, in Fig. 2. (See
also Fig. lg.) The table shows the average daily consumption.for
the month of February, the month of Augnst_ aud the entire year.

Augms_ is usually the month of maximum consumption, and the con-
sumption ill February generally is about as low as at any other time
during the year; but ill differerlt years the conditions may differ
slightly.

This table shows a very considerable difference between the winter
and summer consumption, flue, of course, to the fact that the popu-
iation of the resorts is vm3" large in summer and dwindles in winter.
The average daily consumption in tile region from all sources in

August, 1927, was about 28.5 million gallons. This was nearly 10
million gallons daily more than in February of the same year, end the
increase was 50 per cent over the February consumption.

In 1!)24 _he average daily consumption throughout the year was

rather equally distributed among the fhree types of sources, 38 per cent
being surface water, 28 per cent from shallow wells and 34 per'cen_
from deep wells. Sines 1924 the eonsumi_tion from deep wells has

inereased more than three million gallons,, and in 1927 43 per cent
of the total was obtained from such wells, as compared to only 27 per
cent from shallow wells, and 30 per cent from streams. The relative
proportions of average dally consumption just stated are not main-

tainefl in the summer months, for while the consumption from sur-
face _rater and deep wells increases roughly proportionately, there
is no great inereuse in the consumption from shallow wells. This
is because tile A_lantie City Water Works wells are pumped practi-
cally to capacity all the time, in winter and in summer. The increase

ill consumption in summer from privately owned deep wells in At-
lantic City is relatively not as great as from the public supplies, and
from deep wells at the other resorts along the beaeh (see Fig. 1'4).

This is because the hotels that have _heir own wells attract a large
percentage of the winter visitors, and their consumption does not
decrease greatly in winter.
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PUBLIC SUPPLIES
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(Ynfortnnatel3_ no information is aveilsble to show the coasmnp-
lion from private wells prior to 1924 so that a comparison of the con-
sumption from all sources over a period of years cannot be made.

The increase in average daily consumption from all sources between
1924 and 1927 was a littlemore thau sevenmilliongallons.The

greatest increase in draft from any one source was from the deep

wells drawing on the 800-foot sand. This was due to an increase
of about one million gallons from private wells in Atlantic City, to a
pumpage of a little more than one million gallons a day from the new
well at the Atlantic City Water works, and to an increase o_ a little

less than a million gallons from public stq)plies on the beaches.
du addition _o the consumption in the ares be_;weeu Brigsntlne and

Ocean City, the average yearly consnmp[ion from the 800-foofi horizon

at places along the coast southwest of Ocean City (which is not shown
in the table on page 21) is about 400.000 gsllons a day, and in summer
it is nearly one millio,z gallons a day. The total maximum draft on
the formation between Brigantine Beach and Wildwood in the summer
of 1997 was more than la million gallons a day.

FUTURE INCREASE IN CONSUMPTION,

An important question in planning the development of a water

supply for any community is the probable rate at which the con-
sumption will increase. The present investigation does not properly

ineludea detailed study of this question, but certain general phases
of it may be considered.

During the 11 years following 1917 the average daily consumption

from public supplies in the region behreeu Brigantine snd Ocean
City increased about 7.5 million gallons, or a gain of about 82 per
cent over the consumption in 1917. If the consumption of _he region
were to increase in the geometric ratio of 82 per cent every 10 years,
in 1938 it would be nearly 30 million gallons daily, in 1948 about 54

million gallons daily, and in 1958 nearly 1O0 million gallons daily.
But if only a uniform increase of 7.5 million gallons in t0 years were

• maintained, in 1938 it would be only about 24 million gallons, in
1948 about 32 million gallons, and in 1958 about a9 million

gallons. It is not likely that the higher rate of increase will continue.
The tree figures will doubtless be between the two estimates, and
nearer the lower than the higher. This does not include consump-

tion from privately owned wells which will also undoubtedly increase.
If this increases] at the rate of one million gallons in three years, as
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occurred between 1924 and 1927, the average daily eonsmnption
from private wells 20 years t_enee would he about 12 million gallons.

The grand total from all sources in 1948, according to the mininmnl
of the above estimates, would be about 44 million gallons daily. It
should be noted that this is tile average daily consumption for the
year, The consumption in the summer monLhs, according to present
ratios, wmdd probably be between 55 and 60 million gallons daily.

In attempting to answer tim question as is what will be the future
consumption one is naturally faced with other questions as to ¢he
trend of the future growth of Atlantic City and its neighbors. The
nature of real estate (]evelopment iu file last few years suggest that
the population of the region, and, fl_erefore, the water consumption
may ii_erease very rapidly, but there a_'e factors that may tepid to
prevent such a rapid increase. The most suggestive informatim_ so
far availahle is the data on annual consumption from the Atlantic

City pubtic supply. The average daily consumption in 1900 was
about three million gallons. It gradually rose with certain irregu-
larities to nearly t0 million in 1913, but thereafter dropped each )'ear
until 1916, when it was only 7.a nfillion. This dcreasa was in part
due to, metering and probably in part to s_oppage of waste from leaks
in _he distribution system. Since 1916 tile consumption has risen

again, as shown in the table on page 18. In a "Report on increased
water supply for Atlantic City, New .Jersey, covering a period of
twenty-five years, 1910-1935," by Lincoln Van Gilder and T, Chalk-

ley Hattone submitted to the City C_uncil December 11, 1909, it was
estimated on the basis of past consumpLion that the a_'erege daily

consumption for 1918 would be 17.177 million _sllons, and in tim
month of maximum consumption it would he 25,686 million gallons.
Actually the consmnption in 1918 fell far below these estimates, and it
was still much below them in 1927, nine years later. The estimates for
1935 were 32.078 million gallons daily for the entire 3"ear and 53.990
daily in the month of greatest consumption. To reach this point it
will be necessary for tim consmnption of the city to be practically
doubled in the eight years following 199.7, and this seems very un-
likely.

The average yearly increase in {he average daily consumption of At-
lantic City from 1900 to 19"27 has been only about 370,000 gallons. In
some years it has been considerably grea'ter as between 1924 and 199.5,
huL these great increases have generally hee_x_ffset by smaller increases
in later years. These figures tell only part of the story, for they d*)
not include data for the neighboring cities_ where some of the greatest
reeen_ development has occurred, nor for tile puropage from private
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wells in the city. The records iu regard to consumption from these
sources cover too short a period to be of much value m considering the
future trend of water consumption. However, it is to be expected
that there will be a more or less steady, but, perhaps, not very large

increase in water consumption each year due to several factors such
as closer building _p of some parts of the resorts_ an i_crease in the
_mmber of ho_els, an increase in industries that are necessary to the

business of the resorts, and a possible natural increase in per capita
cousumptiom The newer communities doubtless will experience
periods of n_pid increase in cousumptien as they are taken up and
developed in building booms after which the }'early increase will not
be so great, The problem is one that deserves stud}, by those con-
cerned with the future development of water supplies for the shore
cities.

POSSIBLE SOURCES O)_ FUTURE SUPPLY.

The sources that are available for increased supplies in Atlantic

City, like the present sources, may be grouped into three classes--
streams, wells on the mainland not over _50 or 300 fe& deep, and

deep wells reaching about 700 feet on the mainland and 850 feet on the
beaches.

As stated on page 11, _he yield of hbsecon Creek during recent dry
summers has been barely sufficient to meet the needs of the Atlantic
City public supply. I_l the mouth of lowest flow in 1924=Lb..erewas an
excess of mere than four million gallons a day. This is none too large

a margin, tlowever, during the other months of the year the excess
was consider_bly greats 5 ranging from 8 to 20 million gallons s day.
By enlarging the storage the quantity available in the period of low
flow could be increased somewhat. Preliminary investigations by
the Atlantic City Water Department show _ha_ such enlargement of
the storage is feasible.

No data are available as to the possibili V of obtaining any large
additionaI supply from other streams near atlantic City, ineIuding
the one now used by the Atlantic County Water Co. Probably the addi-
tional quantity that could be developed would not be great enough to
warrant any large expenditures. An investigation for _t_e city by
3Ieasrs. Van Gilder and 1-[atton for Atlantic City shows that a large
quantity of surface water, enough for many years, can be obtained
at a greater distance from the elty, from either Grea_ :Egg Harbor
River and its branches or from 3Iullica River and its branches above

Bats_o.
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The relative merits of these several sources of surface water will not

be discussed here. Any project for tile development of surface water

supplies would require the construction of long pipe lines. The
quality of the water would undoubtedly be very good and safe from
the sanitary standpoint. Nevertheless, a filtration system would

probably be required to remove the suspended sediment and the color.
The remaining possible sources are wells to deep horizons on the

beaches and to either deep or shallow horizons on the mainland.
Shallow horizons on the beaches cannot be used because they yield

only salt water. Wells seem to have many advantages over surface
water. In the first place, there is a very general prejudice among a
large par_ of the public against surface water and in favor of wells

because of the belief that the water obtained from underground sources
is purer. Under modern conditions of water works operation this
belief is more 'fancied than real. Nevertheless, it is a psychological
factor that often must be reckoned with in obtaining public approval
for a new development. Actually in the Atlantic City region the

mineral content of the well waters is somewhat higher than that of
the surface water, but the difference is so slight that the matter of
quality need not be considered.

Where the water is obtained from wells increases in consumption
may be met easily from time _o time by adding units el one or more
wells. The wells can be completed and put in service in a few weeks
or a few months, depending upon the quantity to be developed. The
cost of new units is comparatively small and absorbed in a short

period by the return from increased consumption that is commen-
surate with the increase in the capacity of the system. Those con-
ditions are in contrast to the long time required for the completion
of long pipe lines, reservoirs and filter plants that would be needed
for a surface water supply. With a capacity that would not all be

used for many years, the liquidation of the cost of such a system
would necessarily be distributed over a long period. For this reason
wells are especially adapted fo the needs of the smaller towns.

A ground-water supply also has special advantages from the view-

point of the beach cities and towns because it can be obtained right
in the communities and at practically any point where land is avail-

able for wells. The smaller towns can hardly afford to install the long
pipe lines across the meadows that would be required to obtain a sur-

face water supply unless several of them unite on a single project.
If such a project seemed desirable it could, of course, be brought
about by the formation of either a water district or a stack company.
The factors in favor of ground water are go weighty that there seems
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to be no reason to consider surface water if ground water is available.
Numerous wells to the deep horizon Oll the beaches and to shallow
horizons oll the mainland have proven that ground wafer of good
quality can be obtained.

There is little doubt thata sufficient number of wells drilled i1_

Atlantic City to a depth of about 800 feet would yield enough water,

pleasil_g in appearance and taste and thus far superior to the present
supply, to meet the needs of the city for a short time. Similarly,
water may be obtained from wells in any of the neighboring towns
and cities. The easiest and cheapest solution of the problem of addi-

tional water supply for the present would seem to be to put down
wells whenever and wherever they are needed. Rut the question of

paramount importance is, will this be the wisest and most eco-
nomical solution for the future?

The importance of this question--what of the full/re if the ground
water supply is developed without limit--is suggested by the experi-

enee of many localities in different parts of the United States. It is
emphasized by the conditions now existing in the Atlantic City region.
The municipalities of Ventnor, Margate, Longport, Ocean City and
of smaller places south thereof, as well as many hotels and industries
in Atlantic Ci V and Ocean City, all obtain their water from a single
extensive water-bearing bed. As shown on page 129, this is practically

the only source of ground water available in these localities mfless
they go to ttle mainland. Since the first deep wells were drilled the
static head or water level in the wells wheu not pumping has been

lowered many feet over a very large area. If there is a large increase
in the draft on this horizon, such as would occur if the deep-well
water were substituted for the Atlantic City surface supply, might
not.the water level be lowered so far, and the .}deld of the wells de-

crease so much that many of them would have to be abandoned and
a surface supply be developed after all? If this were to happen it

might be better and cheaper in the long run to develop a surface water
supply from the very first.

If investigation shows flint is is not wise to draw too heavily o/1 the
deep horizon beneath the beaches there is still the possibility that a

large supply may be obtained from deep or shallow wells on the main-
land. There also is a question of the effect of pumping a large quan-

tity of water from such wells. It is with these questions of the feasi-
bilit35 possible results ar,d wisdom of obtaining large supplies from
wells in the Atlantic City region that the present report is concerned.

It deals primarily with the quantity of water that may be drawn
safely from the ground wa_er supply over a long period of time. it
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does not consider the matter o_ preference of alternative projects from

the standpoint of cost, which is properly the duty of the municipal
authorities in consultation with competent engineers.

It may be pointed out that the questions in regard to the possi-
bility of developing additional water from wells is o_ importance not

only to any single town or city where an increase in supply is con-

templated but to all of the neighboring towns a_d cities in tile region.
There is evidence that a large producing well in the region may not
only directly affect other wells within a radius of a few hundred feet,

but it may indirectly affect wells several miles distant. The question
is likewise of importance to owners of private wells. For example, a
great increase in the draft on the deep horizon in either Atlantic
City or Ventnor might cause so great a lowering of the water level in

some of the private wells that it might not lie economical for them
to continue to pump them. The natural step would be to turn to the
lmblic supply. But if this increased demand was supplied from the
_flready overdrawn horizon the problem would still lie unsolved. It
is conceivable that the best solution nlay be the formation of a water
district which will undertake to develop the water resources available

to the Atlantic City region to the best advantage of all the comnnmi-
ties. Such a district need be established only for the purpose of de-
veloping water supply without any restriction of the autonomy of the
individual nmnicipalities in other matters.

GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS AFFECTING 0CCUIlllENCE OF
GI_0UND WATER.

In order that the problenls may be better m_ders_ood, there is given
below a brief resume of the geologic conditions affecting the occur-
renee of ground water in the Atlantic City region.

The deepest well in the Atlantic City region, drilled in the Atlantic

Ocean about 1,000 feet out on Young's Ocean Pier at the foot of
Tennessee AYcnue, reached a depth of 2,306 feet below the floor o[2

the pier.-" SampIes of this well, one of the deepest along the Atlantic
coast, were sa_'cd nearly every 10 feet. The following log shows the

significant facts that relate to our present study.

2fl-nnual report of the State Geologist for 1901, pp. 110-117, 1902.
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RECORD OF WELL AT YOUNG'S OCEAN PIER, ATLANTIC CITY.

DRILLED BY IjRIAH "_VHITE IN 1901.

Thick-
ness Depth
feet feet Formation

Floor of pier to mean tide level ................. 0 20"]
Beach sand ................................... 35 55

Sandy clay .................................. 15 70 ]lecent
Sand ........................................ 6 76 and
Dark stiff clay ................................ 14 90 Pleistocene
Ileavy gravel w th some thin seams of yellow clay.. 36 126.
Alternations of light yellow and bright orange and 7

grayish sands and gravels .................... 126 272_ CohanseyBrownish and grayisil sands with thin clay seams, sand
some lignite ................................ 118 390j

Mainly bluish and brownish clays, a bed of coarse
sand at about 560 .......................... 300 690

Chlyey sand .................................. 30 720
Sand and grawd .............................. 10 730
Clayey sand .................................. 10 740
Coarse gray gravel with moderate supply of water.. 20 760 I421rkwood
Sandy brown clay ............................ 20 780 Formation
Dark brown clean sand, some light-colored layers.. 40 820
Light brown clean sand, abundantly water-bearing

from 7S0 to 860 (the "SO0-foot sand") ......... 40 860
Tough hard brown clay ..................... 71 931
Clay and sand with shells, sand is largely glauconite

(greensand) ................................ 10 941
Sand with a large admixture of greensand, slightly

water-bearing ............................... 9 950
Sand and (.lay ............................... 2 952
Hard tough brown clay with comminuted shell .... 22 974
Olive-colored greensand marl ................... 16 990
Brown clay ................................. 12 1012
01ire-colored sand and marl, moderately fine....... 42 1054 /'re -
Olive-colored sand mid marl, considerably coarser. 21 1975 Kirkwood
VeJ.y clayey olive-colored marl .................. 21 1096
Sand and marl decidedly dark green in color ..... 24 1120
Dark marly clay .............................. 14 1134
Light or ash coIored clay with much marl and s,lnd, 20 1100
Brown micaceous clay ....................... 40 1200
Dull yellow sand ............................ 5 1205

(A little water rose to the surface from about

this depth, probably from this stratum.)
Clay ....................................... 10 12I,_
Greensand marl or marly clay .................. 25 1240"

Very hard and tough lig-ht and dark slate or light Age?
brown (:lays ................................ 200 1440

Yellowish calcareons rock smnetimes moderately
soft and sometimes quite hard, consists two-thirds [

of a nearly equal inixt/tre of greensand and white _ _rincentow n

quartz sand gralus and one-thlrd of carbonate of Sand
lime, the latter the cementing material ......... 460 1900

Clay marl, half glauconite at 1913-1923 ......... 40 1940_
Clay mixed with a little greensand, thin pebble

layer at 2010 ............................ 70 2010 Pre-
Indurated ash-colored clay Im "d almost as rock". 00 2070 glncentown
Clay marl similar to that at 1900 to 1940 feeta .... 80 2150
Black or dark micaeeous sand clays ............. 156 2306J

aAlthough the fact is not stated in the log as originally published a statement
aeeompanying it says that "a scant supply" of Water was encountered at about
2150 feet.
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Only a few wells reach the greater depths. The formations to a

depth of about 380 to 400 feet consist principall)j of sand and gravel
with some beds of clay. On the beaches the water in these sam and

gravel beds is generally brackish, although in some wells water of
drinkable quality was obtained. However, heavy pumping would
doubtless draw salt water into these wells since there appeal" to be no
thick continuous clay beds to keep out the nearby ocean water. (See
pages 119 and 129.) Below these sand beds and extending to about

700 feet the material is principally clay. A 10-foot bed of sand at a
depth of about 550 feet is reported in many wells, but it does not
appear to be a good water yielder, for it has not been developed in the

region. The clay between about 400 and 700 feet is so thick and con-
stant that ]t is commonly called "the great clay bed."

From about 700 feet to 760 feet (780 feet in the Ocean Pier well)
beds of sand, gravel, and clay are reported. These formations ap-
pareDtly are not very regularly distributed. There is quite ge_-

erally clay at the base of this part of the section.
From about 760 to 840 feet occurs a water-bearing sand that _s

utilized by practically all of the deep wells in the Atlantic City

region. In fact, so important is this bed that it has come to be
known as "the'800-foot sand," since the average depth to i_ at At-
lantic City is about 800 feet. In the present report this sand is called
the 800door sand and the Atlantic City 800-foot sand.

The variation in the depth to the top and bottom of the 800-foot

sand is shown by the following typical wells: Brigantine, old town
site, top ?28 feeL, bottom not reached at 798 feet: Old Consumers
Water Co. weI1 No. 1, Atlantic City, top 761, _botiom 844 i Dennis
]3otel, Atlantic City, top 775, bottom not indicated at 835i Ocean
Pier well, Atlantic Cit35 top 780, bottom 860, _largate City Water
Works well No. 3, top 755, bottom 810i Oceatl City_ Fifty-fifth
S_reet, top 736, bottom 810. South of Ocean City the depth to the
sand increases until at Wildwood the top lies about 887 feet below
the surface and the bottom 931 feet. s

Below the Atlantic City 800-foot sand no reliable water-bearing
bee/ has been developed, and the informatiou afforded by the few

wells drilled deeper is unfavorable to the belief that good water can
be obtained. In the Ocean Pier well "scant" supplies of water were
reported at depths of about 950, 1,B50 at)d 2,150 feet. The exact
horizons from which the lower two flows came is uncertain, for at the

depths given little or no sand is reported. Sand is reported at several

SReport of the State Geologist for _[$94, phtte opposite page 158 and notes
pages 178-I79.
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depths between 900 and 1,200 feet, but it generally appears to be

mixed with day or greensand mark With one possible exeel_tion the
writer knows of no wells in the Atlantic City region that now draw

from a horizon deeper than the 800-foot sa_l& This fact in itself is
significant that tile beds between 900 and l,P,00 feet would not yMd

large supplies of water, since several of the earlier wells were drilled
to that depth, bu_ subsequently abandoned or finished to draw from
the 800-foo_ higher horizon. A publie m" semi-public supply was
obtained from a depth of about 1,tOO feet in 1888 and 1889 _ before
the 800-foot horizon was developed_ in 1893, but the deeper horizon
has _mt been used for many years, An analysis shows that the water

contained 64.334 grains per gallon (approximately 1_100 parts per
million) _ of total solids and 19.303 grains per million of chloride

(330 par_s per million). The mineral eontent of this water is fairly
high, and perhaps this caused the abandonment of the wells.

The 800-foot sand has a great areal extent. It has been identified
in wells Mong the coast from Briga_ltine as far south as Wildwood.
Inland it has beeu fraeed for many miles, it graduMly rises west-

ward and it or strata closely associated with it come to the surface in
an elongated zone that passes iu a southwest-northeast dire&ion

through Kirkwood, about 10 miles southeast of Camden. l::ecause
the formation, of which the 800-foot sand is a part, is typically ex-
posed near this town, it is called the Kirkwood formation. The area
in which the Kirkwood formation outcrops is shown in Fig. 8.

Among the places where the 800-foot sand of Atla_ltie City has

been (apped inland from the coast are the Atlantic Ciiy Water Works
in Pleasantvi/le, where it extends from 800 to 6_8 fee_, and Egg

[/arbor City_ from about 300 to 400 feel It apparently has been
reache(l at }Iammonto_t at a depth of about 300 feet.

4Anr, ual Report of State Geologist for 1888, I)l). 73-75; f_)v 1889, 1'. 90; for
1892, 1_p..276-277, and for 1901, p. ill.

5Annum report for 1888, I). 25.
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On the beaches tile 800-foot sand is tile only water-bearing horizon
of importance. 0n the mainland, however, water is obtained from

' higher sand beds which on the beach yield only brackish water. The
greatest development of these has been at the A_lantic City Water

Works. The log of a test well drilled there in 1903 is given below.

LOG OF TEST WELL AT ATLANTIC CITY WATER WORKS,
DRII, LED 1N 3993.(_

Thlckl_ess Depth
feet feet

,'e, llow sand :_l_d gra_'el ............................. 18 18
Blue clay, some sto_w_s .............................. ll 29
Yeltow sand, with bark and wood ................... 6 35
1Vhi_e sand, coarse above, fine below ................... 20 r)¢5
YeDow saml a_d g_._veI, vat.ping sizes ................. 4_ 10l}
Wblte and gray clay, some stol_es ..................... 20 ]20
Layers of sand and clay, sa_d predominating ......... _8 I38
_Vhite and red sand ............................... 10 148
Red sa_d (water o_,erflowed ca_ing at ]2 feet above sea

level) .......................................... 10 158
No record ...................................... 10 l_S
Red sand, finer than water-be.'lring stratum ............ 32 200
Gray salad, with some c.nly seams at 2:30 _o 240 ........ 50 250
Marl ............................................. 30 280
Sandy clay ....................................... 10 290
3[arl ............................................. 20 ,310
Gray clay .......................................... 10 320

This log shows wafer-bearing sand beds between 30 and 100 feet

and between 138 and $30 feet. Beds of clay over)ie each of _hese
sand horizons, which are utilized at the water works by wells that

average some 100 and others 200 feet in depth.
Except at the Atlantic City Wafer Works, wells on the mainland are

few and widely separated. Several show thick sand and gravel beds
separated by clay bed8_ but positive eorrdation between individual

beds in different wells cannot be made. It is impossible to determine,
therefore, whether any given day bed is of wide horizontal extent.
If not, there is a possibility that heavy pumping may result in eon-

taminatioll by salt water. On the other hand, discontinuous clay beds
favor rapid replenishment of the sand layer from the rainfall,

The geologic conditions governing the oco_rrence of ground water
in the Atlantic City region is shown by a somewhat generalized seegon

in :Figure 4, which extends from Philadelphia to Atlantic City. The

SAnmlal report of the State Geologist for 1904, pp. 263-264, 1905. II1 this
log no data are given for the distance between 158 and 168 feet, probably
due to a typographical error in the original.
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direction of dip of file beds is practically parallel to a straight line
drawn between the two cities.

It will be noted that because the Atlantic City 800-foot sand rises
westward and for a considerable distance is overlain by the great clay

bed the conditions are favorable for the development of artesian pres-
sure in the horizon. Such is actually the case, for wherever the for-

marion is struck the water rises in the casing. At Atlantic City it
rises from a depth of about 750 feet to within less than 100 feet of the
surface and some of the wells originally flowed,

In the left-hand part of Figure 4 are sbewn three horizons, the
Wenonah carol, the Englishtown sand and the Raritsn formation, all
of which are water bearing. The Ilaritaa is one o2 the best water-

bearing formations in New Jersey, and furnishes large quantities of
water, especially at Camden. _ These beds dip eastward, just as does
the Kirkweod, and the question arises as to whether they are not
available in the Atlantic City region. In the southern part of the
State these formations have been penetrated only in wells within a
few miles of their outcrop, and no wells east of Kirkwood have reached

even the highest or Wenonah sand. The deepest beds penetrated in
the 2,300-foot well af the Ocean Pier in Atlantic City cannot be posi-
tively identified except that the)" lie below the Vincentown limesand.

It is possible that all three of the wafer-bearing formations that
arc found west of the outcrop of the Xirkwood continue eastward as

far as Atlantic City and would be reached if a well were drilled deep
enough, but there is no information to show how deep it is to any of
them. The Raritan was found at Asbury Park at a depth of abon_

900 feet and the Englishtown at a depth of about 600 feet. The

Raritan is believed to have been reached at a depth of about 1,500 feet
in a well completed in the smnmer of 1925 at Lavalctte, about eigh_
miles northeast of Toms Biver. The facts indicate that the forma-

tions lie at greater and greater depths at points farther and farther
south along the coast. The conclusion is that, although water-bearing
beds may lie below a depth of 2,300 feet af Atlantic City the known
conditions are very uncertain. Although it is highly desirable to
know conditions to a greater depth, the cost of drilling a test welt
would be very great, and such an undertaking would of necessity be
entirely speculative.

In passing it may be pointed out that, as shown by Figure 4, all
of the ground water of the Atlantic City region, as well as of practi-
ally all of South Jersey, originates on the New Jersey coastal plain

¢Ground-water conditions in ti_e C_m_denarea are discussed in a report by
the writer in lareparation.
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or within a mile or two west of Delaware River. Crystalline bedrock,
which is practically impervious, rises front beneath the coastal plain
deposits a short distance west of the river, and extends westward for

many mile's. Attention is called to this fact because of a vague notion
of some persons that the water obtained from wells in the Atlantic

City region has moved underground many miles from the mountains
in .the interior of Pennsylvania.

THE ATLANTIC CITY 800-FOOT SAND.

GENERAL STATE]_I ENT.

The Atlantic City 800_foot water-bearing sand has yielded uni-
formly good supplies of water both from the standpoint of quality
and quantit)% and it is easily available at all places in the Atlantic
City region. For this reason it is naturally one of _he first sources

to be considered in any project to develop additional supplies in any
part of the region. It is the erie source of supply for Ventnor_ Mar-
gate Ci_y_ Longport, Ocean City and several towns south _hereof,
except that the first three have emergency connections with the A_-
lantic City system, h'l Atlantic City and Ocean City it is utilized

by 18 hotels and eight or more industrial plants. Because of its present
importance and its probable increasing importance special attention
has been given to the study of problems relating to its utilization,

The first deep well in Atlantic City seems to have been completed
in 1887. s This well, drilled fro" the Consumers' Water Co., which

/hen fornished part of the public sapp]y, was 1,150 feet deep and the
water trowed at the surface. There is same questioI_ as to from just
what depths the water came, whether from shoot 960 feet or near the
bottom." It seems, however, that the 800-foot horizon, which has

since become so important, passed unnoticed. Likewise, it apparently
attracted no attention in a 1,400-foot well drilled in 1888 or 1889.

Between 1889 and 1892 several wells were drilled w}_ieh drew upon
the sand beds lying betwen }00 and 780 feet--that is, those either '
above the main horizon or only the upper part o_ it. It was not until

1893 that the 800-foot horizon was developed in Atlantic City and its
value recognized) e The same )'ear it was found in Ocean City at a

SAnnual report af the Sta_e Geologist for 1888, I!P- 73-Tl;,.nnd for 1889, llp.
89-90.

9Annum reports of SUite Geologist for 1889, p. 90; for 1892, p. 277, and for
1(001 footnote, p. 111.

10Annual re0ort of State Geoolgist for 1893, pp. 397-399.
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deptll of _55 to 800 feet, and the following year it was found in Wild-
wood at a depth of 887 to 931 feet. The value of the horizon wa_

soon realized and during the next few years many wells were drilled
to it--two in 1892, five in 1895, six in 1896, only three in 1897 and
one in 1898, but six in 1899 and five in 1900, a total of 28

wells in seven years. Thereafter, except for 1901, when four wells
were drilled, the number of new wells increased more slowly. ,In

the 20-year period from 1901 to 19P_0, inclusive, tile writer has a
record of only 16 wells being drilled, whereas from 1921 to 1927 at
least 20 wells were completed to the 800-foot sand,

At least 80 wells have been drilled to the Atlantic City 800-foot
horizon at one time or another including those at Stone Harbor, Sea
Isle City, Avalon and Wildwood. Only about 55 are now in use and

25 have been abundoned. Of those now in use at least 10 replace
abandoned wells. About 10 of the others are known to have been

completely abandoned, but the history of several others is uncertain.

The location of existing wells drawing from the 800-foot horizon in
the region is :qmwn on ]!'ignre 1.

As given on page 2,0 the total average daily consumption from the
horizon in the region is estimated to have been about 9.5 million
gallons a day in 1927. In the months of high consumption it is esti-
mated that this increased to more than 12 million gallons a day and

in win_er it dropped to about eight million gallons a day.
The first wells that tapped the horizon flowed naturally and rose in

closed pipes as high as 15 feet above the surface (_0-35 %et above

mean tide), but as more wells were drilled and tile pumpage increased
the head decreased until they ceased to flow. In the passing years '_he
head has continued to drop until i_r the summer of 1997 the water
level in some wells in Atlantic City when not pumping was 85 to 90

feet below the surface and about 100 feet below the orginal static
level. The decrease in head has occurred throughout tile entire At-
lantic City region, although it is not evei3'where as great. The im-

portant questions in tile consideration of the possibility of deter-
mining additional supplies from the Atlantic City 800-foot horizon

"are: What will happen if more water is pmnped from it ? Will the
static head decrease further? If so, how much will it decrease? Will

it decrease only when the draft is increased, or will there be a constant
decrease, perhaps at an accelerated rate, even if there is no increase in

consumption ?
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EFFECT OF PUMPIN_ _'ROM WELLS.

In order that the reader may more clearly un¢]erstand the discus-

sion on the later pages as to the effect of pumping in the Atlantic
City regions certain facts concerning the hydraulics of wells may be
sga:_edbriefly.

The principal factors that determine the quantity of water that
may be drawn from a given formation are +bree in number, namely :

the quantity of water available to recharge the formation; the area
of the intake zone, and the permeability of the formation. Brief studies

of the first two factors, as they affect the Atlantic City water-bearing
horizon, show that the opportunity for water to get into the forma-
tion at the outcrop is probably in excess of the present consumption
from it so they need not; be considered further. Whether the excess

will maintain a safe margin with increased consumption, say _5 years
hencG cannot be so easily &retrained. The answer to this question
depends upon data yet to, be obtained in regarct to exact regions of
outcrop of the formation, stream discharge, evaporation and perco-
lation and other factors.

A consideration of tile third factor, tile permeability of the horizon.
shows that _t may play an important part in limiting ttle maximum

quantity of water that may be obtained in the Atlantic City region. A
large quantity of water is being drawn from a comparatively small
area through a formation whose pore spae_ is relatively small• It is
difficult to get definite information on the permeability of a water-

• bearing sand. Samples of the material can be obtained frmn wells,
_lehas been don_ in the present investigation. (_ee pages _ and 96.)
However, in testing material so obtained it is impossible to repro-

duce the same degree of sorting and arrangement of particles as
exisfe_t under the natural conditions. These factors affect the porosity
of the laaes and may give a permeability considerably dlfferent from
the true permeability of the sand in place. Even if the permeability

could be accurately determined by tests on small samples of material
there would still be uncertainty as to the water-bearlng capacity of
the formatJon, for the permeability may vary greatly from place to
plac G even within a few feet both horizontMly and vertically. Varia-
tions in the thickness of tileformation constitute another factor of

uncertainty.
The effects produced by p_mping a given quantity of water from a

formation obvionsly are _he result of the _nteraction o_ all factors tl_at
influence the water-bearing capacity. ]f the effects could be accurately

determined they would afford the best means of determining the
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*ah, e of the formation as a source of water supply. However, several

factors are involved, and it is seldom possible to evaluate them all
accurately. As a result, the water-bearing capacity of a formation
seldom can be determined very closely. In the present investigation
an effort has been made to obtain as much information as possible in

regard to the effect of pumping from the formations under considera-
tion and to draw therefrom conclusions as to the effect o_ future

increases in pumping.
In an artesian bed like the Atlantic City 800-foot water-bearing

sand the level at which the water stands in a well is dependent

upon the pressure iu the bed; in other words, a well is a huge pres-

sure gage. The pressure or pressure head, generally termed simply
the head, is referred to a datum plane, such as the ground surface, sea
level or any arbitrarily chosen level. The water level in a well when not

pumping is generally called the static head. Theoretically the static
head shows the pressure on the foundation when the water is at rest.
When the water is in motion some of the pressure is utilized in creating

the flow and in overcoming friction, and the head on the water is less
than when it is not moving. Therefore, when water is flowing through
the sand tile water le_,el in a well will not be as high as when there is no
flow. Observations show that the water in a formation is practically

never motionless, bu¢ always flowing, perhaps only at an imperceptible
rate. Accordingly, a condition of true static head scarcely ever exists.
The difference in head produced by natural flow unaffected by pump-

ing ordinarily is so slight that static conditions are generally assumed
without introducing any appreciable error. However, where wells
are so close %tether that pumping one lowers tile water level in a

neighboring well, the departure from the static level in the non-
pmnping well may be considerable and may fluctuate rapidly as the
pmnping well is started and stopped. This condition of a continually
changing head is present in any region where there is much pmnping
as in the Atlantic CiV region. It should be understood, therefore,
that when the term "static level" or "s_atic head" is used, it describes

a temporary condition, and that due eousideratioa must be given to
the degree of change in head that may occur in a period of a few
hours, days or months.

Since the head on a formation in a locality is indicated only by
the water level in a well, out is inclined to speak of "the water level"
or "static level" in the formation. If the water is under artesian

pressure these expressions are inaccurate for the formation is satu-
rated with water, and only when a well is drilled into it will the water

rise to a point that indicates the true heid on the bed.
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if the static level in many wells could be cpnneeted by _ surfac%
that surface would show the level to which the water would rise if

wells were drilled at other intermediate points. Such a surface, neces-
sarily an imaginary one, but, nevertheless, denoting a definite and

important condition, is called a piezemet_ie surface. In other words,
the piezometrie surface is the surface that everywhere coincides with

the level of head on the water in the formation. Normally in an
artesian horizon where there is no flow _he static head is everywhere
equal, hence the piezometrie surface is a horizontal plane. If there

is flow from it the static head is lowest at the point or zone where
the water emerges from the horizon and it increases toward the intake

area. The piezometric surface accordingly slopes toward the locality
of discharge and may be either a plane surface or an uneven surfac%
depending upon the conditions of discharge.

When the pumping of a wett is begun the water level or head imme-

diately drops. The drop is at first rapid, but becomes slower and slower,

until finally there is no further apparent drop. The time required
te reach the point of stability is generally, at least, several hours, and
may he even days or weeks. At the same time the head in the sand

around the well drops; the lmrering is greatest in the pmnping welt
and decreases in amount at points farther and farther away from it.

The piezometric surface showing the head during pumping is ap-
proximately that of an inverted cone, the apex of which is at the

pumping well. However, instead of the profile of the cone being
straight from the apex to the base, it is convex upward, being nearly
vertical at the well and away from it changing gradually, until at a
great distance it becomes nearly horizontal Theoreticall)5 there" is

some decrease in head below its original static position for a very great
distance frmn the pumping well, at least to a place where the area

of outcrop affords sufflcient recharge 'co balance the quantity pumped
from the well. Actaally'the loss of head becomes practically negli-
gible within a few hundred or few thousand feet of the pmnping well.
Near the well water is being drawn in from all directions, and the
shape ofthe piezometric surface is somewhat circular. For this reason

the area in which there is an observable lowering in head is often
called the circle of influence of the pumping well.

Within certain limits the yield of the well is in direct ratio to the
loweriug of _he water level (generally spoken of as the drawdown).
]"or example, if the drawdown is 10 feet when the well yields 100 gal-
lons a minute, to get 200 gallons a minute it will be necessary to lower
the water _0 feet. When the rate of pumping in the well is increased
the limiting eirele.of :influence.is cnlarge¢l and the shape of'the cone
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is changed. When sevm'al wells are pmnped _he ensuing conditions
arc somewhat comparable to those when only one is pumped, except
that they become more and more complicated as each well is added.

When two or more wells are pumped their cones of influence will

overlap if they are near enough to each other, and the shape of the

piezornetrie surface will become very uneven. When the circles of in-
fluence do overlap the yield of the wells resulting from a given draw-
down decreases dud the wells are said to interfere with each o_her.

The principles just stated, namely, that the yield of a formation

varies approximately as the lowering of head i_ the pumping wells, and
that an overlapping of the cones of infiuen(,e causes interference or
decreased yield of a given lmrering of head, are of great significance.
Stated in a different msuner, they mean that if more wafer is 4;0 be
obtained from existing wells the water level in them must be lowered,
or if it is to be obtained from new wells whose cones of influence over-

lap those of the pre-exis_fi_g wells, there will be a lowering of head
in the old wells.

Some idea as to the shape of the area of influence carried by the

pumping of several wells may be obtained by applying the graphic
me_hod of showing the direction of movement of water toward wells
which is described by Slichter. _ Two seis of conditions may he as-
sumed-first, when the static head is equal throughout a large area,
and second, where there is a constant movement of the ground water

in a general direction, it being assumed in each case that the permea-
bility and porosity of the water-bearing bed are everywhere the same.
Considering the first condition, if a single well is pumped the water
moves toward it frmn all directions, and the lines of flow are straight

lines radiating from the well. If two wells are pumped at the same
ra[e, and each is situated well within the circle of influence of the

other, each can no longer draw equally from all directions. The
lines of flow will be approximately as shown in Figure 5, A, in which
it is assmned that the wells are each pumping the same quantity. The
area of influence for the two wells mus_ be somewhat larger than for

only one well. The direction of flow into three and four wells situ-

ated along a straight line, each pumping the same quantity o_ water_
is also shown in Figure 5. If additional wells are pumped _he con-

ditions will approximately reproduce those shown in the diagrams
for three or four wells, depending upon whether an odd or even num-
ber of wells are in operation. When an odd number of weIis, for ex-

ample five, are pmnping, the area of influence of the center well will

1181iehter, C. S., Theoretical investlg_tio_ of the motion of ground waters:
U. S. Geol. Survey Nineteenth Ann. Rept., Pt. 2, pp. 3(18_369.
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he wedge-shaped on either side of the line of wells, and symmetrical to
a line at right angles to them. The are_ls of influence of the wells

adjoining the center well will also be somewhat wedge-shaped, but
their axes will extend out diagonally from the line of the wells. I_
an even nuraber of wells are pumped _he areas of influence of all the

inner wells extend out diagonally, as when four wells are puin_Je(}.
When a single welI is pumped the decrease in head is the same fit all

points along a circle having a given radius frmn the well, lmeause

the water is moving at the same rate past all points on $he circle.
When several wells in a line are pumped, as shown in Figure 5., C, if
the rate of pumping is the same from all wells, the water entering
the inner wells mast move faster than that reaching the two at either
end of t_e line. Therefor% the decrease i_l head at a given distance
_'rom a well in the center of the section must be greater than at the
same distance from the "outermost wells.

When there is a movement of {he water in a general direction, as
in the Atlantic City 800_foot sand, the direetim_ of the flew will he
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much the same as has just been described, but there will be some
modifications. When a single well is pumped, as a result of the lower-
ing of fhe head in it, water will move in from all directions as in the
first case described above; but the cone of influence will not extend

so far down the dip and the inflow from that direction will be less
than from the opposite _lirection. At some distance down the gradient

from tile well the general direction of flow will be resumed. When
several wells in a line at right angles to the directlml of original flow
are pumped the general conditions will be the same as for the cases
described above except that they ereaic a barrier, as it were, which
stops the normal movemen_ down the dip in the well zone. If the

original gradient of the piezometrie surface is sufficient, water from
the upstream side will move around either end of the well zone and
thence back to wells in the inner part of the well line. But if the

gradient is not sufficient the direct/on of flow on the downstream side
may be completely reversed for a long distance from the well.

When the wells are not situated in a straight line but irregularly

distributed, and the rate of pumping is unequal, as in Atlantic City,
the conditions are obviously quite complicated. I.[owever, tile abo_'e
facts are significant in showing the effect of pumping many wells in a
single area. They are especially applicable to conditions in the At-

lantic City region where many of the wells are arranged approxi-
mately in a line at right angles to the dip of the water-bearing for-
marion. Some of the wells in the city are located northwest of the
main line of the wdls on the beach. (See Fig. 1.) These wells
doubtless capture nmst of the water that is moving directly down the
dip in the city. A large part of the water that reaches the wells

nearer the beach, for example, in the vicinity of the Traymore and
the Chalfonte Hotels, must come either by a circuitous course around
the ends of the long zone of beach wells or it mus_ be drawn hmdward
from beneath the ocean.

OBSERVATIONS ON PUMPING WELLS IN THE ATLANTIC
CITY REGION.

General Statement.--In the present investigation efforts were made
to determine some of the effects of pumping from the 800-foot horizon
by tests on individual wells. The conditions of the tests have not been
entirely suitable, for generally some one or two factors could not be

sufficiently controlled to make the results conclusive beyond any
doubt, but certain valuable observations have been made. The results
of some of the tests are described below,
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At the outset great difficulty was encountered in obtaining a_y
accurate data on the depth to water. Most of the wells are pumped
by air lift and covered so Lightly that it was impossible to get a meas-
uring tape in them. Very few welt owners had given any thought to
fluctuations of the water level in their wells. The only definite in-
formation they had was the depth to water when the wells were com-

pleted, or, perhaps, cleaned out at periods ranging from a few months
to 10 or 20 years prior to the time of the writer's visit. Some reported
that the depth to water was greater in summer than in winter, and

there was a fluctuation with the tide which ranged from a few inches
to several feet. Others stoutly maintained that the water level was
constant practically all the time, _hat their starting pressure was

always tile same. Some engineers said their wells were affected by
neighboring wells, whereas others insisted the pumping of nearby
welts had no effect, even where there was good reason to suspect some
interferene6, The most generally conceded fact was that the static
water level was considerably lower in most places than when the wells
were first drilled.

After some study it was found that the depth to water 'could be

determined within a foot or two by means of the starting pressure
and shut-in pressure according to methods described elsewhere pro-
vided the air-lift installation was made in a certain way. Observa-
tions were thereafter made on a number of wells by this method.

It was also fmmd possible to measure with a steel tape wells whieli

had first been reported as tightls; closed. As the wm'k progressed
several new wells were drilled, and it was peasihte to make observa-
tions on these wells espedally during the preliminary tests of the
wells,

Athmt,{c Ci_y Electric 0o, We]ls.--The first observations of value
were obtained in 5[ay_ 1924, when a water-level recor_ler was in-

stalled on a newly-drilled well (No, 1, Fig. 1) through the courtesy
of Mr. C. T. Birney_ chief engineer of the Aft:antic City Electric Co.
and of the Laync-New York Co. The fluctuation obtained from this

recorder, plotted on a reduced scale, is shown in Figure 6.
The well is about 275 feet from the company's old well which was

still in use. During the period of observation the old well, the yield

of which is estimated at 330 gallons a minute, was alternately pumped
for a few hours and shut off for a few hours. It was immediately
apparen_c that the new well was within the circle of influence of the

old. It was _onnd that the water level started to move up or down ]
within about a minute and a half from fl_e time the pmnp was stopped

or started. The downward movement continued as long as pumping,
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continued, and the water continued to rise as long as there was no

pumping--that is, a condition of stability was not reached, and evi-
dentIy would not be reached for some time.

During the period of observation tile average water level rose several

feet. The reason for this was not determined. It may have been due
to one or a combination of two or more of the following conditions:

less pumping of the old well, less pumping from the horizon as a
whole i storms which may have produced high tides which in turfi
raised the average water level of the well. During the period of ob-
servation the maximum difference of the water level was nearly eight

feet, and frequently the water rose or fell three feet in as many hours.
Margate C_ly Wells.--On August 28, 1924, frequent measurements

at intervals of 5 to 15 minutes were made on a well at the

Chalfonte Hotel and on a newly-completed well at the Margate City
water works. These were made on the same day to determine whether

there was any general fluctuations throughout the entire area. The
fluctuation in the Margate well is shown in Figure 7.

The observation well is about 100 feet from the nearest of two wells

that were pumped several hours each day. The combined yield of
the two wells is probably not more than 200 to 250 gallons a minute.

The times of pumping are clearly shown by the marked drop in curve.
In this test the wells were pumped long enough for a stable condition
to be reached, since the line becomes essentially horizontal. In fact

a very slight rise was observed. This came while the tide was rising,
and, doubtless, was due to the effect of it. It would bare been de-

sirable to have continued the pumpil_g for at least another twelve
hours to see if on the next low tide the water level went still lower.

The total fluctuation in the new well during the test was approxi-
mately five feet.

Chalfonte Hotel Well.--The Chalfonte Kotel well (No. 19, Fig. 1)
is one of seve*:al wells situated with a few hundred to a thousand feet

of each other. A second well at the Chalfonte is only 60 feet dis-
rant; a well at Haddon Hall is about 400 feet distant; one at the
Strand Hotel less than 100 farther, and one at the Knickerbocker
Hotel is about 700 feet distant. The Chalfonte well was pumped at

irregular intervals as were all the others. The depth to water in the
Chalfonte well was measured with a steel tape both when it was pump-

ing and when it was at rest. The fluctuation of the water level during
the test is shown on Figure 8.

The time when t_he Chalfonte well was started and stopped is

clearly shown by the sharp drops and rises in the line. As the pump-
ing or the period of rest continued the rate of drop or rise decreased
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t_m. _.--Graph showing ltuctuation of water level in well at Chalfonte
Hotel, August gg, i(,I24.

and _he line began to curve toward the horizontal, but as in the Elec-

tric Company well it never reae'ned a point o_ stability. Numerous
irregularities are shown in the carve. Some of those o_ small magni-
tude, for example about 5 e. _., appear to be due to variations in the

speed of the air eompres;or, but the major fluctuations are doabtless

dae _o the star_ing or stopping of neighboring wells.
The highest poit_t reached during successive period_ of rest was two

to three feet lower during midday than during the morning and even-
ing. Observations on the starting pressure before and after the tes_

show timt the level was still higher daring the very early morning
_tnd late evening. This is shown in Figure 9, on which 'are plotted
the depths to water e/_eh time the well was star_ed after a period o_
rest. It was thought at grst that this variation in the so-called static
level might be due to the effect of the tide,.but this is disproved by the
plotting Of the predicted times of high and low tide. The interval
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between successive high tides as recorded by tile Coast a_l(1 Geodetic

Survey was about 13 hours, whereas the interval of the highes_
water in the well was approximately 24= hours. Furthermore, the

maximum observed range in the tide was only 5.2 feet, whereas in

the well it was about 7.5 feet. As shown by observations at Longport

(see page 57) the fluctuations of the water level in the 800-foot sand

due to the tide is less than the range of the tide. _t therefore appears

quite conclusive that part of the fluctuation between the high and low

static levels in the Chalfonte well oz_ August 28 were not wholly due

L _I 'Knickerbocker_ _____ _ _
Hour5 olPumping _mm m Chol_oni'c" I _"

'- "T i--- I "1 _LJ
. o 77
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6R'M I_ 6AM. IB- 6P/-1 IZ 5A,M. li_
Aug. Z7 _B _9

_m. 9.--Graph showing depth to water in Ch.'flfontc Hotel well at tiraes of
starting pm_p; hours of pllmplng from well,_ _ CJ)_]fonte al}d
Knickerbocker Hotels, and fluctuation of tide, August 27 to 29,
1924.

to the _ide, Nevertheless_ tlle high points doubtless were higher and

the low points lower than they would have been if the tide had been

in the opposite phase.

Subsequent observations of the starting pressure taken daily for

several months at the Chalfonte Hotel and at the Hotel Brighton,

show that during the day the water level is generally from two to

seven feet lower ia midday or late afternoon than it is in the period
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from midnight to 6 or 7 A. _. This lowering of the static water level

durii_g the day is explainable by the fact that the pumping from many
wells in the city is heaviest at that time and lightest at night• Dur-
ing the night the periods of rest are longer and the periods of pump-

ing shorter than during the day.
Guarantee Truest Building Well.--Evideuce obtained in other tests

suggests that the piezometrie surt'ace, which represents the hydrostatic
pressure on the formation, drops throughout a large part of the city

during the day. except where it is affected directly by the stopping
of wells that are pumping. This fact is indicated by the movement
of the water level in a well (No. 8, Fig. 1) at the Guarantee Trust "

Bnilding. On December 17th, 1924, measurements of tbc depths to
water were made every 15 minuites from 8:45 ._. ,_[. to 5:30 _. -_t.
This well is about 1,500 feet front the nearest wells that were pumped

on the day of the test. The water level dropped continnously front
8:45 a. #[. until 4:30 _.. )_. After 4:30 it rose as long as the measure-
taunts were continued. The rate of drop during the day was some-

what irregular, with a noticeable slackening in the rate especially
between 12 and 1 r. _t, when several wells doubtless were shut off.

The total drop was almost two feet. The period during which ob-
served lowering occurred was fully seven and three-quarter hours, or

• fully aJ_hour loJ_ger than the interval between high and tow tide. Fur-
thermore, on the day of the observations high tide occurred at about 11
A. _t. and low tide at about 6 r. at. There is little doubt that at least

part of the towering was due to the effect of pumping in the city.
R,itz-Carlton, Ambassador, and Chelaec_Hotel Wells.--Valuable in-

formation was obtained during the test on January 20, 1925, of a

new well (No. 12, Fig 1) at the Ritz-Carlton Note], when frequent
measurements were made on a well (No. 11) at the Ambassador Hotel,

and on a well (No. 10) at the Chelsea Hotel, 360 fee_ and 585 feet,
respectively, from the l{itz well. The movement of the water level
in the wells is shown on Figure 10. The data at this locality are es-

pecially valuable, because the observation wells were farther from
other working wells, about 3,200 feet southwest, than any to be found
elsewhere in the city•

The Ambassador well was shut down for the entire period of the
test as well ms for two hours previous. The Chelsea welt was shut
down as long ms possible, but it was necessary to pump it for two
periods, and the well then could not be measured. It was not possible
to measur? the depth to water in the Ritz well. The static level

before pumping was about 43 feet below the top of _he casing and

4
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Fro. 10.--Gr,_ph showing fluetuatlon of water level in wells a_ Ambassador and
Chelsea hotels during r_uml_iugtest _f ,_e_-well at Ritz-Carlton
Hotel, ,lanuary 29. 1925.

the pumping level was estimated to be little more than 91 feet below
the same reference point. During the test the yield of the Ritz well,

measured by an orifice, ranged from 655 to 730 gallons a mlnu_e, but
during most of the time it was between 660 and 695 gallons a minute.

The most striking feature of these graphs is that the water level
in the two observation wells dropped as long as the test lasted: nearly

eight hours; and as soon as the ]_itz well stopped pumping the water
]eve] in the other wells rose continually except for short periods, when
the Chelsea well was pumped. The rate of drop in the Ambassador
well was slightly accelerated when the Chelsea well began pumping

and the water rose about a foot in 20 minutes when that well stopped,
but thereafter the downward movement began again. The latter half
of the pumping tes_ coincided with a falling tide in the ocean, and
some of the lowering may have been due to this. However, during
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the test a heavy storm with easterly winds developed, and the after-
noon low tide level of the day was more than a foot higher than the
early morning low level. The effect due "to tide would probably
be not more than one to one and a half feet. Incidentally, as shown

by Figures 12 and 13, the static water level in the entire region at the
time of this test was about as high as at any time in many months.

Pumping of the Ritz well caused an observed lowering of about 11
feet of the water level in the Ambassaflor well and of nearly nine feet
in the Chelsea well. _t would have been quite desirable to continue
the test for at least ano[hcr 12 hours to see if the level in these wells

continued to drop, but this was not possible. Pumping of the Chelsea
well affected the water level in the Ambassador well only about a foot.

This slight effect is apparently due partly to the fact that the Chelsea
well does not yield nearly as much water as the Ritz well did (luring
the test, and partly because the pumping of the Ritz wall had al-
ready caused such a lowering of the water level in the Ambassador
well that the Chelsea wall had relatively little effect on it. Subse-

quent measurements when the Ritz well was not pumping showed
that the Chelsea well alone caused a lowering of two to two and one-
half feet in the Ambassador well, or nearly twice as much as when the

two wells were operating. The effect of the Ritz well o'n the other
two under ordinary conditions of operation is probably not as great
as described, because the rate of pumping is only about 500 gallons a

minute, and pumping doubtless does not continue for so long at a
single stretch as during the test.

An attempt has been made to determine the radius of the cone of
influence of the llit_ well during the test by means of formuhc given

by Turneaure and Russell. r_ The calculations give a radius of approxi-
mately 3,000 feet when pumping 700 gallons a mbmte. There is,
however, a question as to whether the Tumeaure and Russell formula

can be correctly applied to pumping tests in the Atlantic City region
where the temporary static head is msny feet below the original or
true static head and the head is also affected by many pumping wells.
This problem requires further study before definite conclusions can
be reached.

If both the Ambassador and Chelsea wells had been pumping dur-
ing the test the radius of the circle of influence undoubtedly would
have been somewhat greater, and the combined area of influence of
these three wells would overlap the circle of influence of the nearest

wells in the central part of the city. Judging from the data obtained

12Turneaur4,, P. _.. nnd Russell, [I. L., l'ubllo W_*ter Supplies; Johu _Vi|ey
& Sons, 1924, pp. 254-265.
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in the test at the ltitz there is no area in the city where the static
head is not affected snore or less directly by the pmnping of wells in

other parts of the city.
Ventnor Wells.--On January 15, 1925, a test similar to that at the

Ritz was made on wells at the Ventnor Water Works, with somewhat

similar results. One well. No. 5, was pumped at a rate of about 600

gallons per minute, and measurements were made on two wells, Nos.
4 and 6, at distances of approximately 260 and 380 feet, respectively,
from it. The fluctuations of the water level in the observation wells

is shown in Figure 11.
As in the Ritz test the water level in the observation wells con-

tinued to drop as long as No. 5 was pumped. A/so, as at the Ritz, low
tide occurred near the end of the test. There is some reason to believe

that if the test had been prolonged the level in the observation wells

would have dropped further during the succeeding period of low tide.
The total decrease in head in the nearest well, No. 4, was about 14 feet,
ai_d in No. 6 about 11 feet.

Significance of Obs'ervations.--The tests described above show cer-
tain feels. All tire wells measured during the tests are affeefed by

neighboring wells. The observed decrease in head in observation wells
due to the pumping of neighboring wells has ranged from a foot or
two, where the distance to the nearest wells was as much as a thousand
feet, to maximum of 14 feet where _he wells were only 280 feet apart.

The decrease in head varies according to the quanti V of water pumped.
Since the area of influence of single wells extends a thousand feet or
more, and since practically all of the wells in the city are within a few

hundred feet of one or more neighboring wells, the problem of deter-
mining the effect of individual wells becomes quite complicated. In
a locality where several wells are within a few hundred feet of eaeli
other there must be several interfering areas of influence. Actually,

as shown on page 72, the pumping of so many wells in the city has
created an immense area of depression of the head on the formation.

Wherever testa have been made the water level in the observation

wells has continued to drop as long as pumping continued, although

the rate of pumping was practically constant. Unfortunately in some
of the most important tests it, was impossible to measure tire water

level in the pumping well, and it is not certain whether _he water
level also continued to drop in them. Any further lowering of the
water level, if it occurred, would likely be so small that it might be

detected only by very careful measurements covering a considerable
period. There is abundant evidence that when one or more wells are

pumped the head does not immediately become adjusted to the pump-
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F1G. 11.--_rnph showing floetnatlon of water level h_ wells Nos, 4 and 6 at

Ventnor Water Works during pumping of well No. 5, 3nnuary 15, 1925.

ing conditions, but that there is a considerable lag. If the rate o[
pumping clnring the tests had been greater it is probable that the time
required to reach a stable eonditlon would have been much longer
than for the rate thag actually obtained. The lag irt the lowering o_ the
he_d ,_,hen a well is pumped is a condition that has been observed in

many tests and in different formations in other regions, so that it
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seems to be a characteristic of water-bearing formations under arte-
sian pressure. The reasons for this lag are not fully known, but they

are believed to be due in large part to the phenomena of compressi-
bility and elasticity of the water-bearing strata. 13

There is good evidence that the so-called static head on the Atlantic
City 800-foot sand in different parts of the region rises aml falls each

day from one to several feet as the pumpage decreases or increases.
One of the important results of the observations on iudividual wells,
therefore, has been to show that a true static head in the region does
not exist in the sense that the water reaches a stationary level when

pumping is stopped. A single measurement has definite value only
in so far as i_formation i_ available as to the length of time elapsing

after the well was pumped previous to the time of measurement, as to
whether near-by wells were iix operation or idle, and as to whether

the tide was high or low.

SEASONAL FLUCTUATIONS OF HEAD IN WELLS.

Observation$ i_ Atlantic City.--An important phhse og tim inves-

tigatimL in _he _ktlallfic City region has been the making of observa-
lions in regard to seasonal fluctuations of the head on the 800-foot
sand. It was first thought that occasional measurements at intervals
of a few weeks on favorably situated wells would be sufficient to show

any seasonal trend in the static head on the formation that might
occur. However, the results of the tests described above showed that

there nfight be a difference of several feet in the water level at differ-
ent times of any day. If, then, the fluctuations due to differences in

seasonal pumpage were not great, it might not be possible to distin-

guish them from the daffy fluctuations.
t_reliminary observations at the Chalfonfle Hotel showed that the

static water level, and, accordingly, the starting pressure, was higher

in the early morniilg hours than during the day. Beginning on July
_6, 1924, the engineer on duty recorded the pressure each day when
he started the pump between 3 A.._. and 7 A. _[. Beginning on Janu-

ary 8, 1925, in order to obtain a more satisfactory record the pressure
was read, not only at the early morning start, but each time the well
was started and also the shut-in pressure was read each time it was
shut down. Similar observations on the starting pressure and shut-in

pressure or_ the Brighton Hotel well were begun on January "28,1925.

131_feinzer, O. E., Compressibility and elasticity of artesian aqulfers: Econo-
mic Geology, vol. 23, No. 3, pp. 263-291, 1928.
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The observations on tt:ese two wells are shown graphically up to
December 31, 1925, in Figure 12. Only the starting pressure is shown
for the Chalfonte, for the record of shut-in pressure during the period

covered by the graph is incomplete. The single line for the Chalfonte
pressure from July 26, 1924, to January 9, 1925, repres6nts a single
reading taken betwen 3 and 7 A. _:. each morning, when the water
level was presumably as high as at any time during the day. The
double lines in all other parts of the' diagram shows the highest and

lowest starting or shut-in pressure, as the case may be, for each day.
The depth to water for a given pressure is shown at the left of the

graph.
The graph shows considerable variation in the water level from

day to day, due in part to the variable condit, ions of pumping near-by
wells. With several wells to be considered, it is evident that a con-

siderable variety of possible conditions may be obtained. The varia-
tions also may be caused in part by the changing effect of the tide. A

,further reason for the variation in water level from day to day is that
the consumption undoubtedly varies from day to day.

In addition to the observations on the wells at the Chalfonte and

Brighton Hotels valuable observations covering from a few days to
several months have been made on several other wells in Atlantic City.
These include the operation of an automatic water-level recorder on a

well at the A_lantic City High School (No. 9, Fig. 1) for several weeks
in the summer of 1925; regular daily readings on static and shut-in
pressure on a well at Galen Hall (No. 25) since July, 1926_ and the

operation of an automatic recorder on an abandoned well of the Citi-
zens Ice Co., on Baltic Avenue near _Iassaehusctts Avenue_ from Jan-
uary 1_, 1!)28, on. These observations show fluctuations from month
to month that are essentially similar to those observed in the Chal-

fonte and J_righfon Hotels. Curves showing the fluctuation of water
level in wells in Atlantic City from February, 1924, to April, 1928,

inclusive, are shown in Figur_ 14. No one record is complete for the
entire period, so the curves are a composite, based largely on the pres-

sure records of the wells at the hotels mentioned. The depth to water
at a given time, as shown by the curves, is that existing in the area
of heaviest pumping in the city, and_ therefore, represents approxi-

mately the lowest head in the entire Atlantic City region. The sig-
nificance of these curves is discussed on pages 59 and 6I.

Observations on Longport WelL--In the latter part of August, 1924,
through the courtesy of the borough officials, an automatic water-level
recorder was installed on a well belonging to the Borohgh of Long-
port. The well is located in the south enS_ of the town near Four-
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teenth Avenue_ and is about a mile from the nearest pumping well at
the borough water works at Thirty-first Avenue. The well is one of

the oldest in the region, having been drilled in 1895. It had been
pumped with a suction pmnp until the summer of 192_, when the
wa_er level dropped so low that suction could not be maintained, and
the well was temporarily abandoned. A recorder has been maintained
on tile well continuously since th_ date stated_ but because of trouble

with the mechanism the record is incomplete for certain periods, es-
pecially prior to April 1, 1925.

The records from this well show a rise and fail twice each day.

These fluctuations agree with the tide in several ways, and there is
little doubt that they are directly due to the tide. The periods of
rise and fifll are practically that of the ocean tide. The amount of
fluctuation is a little more than half that of the tide and l'anges from

about one to three feet_ depending upon tide conditions. The daily
fluctuation is greatest during spring tides and least during neap tides.
Generally, every other low is lower and every other high higher than

the alternate lows and highs, just as with the ocean tide. The record
from this well shows many features of scientific interest which need
not be described here. 14

The charts show no evidence that _he well is directly affected by
pumping of the nearest wells. The record.of the Longport well, there-

fore, is especially important. However, in order to determine as far
as possible the extent of fluctuations not due to tides, it is necessary
to eliminate the tidal fluctuations as _ar as possible. This has been

accomplished partly by computing for each day the mean of the two
high and two low levels. The results for 1924 and 1925 are shown

graphically in Figure 13. Circles show the mean water level where

the record is cmnplete for only a single day, or prior to August.24_
1924_ individual measurements with steel tape, corrected so far as
possible for tide.

The water le_,'el shows many sharp ups and downs which are due
principally to irregular fluctuations in the mean-tide level. This is
readily shown by a comparison of it with the mean-tide level at the
Steel Pier in Atlantic City, which is the average of the two high tides
and two low tic_cs recorded by the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey tide gage. The sharp peai:s and trough of the two curves
are found to coincide in a remarkahle manner_ although they do not
always agree. The fluctuations in the mean-tide level_ as is well

14Some of these featur(_s are discussed by Schureman, Paul, Tides in wells:
Geographical ]_eview. vol. 16. pp. 479483. 1926; and )Ieinzer, O. E., Compres-
sibility and elasticity of artesiall _Lquifcrs: Economic Geology, voL 23, pp.
273 276.
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known, are due principally to weather conditions, easterly winds blow-
ing water in and causing the mean-tide level to be higher and westerly

winds having the opposite effect. The range of these irregularities in
the well line is about .55 of that m the tide line. By the use of this

ratio, and determining the departure of the tide line from the mean-
tide level, it has been possible to eliminate a large part of the irregu-
larity when shown in Figure 13, but certain minor irregularities still

persist. Tile corrected line, with these n, inor irregularities elimi-
_ated, is shown as the second line on Figure 1_t.

Aitantic City Water Worlds 600-foot Well.--A water-level recorder
has been maintained over a well aboug 600 feet deep at the Atlantic

City Water Works on the mainland, which has shown tile fluctuation
of head on the 800-foot sand at that locality. Tile sand at that place

lies about 600 feet below the surface, so that tile well presumably
.only enters the top part of tile sand. The well is about 650 feet from
the 675-foot well at the water works that is pmnped almost con-

stantly. The curve shows minor fluctuations each day, mos_ty from
less than an inch up to three or four inches, which are presumably
due to the tide. The fluctuation of the water level day by day from
Nareh 26 to December 31, 1925, is shown graphically in Figure 17,

and the generalized curve for March 26, 1924, to April 30, 1928, is

shown on I_igure 14.

SIGNIFICANCE OF SEASONAL FLUCTUATIONS OF HEAD.

In order to study tile nature of the seasonal fluctuations in the head
on the water in the 800-foot sand, the curves of the water level in

the Longport well, the Atlantic City Water Works (_00-foot well, and

.of the pumping level and non-pumping Ievel in Atlantic City as de-
terminert from two hotel wells, for 1924 to 1927, inclusive, have

Seen plotted together on the same diagram, Figure 14. For further
comparison there is shown on tile same diagram the punlpage from
the 800-foot sand in the area between Brigantine and the southern end

of Ocean City, including the Atlantic City Water Works well on the
mainland, and the aceumuIated departure from normal precipitation
in the southern interior section of New Jersey since January 1, 1924.

The pmnpage is shown for three sections of the region separately,
namely, for the well at the Atlantic City Water Works in I_leasant -
ville, for the private wells in Atlantic City and a single well at Brig-

.antine Beach, and for the public and private wells in the stretch from
Yentnor to the southern end of Ocean City. The total for the whole
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area is also shown. The pumpage from the wells of public supplies is
largely metered and daily records are kept, for each supply, so that the
data are rather accurate. The figures _or pumpage from privafie wells

JI01

o

Z

z

F1G. 14.--I)iagram showing flttctttat[o_ of water level in, and l)umpage from,

wells tflpping Atlautie (Jity 800-foot sand _n the area between
Brlgantino, Pleasaatvil[e attd Ocean Oity, and _ccumtllat_d depar-
tllre _ronl nortn_ll i_reci[liUItlon il_ so_therll inLerior Set,loll o_ ]_rew

,h, rsey sinee Jammry 1, 1924,
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are to a large extent only estimates and much less accurate than those

for the public supplies. Only one private supply is metered. Prior
to July 1, 1926, daily records were available of the pumpage from one
to four wells, and after tbat date such records were obtained from 15

to 18 of the private wells. With this information, and with some
knowledge of the character of general fluctuations of use of water from

the other wells, an estimate was made of the average daily consmnp-
lion by months from each of the 28 private wells in Atlantic City

and four private wells in Ocean City. For most of the wells it was
not possible to measure the yield, and the assumed yield is generaIIy
that reported from a test at the _ime of completion or when the well
was cleaned, in most eases several years prior to 1924. With the re-

cession of the water level during the period elapsed since those tests
were made the yields have presmnably declined. Therefore, the esti-
mated consumption from private wells is probably too high. Fur-
thernmre, since the water level is much lower in smmner than in

winter, the consumption in summer is probably relatively more in

error in being too high. The departures from normal precipitation are
based on records of the United States Weather Bureau for the so<ailed

_southern interior section" of New Jersey. _:'

The carves of water-level moveinent ill Figure 14 show two
significant features. There is a very distinct seasonal fluctuation
--a decrease tit head in summer and an incl'ease ill winter--

and there has been a progressive lowcriog of the hc_d it_ suc-
cessive years. The curves for the water levels in the observation

wells in the three widely-separated loealities--Atlantic City, Pleasant-
ville and Longport--are very similar except for minor details. Ob-
servations on several other wells for shorter periods of a few weeks to
a few months show similar trends. There is much evidence that the

major seasonal thetuations occur over a large area and that they are
due to the same cause.

The most evident cause of the seasonal fluctuation on head, as well

as of the permanent decrease in head from year to year_ is changes in'
the rate of puInping. The decrease in head from winter to summer is

concurrent with a cot_siderahle increase in pumpage from the wells
in the region, t_urthermore, there has been an increase in the average

daily pumpage in each successive winter and summer. This is just
what is to be expected from a consideration of the principles of hy-
draulic flow involved in the movement of underground water, for, as

ISU. S. Weather Bur. Climatological l)ata. New Jersey section, for years
1[)24 to 1927, inclusive. Certain errors in tile published t'ecords hare been cor-
rected in Figure 14 in eo_lsultatio1_ with G. Harold Noyes. meteorologist in
charge of New Jersey section.
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has already been stated on page 39, the head on the water in a water-
bearing sand decreases approximately as the rate of movement of the
water increases.

In seeking other possible explanations as to the cause of the fluctu-
ations of the static head on the 800-foot sand variations in the pre-

cipitation must be considered. Since the head on the formation in
the Atlantic region is dependent largely upon the elevation to which
the water fills the formation at its outcrop, a change in the elevation
of the water table at the outcrop might produce a change in the head
elsewhere in the formation. To consider the possible effect of changes
in rainfall from month to month, comparison may be made with the
monthly departures from the normd precipitation in the "southern
interior section" of New Jersey, as shown in Figure 14.

The %outhern interior section," as used by the Weather Bureau,
i_leludes all of the coastal plain section of New Jersey, which is ttiat,

part of the Sta_e that lies south and east of a line drawn between
Metuchen and Trenton; but it does not include the several stations

directly on the coast, including Atlantic City. The records of the
southern interior section have been used, rather than those of the

coast section, because fluctuations in rainfall could produce a diree_
effect on the head in the 800-foot sand at Atlantic City only through

changes in the water level in the outcrop area. Rainfall in the At-
lantic City region cannot reach the 800-foot sand because the 300 feet
or more of clay overlying the sand prevents percolation to it.

In Figure 14 positi_-e departures from the normal precipitation,
rcprcseuting excessive precipitation, are plotted up, and,negative de-
partures, representing deficient precipitation, are plotted down from
a line that represents the theoretical total normal precipitation since
January 1, 1924. It is assumed that the precipitation conditions at
that time were normal. Actually this may not have been true. The

value of the diagram, however, lies in the fact that it shows the con-
ditions at a given time in the period shown as compared to some other
time. it shows that the precipitation was above normal in nearly

every month from January 1, 1924, to July 1 of the same year.
Thereafter, with some minor variafio_s, the precipitation was notably
below normal for two years, until July 1, 1926. During the next six

months there was not much departure from normal, but from January

1 to July 1, 1927, it was notably below normal. In the last six months
of 1927 the precipitation was suflleiently above normal to more than
offset the deficiency in the first half of the year. In the whole period

from January 1, 1924, to December 31, 1927, however_ there was a
Iwt deficiency of about eight inches.
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The trend of the curve for departure from normal precipitation,
with a downward trend from June, 1924, reaching a maximum in

June, 1927, suggests that the progressive decrease in the head on the
800-foot sand has beeu due to a .deficiency in rainfall. However, a
close examination of the data shown on Figure 14 leads the writer

to conclude that, although it is entirdy probable that some of the
less in head is due to deficient ra{nfall, the loss due to such condition

is only a smalI part of the total loss in head.

If the head on the 800-foot sand fluctuated entirely in accord with
the departures from precipitation the water level lines in Figure 14
should show a trend similar to that of the accumulated departure
line. It is true that at certain times the direction of the lines is the

same, but there are radical differences at eritieal times. For example,

the water level dropped from Februa W to August, in 1924, although
there was an increasing excess in precipitation through June. Al-
though there was an increasing de_icien W of rainfall from October,
1924, to June, 1925, inclusive, except for a slight excess during Janu-
ary, the water level either arose or was approximately stationary at a

high level through 3larch. And despite a considerable excess of pre-
cipitation in July, 1925, the static head continued to drop through

that montb. Thereafter, there was an almost continuous progressive
deficiency until June, 1926, but during part of this period the water
level rose. The theory may be advanced that the high and low points

in the water level curves do not coincide exactly )vith similar points
in the precipitation curve because of a lag in the response of the

ground-water head to the rainfall. If this were true, it is to be ex-
pected that the same lag would be evident after each marked departure
from the normal condition. A study of the diagram shows very ob-
viously that there is no such relation.

If the net decline in the water level from 1924 to 192'/, 20 to 25

feet along the beach, is considered to be due to deficient precipitation,
it is then a logical conclusion that the decline of 30 to 60 feet below
the original static head between Longport and Atlantic City prior to
1924 must also have been due to the same cause. This decline has

been more or less gradual throughout the period, but there is no evi-
dence of a progressive deficiency in raiufall throughout the entire

period.
If deficient rainfall has produced the loss of head in the Atlantic

City region amounting to 20 to 25 feet, it seems that there should
have been an equivalent lowering of head in the ouecrop area. No
data arc available showing fluctuations in the water table in tim' out-

crop area of the Kirkwood formation. I'Iowever, if there.had been
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any such great drop in the water level in wells in the outcrop area, as

just stated, it seems certain that tile fact would have received wide
comment. There has been no indication of such a condition in south-

ern New Jersey. As indicative of the probable effect on the water
table, of the deficient rainfall in southern New Jersey, certain obser-
vations in t]te northern par_ of the coastal plane may be cited. Since

August, 1923, records of the movement of the water level from a shal-
low well in the outcrop area of the Raritan formation near Runyon

have been obtained by au automatic recorder, and some 20 wells in
an area of about 25 square miles have been measured periodically
about once a nmnth. The depth of the wells range from about 5 feet

to 50 feet, and they are located in a variety of topographic situations.
Taking into consideration the geologic conditions, it is believed that
the fluctuations of the water table in the Kirkwood outcrop area

directly up the dip from Atlantic City will lint be greatly different
from those in the Runyon area. The water level in the wells in '_he
Runyon area shows more or less response to.precipitation, rising after
rains and dropping during file intervals.between rains. But in the
summer months there is some departure from this rule for the water

level drops nmrc or less contiuually except after unusually heavy
rains. In this respect the water table curve is somewhat similar to
that of the head in the Atlantic City region. The summer drop in
tbe shallow wells, however, is due principally to an increase in the

evaporation over that of the colder months.
Although the water table in the wells in the lqunyou region in sum-

mer shows a trend similar to that of the head in the Atlantic City

region there is this difference. The maximum difference in the water
level in different wells in the ]hmyon region between January, 1924,

and January, 1926.. was about 7.5 feet, and in most of the wells it was

only two or three feet; whereas in the same period the difference in
head in observation wells iu the Atlantic City'region was about 30 [o 40

. feet. The greatest difference in the low level of the summer of 19_4
and that of 1925 in any of the ]lunyon area wells was only about four
feet, and for most of the wells it was tess than 2.5 feet--the water

in 1925 being lower. In the wells in the Atlantic City region for
the same period the difference was about 10 feet. Even if the fluctu-
ation of the water table in the outcrop area of the Kirkwood forma-

tion were as great as the maximum fluctuation in the ]lunyon area the
fluctuations of head on the 800-foot s_md during the same period were

so much greater that they cannot be attributed solely to fluctu-
ations at the outcrop based on excesses or deficiencies in the precipita-
gion. Each winter the water level in the Runyon wells has come back
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to practically the same level, and only in the different summer seasons
has there been any great difference in the water level, The lowest
level was reached in 1925, and the summer levels of 1926 and 1927

were considerably above that of 1925.
_t is believed that a given fluctuation in the water table at the out-

crop will not prodnce as great a fluctuation in the head in the AtIantic
City regioo. For reasons given on page 113 it is believed that the 800-
foot sand has a more or less free outlet beneath the ocean. This being

tile case, the static head at the outlet is practically constant, and a

change in head at the outcrop will produce 12onoticeable change in the
suboeeanic ohtlct. At places between the outcrop and the outlet the

change in head would hear a relation to the change at the outcrop
somewhat in proportion to its distance from the two end points. Con-
sidering the greatest possible distance from the outcrop of the Kirk-
wood formation to its suboceanic outlet (see pages 30 and 113), it all-

pears that the fluctuation in head at Atlantic City could be no more
them t_'o-thirds that occurring in the outcrop area. Assuming that the

deficiency in precipitation may have caused some of the excess lowering
of head_ the data presented suggest that only two or three feet at the
most, or not more than a third of the decline in 1924-1925 could have

been due directly to this cause. It may be pointed out, in this cent
neetion, that if a deficiency of rafi_fall of only about eight inches--
the net deficiency from January 1, 1924, to December 31, 1927--has
been sufficient to cause a loss of head of _0 to 25 _eet in the Atlantic

City region, the recharge capacity of the intake area of the 800-foot
sand must be extremely limited. If this is tru% with future increases

in consump_ioJI the head may be expected to decline at an increas-

ingly rapid rate, and there is no possibility of developing additional
supplies without causing an overdraft hn the formation.

The close agreement between the major fluctuations of the head on
the 800-foot sand and of the pumpage from the sand has already been

pointed out. That the head over a large area is affected by local

changes in the draft is shown by certain details of the curves. The
fluctuation of the water level in bbservation wells in Atlantic City has

been greater than in the area between Ventnor and Ocean City_ but
the fluctuation in pumpage has been much less. It appears_ there-
fore, that some of the very considerable increase in pumpage in sum-
mer in the Ventnor-0eean City area is responsible for some of the loss
of head in Atlantic City. This is consistent with the principles of

hydralflics that govern the flow of ground water_ for an increase in
flow to the wells in the Ventnor-Ocean City area would lower the

5
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head between Atlantic City and Ventnor. This would decrease the

gradient toward wells in Atlantic City and reduce the yield of the

wells. To maintain the gradient necessary to produce a given flow
to the Atlantic City wells a still further lowering of head would be
necessary.

The pumpage from the 675-foot well at the Atlantic City Water
Works has been nearly constant, but it has been slightly lower in suc-

eessive summers as a result of a decrease in the rate of yield. (See
Figs. 14 and :IS, and pages 86 ,nd 870 In spite of the tact that less
water was pumped each year, there bus been a loss of head in the 600-

foot ohservatio_L well amounting to about eight feet between Septem-
ber, 1925, and Septembei, 1927. This is attributed to the increase in

pumpage in Atlantic City or the Venh_or-Oeean City area. There
was an even greater decline in head, about 10 feet, between May 1 and
September 1, 1925, but a large part of this is believed to be due to the

fact that the 675-foot well was first put into oper_tion almut May 22,

and there was a lag of several weeks before a stable pumping condi-
tion was reached. That such a lag probably occurred is shown by the
following conditions. On _fareh 22, 1926, the 6_g-fooc well was shut

down and was not started again until about ,_1ay 15, when it was

operated for one day. Thereafter, it was not operated until the latter
part of dune. From the time the well was shut off in _[arch the water

rose steadily until the middle of May. During this period the pump-
age in the Ventnor-Oeean City area was practically uniform and in
Atlantic City it increased slightly. Therefore, the rise in the 600-

foot well eaunot be attributed to changing conditions elsewhere, but
must have resulted from a lag in adjustment to stableeonditiol/s after

the 675-foot well was shut down. There is other evidence of a lag in
adjustment to changes in pumping conditions, leer example, the
highest or lowest level in the seasonal movement of water level in the

several observation wells gener_flly is not reached until some days
after the corresponding points in consumption. The explanation of
this i>henomenon is suggested ol_ page 84.

]n August, 192_, the average daily consumption from wells in the

area between Ventnor and Ocean City was less than it was the preced-
ing month. In spite of this fact the water level in the Longport well

continued to drop throughout the month aml re_ehed its low point
after September 1. Alternative explanations of this condition are

either that there was considerable lag in the movement of the water
level after the maximum pumpage was reached, or else the increase
in pumpage from wells in Atlantic City during August was effective

in lowering the head as far away as Longporf. A third possihility is
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that on certain days in August, especially near the end of the month,

pumpage may have reached a nlaximum for the season, and this was
sufficient to cause a continual lowering of head, even though on other
days the pumpage may have been so low--because of rain or cool

weather--to make the average for the entire month less than that of
August.

In fl_e latter part of Narch and daring April, 1927, there was a
ratber sharp drop in the head in the wells in Atlantic City and the

Longport well. This, apparently, was due to a considerable increase
in pumpa)e in Atlantic City. _Iost of the increase was from a single
well, which was put into service with a yield of about 700,000 gallons
a day. It is noteworthy that the head declined in the Longport well
about as much as in tile Atlantic City wells, although the increase in
pumpage in the Ventnor-0eeau City region was not nearly as great
as in Atlantic City. On the other hand, in May, 192_, the curves for

the wells in both regions became flatter. This evidently was due to a
reduction in pumpage from certain wells in Atlantic City. The
pumpage in the Ventnor-0cean City area increased more in May than
in April, and yet the.increase was not sufficient to offset the effect of
the decrease in pmnpage in Atlantic 0ity. In the latter part of Feb-

ruary and early part of 3fareh, 1928, there was a sudden rise of about
five feet in the water level in the wells in Atlantic City. This ap-

parently was due to the fact that between February ,' and March 17

the well previously referred to, which usl_ally was pumped at a rate

of about 700_000 gallons a day, was 'shut down. The decrease in
pmnpage was reflected by a slight rise in the water level in the Long-
port well. It is noteworthy that the rise of the water level il_ the
Atlantic City wells was about the same as the drop in tbe same wells

in March and April, 1927, when the same well was started.
It is apparent from the facts just cited that the pumpagc from the

800-foot sand in ally one section of the Atlantic City region produces
changes in the head on the water in the sand. When the change in
pumpage is considerable, the charge in head may be su_icient to be
noticed over a large area. iPIowever, since the watcr level in the 600-
foot well at the Atlantic City Water Works did not show as great

changes in head as in the other parts of tile region, it appears that the
local distribution of draft may have some influence in deternlitfing

the extent to which the effect of pumping is felt ill different direc-
tions. The e\'idenee as a whole indicates, however, that changes Jn

pumpage, and not fluctuations in precipitation, are the principal cause
of changes in the head on the water.
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REGIONAL EFFECTS OF PUMPING.

Original slatic head.--In order to appreciate the significance of
tlm present conditions of the static head on the water in the Atlantic

City 800-foot horizon it is necessary to know what the original static
head was before pumping was begun in the region.

The first well% two in number, that are definitely known to have
drawn from the 800-foot horizon were drilled in 1893.16 No infor-
mation is available as to the head in the one of these drilled at At-

lantic City. In the other, at Ocean City, tile water rose in the casing
15 feet above tbe surface. No data as to the static head are available

for the single weU drilled to the 800-foot horizon in Atlantic City in
1894. It is reported that this well '_flowed" seven feet above the sur-

face at the rate of 40 gallons a minute. 17 This probably means that
the top of tile casing was seven feet above the surface and not that a
streanl spouted seven feet into the air. If the water were confined

in a pipe it would have risen several feet higher. Mr. Scott Price has
informed the writer that tile head on a welt drilted at Brigantine in
]895 was so great that the water rose into a tank 14 feet above the

surface at the old railroad station. In a well at Longport, completed
in the same year, the water rose 14_feet above the ground, which is

reported to have been about two feet above high tide (probably at
least five feet above mean sca level)2 s IlL the following year the

water in a well drilled to the'800-foot horizon at Sea Isle City rose
14 feet above the surface. 19 In the published reports the statement

tllat the water rose to a certain height above the surface appears to
mean that it rose and stood at the elevation given in a pipe that ex-

tended still higher, so that there was no flow. The figures given,
therefore, represent the true static head. In all of these wells, for
which definite information is given, the original head was 14 or 15

feet above the surface. If the ground level was only five feet above
mean sea level the head was fully 20 feet above sea level. The surface

elevation may have been a few feet higher, but.probably no more than
l0 feet above sea level. The wells mentioned are scattered at inter-

vals along a stretch of coast of about 25 miles and at the completion
• of drilling were not near any pumping Wells. It is therefore reason-

able to believe that the original static head on the 800-foot sand in the

Atlantic City region was between 20 feet and 25 feet above mean sea

16Annual report of the State Geologist for 1893, 1)P- 397-399.
17Annual report of the State Geologist for 1894, p. 180.
lSAnnual report of the State Geologiut for ]895, pp. 83-84.
19Annual report of the State Geologist for 1896. pp. 175-176,
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level. As a result of the rapid development of the horizon in the next
few years the head decreased over the entire area so thatdata from
later wells are not indicative of the true head.

No data are available as to the original head on the 800-foot sand
on the mainland in the vicinity of Ahseeon and Pleasantville. Prior

to 1924 only one well was drilled to the Atlantic City 800-foot horizon
on the mainland, that being completed in 1899 at the Atlantic County
Hospital at Smith's Landing. 2° The water rose in the well to within
17 feet of tile surface, the ele_'ation of which is reported tobe 30 feet.
The static level was therefore about 13 feet above sea level. This is

not as high as reported at the beach wells originally, but it may be due
in part to an error in reporting tlm altitude which is doubtless only

approximate, and in part to the fact that pumping had been going on I
in the region for several years and the head on the formatiou had been
lowered considerably in Atlantic City. For example, the water in

wells drilled at Atlantic City and Sea Isle City in 1899 barely rose to
the surface, showing a loss of head of about ]5 feet. e_ Cmmeivably,
there may have been likewise some lowering of the head on the main-

land by this time.
Sines the head on the formation is due to the greater.elevation of

the formation at its intake many miles west of the coast, the original

head ought to have been greater and greater at points farther and
farther west. Therefore, the head on the mainland must have been

fully as great and even a little greater than in the beach wells. In

wells at Egg Harbor, which are believed to have reached the horizon,
the water stood within a foot or two of the surface in 1897. The ele-

vation of the wells is reported as 50 feet above sea level_ but from the

topographic map it is estimated to be only about 35 feet above sea
level. At Hammonton, at a surface elevation of 120 feet, in 190g the
head in a horizon that is believed to be the same as the 800-foot

sand w,_s about 30 feet below the surface or about 90 feet above sea
level. At Winslow Junction the water level stood abouf 86 feet above
sea level in 1916.

On the basis of the data given above, the gradient of the head
appears to have been about five feet per mile between Hammonton and

Egg Harbor City_ but only about one foot per mile between Egg ]:lar-
her and Atlantic City. It must not he supposed that there was a
sudden change in the gradient at Egg Harbor City, bn_ this apparent
change is due only to tim fact that data are available at the points
mentioned. Doubtless there was a gradual change over a considerable
area. The original head near the coast possibly was affected by rela-

2OAnnlaal report of the _t_te Geologist for 189_.), pp. 10_4(15.

21Idero, pp. 100-:109.
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tions between salt and fresh water in the horizon off shore as shown on

page 115 in the discussions of salt-water problems. These statements
in/,his paragraph are based on the assumption tbaf tbe data given for
places on the mainland represent the original head. it will be noted,
however, that they show conditions at different dates, all of which

are some years later than the date when pumping of the 800-foot sand

had begun, ill is possible that the head at Egg Harbor City in 1897
had been reduced as a result of pumping in Atlantic Oil3\. and fkis

might account for the apparent difference in gradient northwest of
Egg If arbor City and sonfl_east thereof. ]_owever, unless the 800-

foot sand is a very poor water-bearing sand, it hardly seems possible
that the pmnpage in A_lantie City in 1897, doubtless much less than
at present, would cause any great lowering of head some 18 miles from

the city.
Presen_ coadi_ions.--Bearing in mind the resul}s of the observa-

tions described in the previous pages consideration may now be given

to tile effects of pumping throughout the entire region.
On the basis of the data that were collected in 1924 a profile was

drawn showing the piezometrie surfaee from Brigantine Beach south-
westward to Corson's Inlet. This is reproduced in Figure 15, k.
This line shows the static water level in existing wells, and between

them it shmvs approximately the level to which the water would rise
if wells were drilled.

Necessarily the profile is only approximate. -'ks shown by tbe ob-

servations at several points the so-called static level, even several
hours after a well has stopped pmnping, is slowly rising or failing,
and the difference from day to day or week to week may be several feet,

It was not possible to get observations oa_some of the wells during the
late smmner when the head was lowest, and the only available meas-

urements were ou dates considerably earlier or later. In order to

nlake these comparable to late sulnlner uleasurelnen_s some allowance

was made for the change in water level during the intervening inter-
vals in accordance with observations on other wells. Observations

in 1928 showed tha_ the profile _ben had much the same outline, bat

fllroughout its length it was from a few feet to 20 _eet furtber below

sea level in differen} places.
There is no means of determining just what the head is at localities

some distance from pumping wells. Doubtless the water level imme-

diately surrounding wells that are pumped frequently is not quite as

high as some distance from them--that is, the eone of depression of
the head is perhaps never completely eliminated before the well is

started again. However, after a study of the data obtained in several
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tests, it is the belief of the writer that the difference in the static

level at points midway betwee_ two observation wells, for example,
is not very different from the average of the head in the two wells.

This, of course, depends upon conditions in each Ioeali_y. CoMlrma-
tJon of this opinion was obtained in 1925 when a well was drilled at

the A_lantic City }]igh School, and the depth to wafer was found to

be about as would be expected _rom the profile, allowing for the dif-
fenence in water level in the entire region between 1924 and 1925.

Figure 15, A, shows that since the first weIls were drilled the static

head has been lowered more or less over a very large area. The
greatest lowering has been in Atlantic City, where, as shown by the

ulble ou page 21', the pumphlg is heaviest. _.'he fnl_mvh_g data give
some idea as to the extent of this decrease in head.

The lowest static observed in the present investigation was
about 90 feet below the top of the easing or 80 feet below

mean sea level in wells in Atlantic City. Northeast of At-

lantic ¢2ity the only well known dcfini[cly to readl the Atlantic
Ci*y 800-foot horizon is at Brigantine. Measurements on an

old well made for the wri%r in A_gust, 192-_, through the courtesy
of Mr. H. I. Eaton, engineer for the Island Development 0% showed
a depth to water of about 28 feet below the top of the easing. In

April_ 1925, the depth to _ater in a new well was 26 feet below the
top of the casing or about 16 feet below sea level. Presumably dur-

ing the summer the water level was several feet lower. The profile

northeast of the Brigantine well is necessarily hypothetical, being
drawn mainly by connecting the levels in _hat well with the level in
the l_oyal Palace well. Actually the piezometric surface probably
is not a straight line, but rises in a curve, the slope of which becomes
more gradual at points farther and farther from the area of heavy

pumping. Therefore, the slope of the profile is probably not as steep
as shown, and the area of influence extel_ds farther northeast than
shown.

The following rather meager data relate to the water level in wells
along the coast southwest of the Fifty-fifth Street well in Ocean City.
Mr. Warren Smith, Superintendent of the Ocean City Water Co., and

also in charge of the Corson's Inlet Water Co., states that the well at
Corson's Inlet flowed until the summer of 1924, when it becanm

_eeessary to use a pamp. The static wa_er level doubtless was only
a few feet beiow the surface. Further soutb, at Sea Isle City, the

water level in two wells drawing on the 800-foot sand was 7.5 feet
below the surface on November 7, 1925, and i{ was at about the same

depth iz_wells at Avalon in October of the same year. A.H. Van de
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Pal, Superintendent of th'e Stone ]=[arbor Water Department, reports
a measurement of 32 feet to water below the top of the casing in
A_gust, 1925. The reference point is six to eight feet above the

general 1and surface, e/nd probably at least 12 to 15 feet above
sea level, so the corrected depth was between 15 and 20 feet below
mean sea level. On March 5, 1926, it was 12 feet below the top of

the casing and probably about at mesa sea level. In a well at Pine
and Holly Beach Avenues, in Wildwood, the depth to water in the
fall of 1924 is reported to have been 10 feet below the surface. When
the well was emfipleted in 1894 the water rose seven feet above the
surfaee_ 2e or to an elevation of about 15 feet above "tide level."

In the fail o£ 1925 the water stood at the surface, or not more than

8 or 10 feet above sea level, in a new well drilled to the Atlantic City
800-foot sand in Wildwood Crest, about two miles farther southwest.
On April 25, 1928, the water level in this well was four feet below the
surface.

The observations show that the head on the 800-foot san(] has de-

dined wherever wells have been pumped. The minimmn decline, at
Wildwood, has been some 10 or 15 feet considering the winter level,
and probably at least 10 feet greater in summer. The greatest depres-
sion has occurred between Atlantic City and Ocean City. There is

little doubt that this is due to heavy pumping in this area. Whether
the effect of pmnping of the wells in Atlantic City alone would cause
the depression to extend as far as Wildwood is uncertain. E[owever,
pumping in the city doubtless has an indirect effect in that it causes
the depression to be so extensive. In winter the Wildwood wells are

not pumped and the consumption from the wells south of Ocean City
is very small. It tllerefore seems likely that some of the depression

even so _ar southeast as Wildwood is due to pnmpage farther north-
east. The hydraulic profile apparently arises more rapidly from At-
lantic City northeastward than it does southwestward. This is to be

expeeted_ since pumping at each well field southwest from the city

lowers the bead a little more than if there were no pumping there,
whereas in the opposite direction there has been no pmnping.

Until a well was drilled to the Atlantic CiV 800-foot water-bearing
horizml at the Atlantic City Water Works ill Pleasantville, in April,
1925, no data were availaNe as to the extent of tile lowering of the
static head in that direction. When that well was completed the
water stood 9.5 feet below the lop of tbe casing or 3.9 feet below mean
sea level referred to a datum used by the city water department. It

_t2Annlml report of State Geologist for 1894, p. 159. In one place it is stated
that water flowed "seven feet above the stlrfgee_" and ill another that "the
water fl_ws o_-er the surface, and will rise above it seve_t feet."
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has }.lot yet been possible to correlate this datum with tile United

States Coast and Geodetic Survey datum at the Abseeon lighthouse,
but there is probably not much difference between the two. The fluctu-

ation of the water level in this well, as obtained by the automatic
recorder, is shown on Figure 14.

In Figure 15, B, at}. attempt has bee}.},made to determine graphi-
cally the extent of the area in which the head in tile Atlantic iCty

water horizon has been depressed at right angles to the coast. The
profile of the piezmnetric surface as it was in April and May, 1925,
has been drawn as a practically straight line from a well on the wes_
side of Atlantic City through the Atlantic City Water Works well.
Actually, the curve doubtless becomes flatter at points fariher and

farther frmn the eiV, so that the area of depression probably extends
somewhat farther than shown. As shown by Figure 15, B, the head

has been lowered somewhat below its original position at least some 10
miles inland.

There seems to be no reason why the head should not be depressed
for some distance beneath the sea,. just as it is inland. The distance

to which the area of depression will extend seaward probably will not
be as great as in tile opposite direction, because the original piezo-

metric surface sloped seaward. However, as indieated in Figure 15, B,
it seems likely that tile area of depression extends at least six or seven
miles out beneath the ocean.

Rate of loweriztg of static head.--Information in regard to the rate
of lowering of the static head in the past is obtained partly from the
ammal reports of the Slate Geologist and partly from data obtained
in the present invest[gut[on. The information available must be con-

sidered in the light of the observations described on pages 42, and 59,
which show that the measarements on the static level may differ by as

much as 10 to 20 feet at different times in the year, and in different
wells by several feet, even at the same time. depending upon whether

[he observation well is near or far from pumping wells.
As shown in the discussion on page 68, the original static head on

tile Atlantic City 800-foot horizon was sufficient to cause the water
to rise at least 14 or 15 feet above the surface or between _0 and 2_y

feet above mean sea level. It evidently began to decrease soon after
the first wells were drilled in 1893. In 1895 the water in a well at

the old Atlantic City Cooling Co.'s plan_ rose only 9.5 feet above the
surface, whereas in the same year at Brigantine, some distance from
[be area of pumping, it rose 14 feet. es In 1896 the water level at
Tfaddon Hall rose six feet above the surface. By 1899 the head

23Annual retort of the State Geologist for 1895, p, 82, and information
furnished by 5{r. Scott Prico.
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had dropped so that the water barely rose to the surface in three wells
in different parts of the city. '-'4 By {.his time the head seems to have
been reduced over a large area. A new well at Ocean City overflowed,

- but in one at Sea Isle City the water rose only to within one foot of
the surface. '-'_ In 1901 the static level m_ the 800-foot horizon in

Young's Ocean Pier well is reported as about 10 feet above tide level.'
AFter 1901 few records of value have been published.

Tile trend of the decline in head is well shown b.c the following
data. ]_[r. Scott Price, Fornmrly chief engineer of Haddon .Vlall,
states that when the first well was drilled at that hotel iu 1896 the

water rose about six feet above the surface. The well was pumped
entirely by a suction immp. At times during the summer of ]901 the
water level Fell to 30 feet when pumping 250 gallons a minute. ]n
June, 1904, it was necessary to install an air lift for pumping when

the water level was low in the summer. The suction i;ump, however,
was used in winter until January, 1909, when the water level had

dropped so low that it could no longer be used. Further data are not
available for Haddon Hall until 1924, but in 1913 the depth to water
in a new well at the Chalfonte Hotel, across the street, was 39 feet.
In Februar% 1923, the writer obtained a measurement on the Chal-

fonte well oF about 50 feet to water. During the ),ear from July_
1.924, to February, 1925, inclusive_ the highest water level in the

Chalfonte well during periods of rest at differm{t times of the year
ranged From about 45 to 65 feet below the surface. (See pages 54 and
55 aud Fig. 12.) In the late summer of 1925 it dropped to 76 feet, or

11 feet lower than at any time during the previous summer. Obser-
vations are not available for 1926 and 1927, but by comparison with
the movement of _he water level in the well at another hotel in the

summer of 102_ the water was probab]y about 90 feet below the sur-
faee.

•The history of pumping in other parts of the region has been sonm-
what similar, except that different stages were readied at earlier or
later dates, aecording as to whether there was mueh pmnping in the
vicinity. For example, at Longport the water level rose 14 t!eet above
the surface when the first well was drilled in 1895. When another

well was drilled in 1911 the water rose to within a few feet of the

surf_me. It was possible to use direet suction pumps on both of these
wells until 1924, when the water ]evel fell below the limit of suction.

As late as Mareh_ 1926, the water level was still within the ]fruit of

suction lifts at points From Corson's Inlet southwestward. However,

24Annual report of the State Geologist for 1899, p. 102.
25Idem, p. 109.
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i_ the smnmer of 1925 at Stone Harbor, where the eonsmnption is
greater, it would probably have been impossible to use suction pumps.

The rate of lowering of the water level in wells at Haddon Hall
and Chalfonte Hotel, and the well at Longport from 1893 to April,

1928_ is shown graphically in Figure 3_6. The exact trend between
the few scattered dates prior to 1924 is uncertain, hut it seems certain

that the head has dropped much more rapidly since that date than
before it.

PROBABLE FUTURE LOSS OF HEAD.

The history of pmnping in the region shows that there has been a
more or less continual lowering of the water level, but it does not
show whether it has been at a uniform rate from year to year, or
whether it has been greater in some years than in others, From a

stud}, of the available data it appears that if the curve of lowering
were definitely known it would be somewhat irregular, but in general
it would show the water to have gone down in accordance with in-
crease in consumption. In years when the increase was great "the

lowering doubtless was more rapid than in other years. In other
words, the water level in the whole region appears to fluctuate with
changes in the pumpage from the formation, much in the same way

tha_ the pumping level in a well fluctuates with the rate of pumping.
If this theory is correct, a further lowering of the head on the horizon
may be expected whenever there is an increase in the pumpage. If

there is any definite mathematical relation between the rate of pumpage
and the regional static head_ it may be possible to determine rather

closely the effect of a given increase in the pumpage. In an effort to
determine whether any such exists the following analysis may be made.

If all of the water drawn from the 800-foot sand were pumped from
a single large well it is probable that the head would fluctuate essen-

tially directly with changes in the rate of pumping. A consideration
of the principles of hydraulics involved leads to the belief that, if
changes in pun_page were distributed equally among all wells, in a

given observation well the head would vary practically directly as
the rate of pmuping. This condition does not hold in the Atlantic
City region. For example, in the Ventnor-Occan City ares the con-
sumption in summer is from 3 to 3.5 million gallons more than the
consmnption in winter, whereas in the Atlantic City-Brigantine area

it is only from 1.5. to 2 million gallons a day more. Also, from time
to time, a sudden draft is begun in a single locality when a new well
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is put into service. For these reasons it is impossible to determine
accurately any exact relation between changes in pumpage and changes
in head in the region. Nevertheless, certain relations have been
discovered which may be of value in determining tile effects of future

ineresses in pumpage.
For each month for which data are available there has been ealen-

luted the ratio between the depth to water below the original- static

level in the Longport observation well and the rate of pumping in the
entire region and in the Ventnor-0eean City area. Similarly, there
has been computed tile ratio between the depth to water below the

original s_afie head, when pumping, in observation wells in Atlantie
City, and the rate of pmuping both in the entire region and in the
more restricted Atlantic City-Brigantine area. The data in regard:
to water level are based on the composite curve of the pumping level

for wells in Atlantic City shown in Figure 14. The values for the
depth [o water used in the computations is that at the end of each
nmnth. A different value mlghf have been used by taking the average.
between the level at the beginning and end of the month. This would

have given different actual values, but the relative results would have.
been essentially the same. The depth to water at the end of each
month has been used, because if there is any lag in adjustment of

water level to pmnping conditions--and there is good evidence of
this--the water level at that time is more nearly in adjustment than
earlier in the mouth. The base data and resulting calculations are

given in tbe accompanying tables. To simplify tile headings algebraic
notation has been used, and the symbols are explained in footnotes ap-

pended to the fables.

RELATION tlETWEEN I)EPTH TO WATER. BI']LO_V ORIGINAL.
STATIC LEVEL, IN LONGPORT OBSERVATION _VELI,, AND

AVERAGE DAILY PUMPAGE FROM 800-FOOT SAND IN
EN_J_[IRE_ .A_I' _,t NT" IG_ CITY REGION AND VENTNOR-

O(2EAN t31T'£ REGION, 1924-1927.

MONTH cD_ el)_

q), bQ_ Q, a(_, Q:
1924

.',lay ................... g0.0 6.05S 5.0 1.556 19,3
June .................. 85.0 6.702 5.2 2.136 16.4
July ....................... 39.5 8.906 4.4 4.027 9.8
August .................... 42.0 9.593 4.4 4.474 9.4
• rSeptembe ................ aft. 5 7.746 5.1 2.925 lg. 5.

October .................. o6.,) 6. 058 6,0 1. 728 21.1
November ................ 35.0 5.309 l_.(i 1..394 25.1
Deeemb(!r ............... 34.5 4.86{1 7.1 1.107 31.2'
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RELATION BETWEEN DEPTH TO WATER AND AVERAGE
DAILY PU3[PAGE--CoI_tinued.

MONTH _D, _1)_

1925

Jammry ................... 34.0 4.817 7,1 1.077 31,6
February .................. 34.0 5,193 6.5 i,()86 31.3
March ..................... 34. O 5. 446 6.2 1.133 31.3
,}q'n'i] ...................... 35, O 5.8i15 6. O 1,39S 25.0
May ..................... 37,0 7. 291 5.1 ]. 849 20.0
June .................... 43,5 9.529 4.0 3.612 ]2.0
July ....................... 43.0 10.509 4.6 4.323 11.1
August .................... 51.5 11. 293 4.6 4. 582 ] 1.2
September ................. 49.0 9.167 5.3 2,903 1(;.9
October ................ 44.0 7.386 6.0 1,760 25,0
November ................ 42.0 6.801 6.2 1,485 28.3
December .................. 41.5 6.421 6.5 1,485 27.9

]926
3amiary ................... , 41.0 6.561 6.2 ].528 26.8
_'ebruary ................. 41.0 t;._;36 6.2 1.408 27.9
M_rcb ..................... 41.0 (;.692 6.1 1.495 27.4
April .................... 42.0 5,729 " 7.3 ].699 24.7
3In y ....................... 43.5 6. (]54 6.5 2. 430 ] 7.9
Jllne ...................... 47.5 9.777 4.9 3.392 14.0
.l_fly ..................... 52.5 10,958 4.8 4.302 12.2
Augnst .................... 55.5 11.754 4.7 4.787 ]]-6
September ............... : 52.5 10,415 5.0 3.560 ]4.8
October .................... 49.5 8.681 5.7 2.156 2.q.O
November .................. 48.0 7.826 6,1 1.757 27.4
Decem bet .................. 47,5 7. 592 6.3 1. 728 27.5

1927
January ................... 47,0 7,829 6.0 1.710 27.5
February ................. 47.0 7.907 5,9 1.62_ 29.0
5birch ................... 48.0 8.120 5.9 1.691 28.4
April .................... 53.0 9.04(; 5.9 1.917 27,6
May ...................... 54.0 9.375 5.8 2.45,'_ 22.0
June .................... 59.5 10.510 5.7 3.67G ](;.2
July ..................... 63.5 12.014 5.3 4.796 1:_.2
August ................... 65.5 12.412 5.3 4.775 13.'_
September ................ 62.5 10.950 5.7 _.846 16,3
October .................... 57.g 9.192 6.3 2.394 24.0
No_,ember .................. 55,5 _. 3!Y2 6.6 2.0?.r_ 27 ._
December ................ 53.5 8.081 6.6 1.917 27.9

aD_=Y)epth to water, in feet. below estimated originnl static level in Long-
p_rt observati_u we_L This is depth to _x'at_r below top of ca_ing
ldus five feet.

b(_)_Average daily puml)age from SO0-footsan(], il_ million g,_llons u day, in
entire At!aatic City region (not including area from Corsoa ]alet to
"_Vildwood),

cDj
----Loss of bend, in Longport well, for a 1)umpage of one million gallons a
()_ day, assuming loss to be due to p_ml)ing in the entire rogion.

dQ_Pumpage in area from Ventnor to Ocean City, inc]uslve.

eD,

_Loss of head in Longport well for pumpage of one million g*fllons a day.
(22 _2ssum]n_ loss to be due to l)ump_ge Irom Ventnor-Ocean ()ity area

only.
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RELATION BETWEEN DEPTH TO WATER, WHEN NOT PUMPING,
BELOW ORIGINAL STATIC HEAD. IN OBSERVATION WELLS

IN ATLANTIC CITY AND AVERAGE DAlr, Y F(I_IPAGE
FROM 8O0-F00T SAND IN ENTIRE REGION AND IN

BRIGANTINE-ATLANTIC CITY REGION. 1924-1927.

MONTH cD_ eD_

"I)_ bQ, Q_ dQ, Qa
1924

January ..................... 4.772 3.593
F_bl.,,_..y................ 59.0 4.s_ i_:_ 3,61s i6:3
March .................... 59.5 5.012 11.9 6.863 15.4
April ................... 61.6 5.417 11.3 4.058 " 15.0
_Iay ................... (_,. 5 6.058 10,5 4.502 14.3
June .................. 66.0 6.702 9.8 4.566 14.5

July ..................... 68,5 8.90(; 7.7 4. 879 14. O
August ................... 71 .O 9.598 7.4 5.141 13 .{3
September ................ 70.9 7.746 7.3 _.821 14.5
October ................. 66.0 6. 058 10.9 4. 330 15.2
November ................. 63.0 5.309 11.9 3,915 16,1
December .............. 61.5 4. 869 12.6 3. 762 16,8

1925

._amlary ................ 61.0 4.817 12.7 3.740 16.3
February ................. 61.0 5.193 11.7 4.121 34.8
Marcb .................... 62.5 5.446 11,5 4,313 14.5
April ..................... 67.0 5.865 11.4 4.467 15.0
May ..................... 71.5 7.201 9.9 4.502 15.9
.lune ..................... 76.0 9.529 8,0 4.482 17.0
,luly .............. ....... 80.5 10.509 7.7 4.806 16.7
August ................... 81.0 11.293 7.2 5.315 15.2
September ................. 77.5 9.167 8,5 4.914 15.8
October .................. 72.5 7..886 9.8 4.276 17.0
Novmnber ................. 69.0 6.801 :lO.1 3.931 17.6
December ................. 69.0 6.421 10.7 3.576 19.3

1926

.lam_ary ................. 70.0 6.561 10.7 3.663 19.1
February ................. 71.0 6.036 10.7 3.759 18,9
March .................... 72.5 6. 692 1O. 8 3. 797 ] 9.1
April . .2 .................. 73.5 5.729 12,8 4*036 18.2
May ...................... 76.0 6.654 11.4 4.218 18.0
June ..................... 79.0 9.777 8.1 4 885 16.2
,Tuly ..................... 84.5 10.958 7.7 5.165 16.4
August .................. 88.0 11.754 7.5 5.513 16.0
_eptember ................ 86.0 10.415 8,3 5.439 15.8
October ................... 82.5 8.681 9.5 _;.105 16.2
November ................. 80.0 7.826 10.2 4.655 17.2
December ................. 80.0 7.5*02 10.5 _*.444 18.0

1927

.Ianuary .................. 81.5 7.829 l0,4 4.709 17 .R
February ................. 82,0 7.907 10.4 4.876 16.0
March " .................... 88,0 8.120 10.8 5.029 17.5
April ..................... 90,0 9.046 9..0 5.819 ]5.5
May ...................... 90.5 9.375 9.7 5.612 16.1
dune .................... 94.0 10.510 8.9 5.5M 17.6
July ...................... 98,0 12.014 8.2 5.918 16.6
AUgllSt .................. 99 5 12.412 8.0 6.385 15.6
September ............... 96 .O 10.950 8.8 5.904 16,3
October ................... 91.0 97192 9.9 ,5.498 16.6
November ................. 86.0 8.392 10.2 4.956 17.4
December ................. 85,5 8.081 10.6 4.764 17.9
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RELATION BETV_rEEN DEPTH TO WATER AND AVERAGE

DAILY PEMPAGE--Conti_Iued.

aD__-Depth to water not when pumping, in feet below estimated orlgimd static
level, in observation wells in Atlantic City. Tiffs is depth to water
below top of casing plus 10 feet.

t,Q_Aver_/ge daily pumpage from S00-foot sand in million gallous a day t_l
entire Atlantic City region (not including area from Corson Inlet
to Wildwood).

cD_
--_Loss of head in wells in Atlantic City for a pUlnl)_ge of one miliiou
(J_ gallons a day assuniiug loss to be due to pulnping in the entire region.

aQ_Average daily pumpage froln 800-foot sand in million galhms a day, from
wells in Atlantic City and Brigantine only.

_Loss of bead in wells in Atlantic City to' I mpage of one million gal-
Q:_ lons a day from Atla t e C ty-Br gantine area only.

The ratio of the rate of pumpfi_g divided by the depth to water

below original static level (_Q----)is in a way comparable to the specific

capacity of a well, for it is the quantity of water obtained by lowering
the head one foo_. 0f course, since the water is not all coming from
the observatiotl well--and none o_ it is obtained from the Longport

well--the comparison is only a general one.
The ratio would have a maxinmm value if all the water came from

one well--that is, if the ratio actually were the specific capacity. It
would have a very small value if the observation well in which tile
head were determined were situated at a very great distance fl'om the

pumping wells. Obviously, the value of the ratio will depend in part
on the situation of the observation well with respect to the centers of

pumping. The ratio of the depth to wa_er divided by the rate of
pumping giYes the number of feet that the water must be lowered to
produce one million gallons a day. It would have a maximum value
if the water were all pumped from a single well and the loss in head
were measured in that well; and its value would be very small when

based on loss of bead in a well at a grea_ distance from the pumping
wells.

The ratios given in the two tables show considerable range, not only
for the values _or different sets of conditions, but even for the same set

of conditions in _he same nmnth. For exantple, the ratio of the depth
to water in the Longport well to the average daily pmnpage from the

area between ¥entnor and Ocean City (DI__in tlle first table) has a

6
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range between 8.3 (August, 1924) and 26.9 (January, 1925). At first
glance there appears to be no relation between given depths to water
and given rates of pumping. For example, in June, 1925, when the

water level was 30 feet below the original static level, the rate of
pumping was 2.136 million gallons a da_5 whereas in April, 1925,
with the water at the same level, the rate of pumping was only 1.398

million gallons a day. liven nmre striking is the difference in the
pmnping rate in June, ]926, and December of the same 3"ear, when
the depth to water was 42.5 feet. In June the pan,page was 3.392
million gallons a day or nearly twice that in December, when it was

only 1.728 million gallons a day, Considering these fact% are the
ratios of any value ?

Q ae-
A study of the tables shows that in general the value for

creases during the spring and summer, and increases during the fall
and winter. In other words, in the latter part of the smnmer the

loss in head required to produce a given quantity of water is less than
that required in winter. For example, in July, 1925, the loss in head
for each million gallons was only 9.9 feet, whereas in January of the
same year it was 26.9 feet. This seems to be a very m_usual eondi.-
rich, especially considering the fact that the head on the water de-
creases considerably in summer.

The explanation of this condition is better m_derstood it' the

monthly data are plotted, using the depths to water and rate of
pmnping as co-ordinates, and drawing a curve that connects the points

in chronological re'def. Such a curve, for the relation Between depth
to water in the Longport well and the pumnage in the Ventnor-Ocean

City area, is shown in Figure 17. In this curve the direction o_ pro--
gression is shown by arrows. At the beginning or end of certain
?-ears the points are so crowded that one or more have been omitted.

If the average depth to water during each month had been used in-

stead of the depth at the end of the nmn_h most of the /mints would
be situated differently, and the shape of the curve would be altered
slightly, but it would be of the same general type.

The curve sbo_rs two significant features. The l]rst is the shape of

the curve for individual years. The line for the months after August
rises toward the starting point for the year, but for a given rate of
pumpage it lies at a lower point than {or the same pumpage in the
first half of the year. This type of eurve indicates the condition
known as hysteresis, which is a 'qagging of one of two related pile-
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AVERAGE 0A_L_r PU_PAGE IN VENTNOR-OCEAN CITY AREA IN MILLION GALLONS

Fla. 17.--Graph showing r_l('/t_o]_ bptw(!on depth I_O writer, below orlg_l_.| stP, tle

level i_l LoD.g]Dort ol3_ervai_ion well, alid average daily 1)um|}_g_
froITi Ventnor-Otto{_ City _l'(,;/_ _)y ,Sll(?c(?ssive l_}Ont]ls_ _[,q?,', 1924,
to I)eeember, 1927, i_clusive,

nomena behind the other. ''-_ The co]_ditiol_ of hysteresis in the curve

fit Figure 17 indicates conclusively a lag in the movement of wa_er

level l'ol]owing ehauges in pumpage which has already been suggested
from other observations (see pages 53 and 66). It shows that as the
pumpage i_ereases iu the spring a}_d summer months the head does
_ot fall as rapidly as would be expected if _he law of direct relation

rate of flow and head held without modification. On the other hand,
when the l)umpage decreases rapidly in the fall, the head does not

rise as rapidly as ifshould. If the average pumping rate during ehe
monSh of maximum consumption were maintained long enougit the
water level would drop tower than it does. However, the maximum

rate is reached generally in _he later part of Angust or fore part of
September, and immediately thereafter there is a very great decrease
in p_unpage. So great is the decrease, in fact, that the head cannot

respond as rapidly. In wiater_ geuerally from December to March,

2¢;Centu ry dictionary.
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there is not much change in pumpage, and the head has a chance in

%aieh up" and reach a condition where ii is more in the proper posi:

finn corresponding in the existing rate of pmnping. During the other
months of the year the head thai would correspmld to a given rate of
pumpage, if stable conditions were reached, would be shown by a line

drawn approximately half way between file _wo lines of the curve for
each year.

It is noteworthy thai studies of the elasticity and compressibility of
sands and clays by Terzaghi have shown a condition of hysteresis or

lag in the adjustment of the nmterial to change in pressureY 7 This
fact favors the suggestion on page 54 thai the lag in the adjustment
of the head in the 800-foot sand Js presmnably related to the phe-
nomena of elasticity and compression of the water-bearing material.

The second significant l'eature of the curve shown in Figure 17 is
the fact that each.year the head has dropped in lower and lower levels
for a given rate of pumpiz4g in the Ventnor-Ocean City region, The

data given in the table on pages 78 and 79 show that i{ the pumpage
from the entire region is considered, instead of that from the more

restricted region, the same condition is found. In other words, in
so far as the Lnngport well is concerned, the lowering of head in

tl_af well, resulting from an increase in a unit quantity of water

pumped, is increasing from year to year. The reason for ibis is not
fully known, but it appears that it may be due in one or more of
several possible factors. Conceivably it may be due to a loss of head
in the outcrop area resulting from defident precipitation, to a re-
duction in the porosity, and hence permeability of the water-bearing
sand as a result of wiOldrawl of waier from storage and subsequent

compression of the sand; or to an increase in pumpage near the ob-
servation well relafively grea_:er than that in other paris of the region.

In the years covered by the record there has been an unusual increase
in the consumption from the 800-foot sand at the Margate City Water
Works, and it is believed that this may be largely responsible for the

increasing loss in head. The data in the table on p/_ges 80 and 81 in re-

gard in the observation wells in Atlantic City do not show such definite
evidence of a progressive increase in loss of head per uui_ quan{ity of

water pumped, In fact, at certain times the ratie De and DaQ1 Qa vary

irregularly. This is probably because there have been s,_dden changes

-- 27TerzagM, Charles, Principles of soil mechanics: Eng. News-lleeord. vol. 95.

pp. 743-744, and 987, 19._5: Principles of final soil classification: Mass. Inst.
Teehtmlogy Publications, rol. 6g. pp. 41-53, 1927.
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in the pump,qge in Atlantic City resulting from the starting of new
wells or shutting flown of wells for long periods.

Bearing in mind the factors described above, which affect the ratio

between the loss of head in the observation wells and the pumpage in
different parts of the Atlantic City region, the results in the tables
may be applied to determine approximately the effect of future in-

crease in pumpage. Using the whiter values of ])2 it appears that if
Q,

"future increases are distributed in the region as they have been during
the period of observation the loss of head in Atlantic City will be
some 10 to 12 feet for each increase of one million gallons a flay. If •

the pumpage in winter, which in 1927 was about eight million gallons
a day, is increased by ]0 million gallons, the non-pumping level in

the observation wells in Atlantie City may be expected to be lowered'
to a depth between 180 and 220 feet below the original static level
or 1_'0 to 210 feet below the surface of the ground. The level in
pumping wells will be 25 to 50 feet or more lower, depending upo_i

the rate of pumping. If the greater part of the ii_crease in pumpage
occurs within Atlantic City the loss in head will be even greater, and
if it occurs largely in more distant parts of the region it will he less. "

The loss in'head in the Longport well per million gallons per day

of pumpage in the entire region in winter months has ranged between
six and seven feet. Aceordingl G assuming the pumpage to change
proportionately in all parts of the area as it has done between 1924
and 1927, an increase of 10 million gallons a day to a total of 18.

million gallons would lower the head in that well to a point from
110 to 125 feet below the original static level or 100 to 115 feet below
the surface. The true figure likewise may be greater or less than
that stated, depending upon whether the greater part of the increase
fakes place near the observation wells or at a distance of several miles
frmn them.

If the maximum rate of 18 million gallons a day is maintained for
only a month or two in the sunlmer,, the loss in head probably will not

be as great as indicated in the above estimates because of the lag in
the change of head.

It cannot be expected that the estimates given above will be verified

within the limits given, for too many factors arc involved concerning
which our knowledge is quite uncertain. It is believed, however, that
the estimates are of considerable value in indicating the magnitude
of the loss in head that may result from an increase in pumpage of
10 million gallons a day, or other quantities in proportion. They are

el especial significance iu considering the possibility of developing
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future public supplies from the 800-foot sand. According to esti-
mates on page 22 the iuerease in consumption from all public sup-
plies in the regioa in the next 20 years may he expected to be at least

20 million gallons.. If this were all developed from tile 800-foot sand,
the head would be lowered several hundred feet below the surface. In

fae_, it might be drawn down to such a great depth that the cost of

primping would become prohibitive if the wells were not in the memr-
time contaminated by salt water.

EFFECTS OF FURTHER LOSS OF }lEAD.

if consumption from the 8OO-foot sand continues to increase and
the head to decrease the final effects will be several. Probably the
first noticeable effect will be a decrease in the yield of wells. This
has already occurred to some extent, but methods of testing the yidd
in umst cases have been so crude that the decrease has not been evi-

dent. The ability of a welt to yield a given quantity of water may
not be impaired, but the yield wifll the original equipment will
decrease. In order to maintain the original yield it will be necessary

to lower the cylinder if the pump is of tbe reciprocating type, or the
bowls if it is of the turbine typ% ol' to increase the length of the air
pipe and cmnpressor capacity if air lift is used. In any case, more
power will be required to obtain a given quantity of water and the

pumping cost will increase. If the water level is lowered far enough,
and no other factor places a limit on pmnping, it is probable that
eventually a fro%her increase in the draft in the horizon would be

prohibited by the rising cost of pmnping the water to the surface.
The decrease in the yield of a well as the head decreases is well

illustrated by the results of rather accurate observatious on the new
well drilled at the Atlantic City Water Works in April, ]925, which

draws on the Atlantic City 800-foot water-bearing horizon. When
the well was tested on May 13, 1925, by the drilling eontracto5 the

yield as measured by an orifice was 1,050 gallons a minute. Subse-
quently the orifice was checked with a pitometer and the discharge
was measurgd at intervals of about a month by one or the other of the

two methods. The results computed to a uniform speed ofpumping
are shown graphically in Figure ] 8. The graph also shows the fluctua-
tions of the water in an old weI1 nearby, 600 feet deep (see page 59).
The fluctuations in water level are due largely to fluctuations in the
draft from the formation in Atlantic City and other coast towns (see

pages 66 and 67). Mthough there are minor irregularities, it is appar-
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FIG. 18,--Disclmr_e of 675-faot well at Atlnntic City Water g'orks nnd

ftu(:tuatiol of water level in old 600-foot well.

ant [lla_btte yieId of tile wells changes with tile bead in t e formation.

declining when the head becomes less, ann iuereaslng if _he head in-
creases. At its lowest the yield was 930 gallons a minute, a decrease

o[ 11 per cent from the original 3,laid. On December 4, 1925, the
yield was 9;0 gallons a minute, or about eight per cent less thau the
original yield. The pump installation,s have been changed slightly
since then so that conditions are not entirely comparable, but the

yield, on January 13, 1926, was practically the same, 9_'4 gallons a
minute. On _lareh 5, 1926> however, it was a little lower, 958 ganons

a minute a_ 1,163 revolutions a minute. During the summer of 1927
the _ueld-deerea_ed st_h fxlrther, an_t in Anguet it wa_ _nlg about 850

gallons a milmte.
:ks another illusrzation of the effect of a decline in tSe static head

the experience of a well owner in Atla_tie (3it?" may be cited. When
a new well was completed in April, 1924, the depth to water was

about 40 feel Equipment was ortered to sot the pump at a depth of
about 50 feet. The pump was not installed until the laeter part of
fine smnmer. When first _tarted _o water eo_14 he obtained, but
better sneeess was had after the pump was primed. The static water
level a_ that time was about 50 feet from the surface and the pump-
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hlg level must have been considerably lower. Tbus the pump was
andoubtetdly operating with a suction lift instead of being submerged
as it should be to obtain the geratest efficiency. In the spring of 1925

the,pnmp was lowered to 75 feetfrom the surfaee_ but difl]cu!ty in
obtaining water occurred during the _ollnwing summer, Since ob-
servations elsewhere in the city showed the static level then to be about

'75 fee_ below _he surface, the pumping level in the well doubtless was
so low that the suction could not be maintained.

Several of the turbine pumps in wells in Atlantic City are set only
100 feet below the surface with 10 to 20 feet of suction pipe below the

pump bowls. If the decline in head in the next few years is com-
parable to that in 1925 the water will di'op below the linfit of suction
lift, and the pumps become useless. The difficult)' can be remedied

by lowerii_g the pump bowls to a greater depth if the easing is large
enough to receive them. Because of the possibility of a considerable
lowering in bead ik is desirable, when drilling a new well, that the
upper casing be of lane enough diameter to receive the pump bowls

to a depth of at least t25 or 150 feet, The pmnp need not be se_ sn
low at first, as the loss in head in pumping through the greater length

of pipe would unnecessarily increase the cost of pumping the water.
In several wells that are pumped b_ air lift i_ has already been neces-

sary to increase the length of the air pipe, but this is done compara-
tively easily.

A factor which may cause a serious trouble before the pumping cost

beeonms excessive is the possible invasion of salt water, This sub-
ject is discussed on pages 112 and 119.

TESTS ON SAND SAMPLES.

_fnre than twenty-five samples of sand have been obtained from
wells drilled between 1923 and 1926 to the Atlantic City 800-foot
horizon, and tests have been made on them by Dr. Norah D. Stearns

in tile hydrologic laboratory of the United States Geological Survey.
The tests that are of special value in the present investigation include
the determination of the meebanieal composition, porosity and per-

meability, es

2SThe methods used are described in a report by Norah D. Stearnu, Labora-

tory tests of physical properties of water-hearlng materials: U. S, Geol. Snrvey
Water-Supply Paper 596-F, 1!)27.
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The "eoefllcient of pern_eability" is defined as the number of gallons
of water a day at. 60 _ ]_'., that is conducted laterally through each mite
el"the water-bearing bed under investigation, measured at right angles
to the direction of flow for each foot of thickness of the bed and for

each foot per mile of hydraulic gradient. _ Having the coefficient of
permeability, and other requisite data as to the temperature of the
water and thickness of the water-bearing bed, there may be deter-
mined the head necessary to yield a given quantity of water or con-
versely the amount of water that can be obtained with a giveu head.
Certain praeticaI difficulties are encountered which in the present
stage of the work make it impossible to consider the results conclusive.

For example, the thickness of the bed may vary from place to place,
and the factor of thickness cannot be determined accurately. _'ur-
thermore, as shown by samples already tested, the permeability of
the sand in different parts of a water-bearing bed varies considerably,
even in the same well. so that it may be quite difficult to properly
evaluate this factor. Another probable cause of error is the impos-
sibility ofget_ing a sample into the testing equipment just as it was
in the sand bed.

In drilling the sand is washed out of the well. If the rotary hy-

draulic process is used it is mixed with thick mud. If the jet process
i_ used the mud is not so thick. In either ease_ in order to obtain a
sample of the sand the mud is washed out by the driller. It is im_

possible to wash out all of the mud used in drilling without also
washing away some of the finer sand. The upward current in the well
during drilling may not be strong enough to carry to the surface arty
coarse sand or gravel when it is struck. Therefore, the sample may
be finer than the water-bearing bed as a whole. It is a well known fact
that_ other conditions being the same, the greater the variation in the
size of material the less is its permeability, and the more uniform
its size the greater the permeability. Since the coarser materials may
_main in the well and the fine be washed out with the mud_ the sam-

pies obtained prohably show permeabilities higher than the permea-
bility of the formation underground. Despite these diffieulties, Jt is
believed that the tests of samples are of some value in showing the
relati_e quantities of water than can be obtained from different for-
mations.

As shown by the table (see pages 8.9 and 91) there is a considerable
range in the coefficient of permeability of the samples tested--from 616
to 10,464. The coefficient of permeability of sample No. 111 is so much
higher than that of any other sample that is believed not a true sample

2DStearns, Norah D, op. tit., p. 148.
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of the sand. It may have been washed an undue amount. I_ is there-

fore Dot considered in the following discussion. Tests were made on

four pairs of samples of the same material (Nos, 318 and 317_ 318 and

319, 3_t0 and 8,11, 842 and 344). In one sample of each pair tbe mud
used in drilling was washed by the driller and the other was washed

more carefully in the laboratory. The method used by the driller was to
turn a stream of water frmn a bose into a bucket, stir the sand, and

let the lhle material flow over the top. By this method some of the
fine sand: and perhaps even some of the coarse, was washed out. In

file laboratory the sample was stirred in water, it was allowed to settle,
and the water carrying the fine material was carefully dec_anted. This
process was repeated many times. In the samples thus washed the
fine sand was left in the sample. As shown by the tahle the result

was that the coefficient of permeability of the samples washed in the
laboratory was much lower than that of the less carefully washed
samples. The average coefficient of permeability of four samples
washed in the laboratory was 802, and of the samples of the same
material washed by the driller it was 2,293, or nearly three times as
great. Since all of the samples, except those otherwise imlicated, were

washed by the driller, i_ is probable that tile coefficients of permea-
bility are in general too high. With these limitations in mind an

application of the results may be attempted..
Tile average of the coefficient of permeability of 18 samples washed

by _he driller is 2,66_. This means that in one day 2,682 gallons will
move through a scrip of sand one foot thick and one mile in length,

a_: right angles to the direction of flow when the bead is one foot per
mile and the temperature of the water is 60° Fahrenheit.

The flow varies according to temperature, a high temperature hn

creasing the rate of flow and a low temperat(Ire re_arding it2 ° The
temperature of water frmn five wells in the region ranges from 60°
to 65" Fahrenheit, with an average of t;8°, According to Slietder's
table, the flow at 63 ° is approximately 1.05 times that at 60 °, and

the corrected average permeability coefficient is practically 2,800. A
study of a number of logs shows that the average thickness of the sand
is about 80 feet. On this basis, with a head of mm foot per mile, the

quantity of water passing through a strip one mile long would be
80 x 4_000_ or 224,000 gallons a day. If tile strip were two miles

long the quantity would be twice that much or 448,000 gallons a day,
and so on. The distance between the northeastern and southwestern-

mos_ wells in Atlantic City is approximately two miles. On this basis

aOgllehter, C..S., _£ield measurements of the rate of movement of tlllder-

ground waters: U. S. Geol. Survey Water Supply Paper 140, D. 13, 1905.
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tile head required to provide a {tow of five million gallons a day would"
be 11._ feet per mile. This assumes that the water is moving to tile.
wells from olle direction only at right angles to the coast and dmvn

the dip of the bed from the west. Actually, some water is probably

nmving from other directions. Doubtless about ha]f water moves.up.
the dlp_ being replenished by flow around the ends of the zone, If
this is true the quantity coming from the region directly north-

west of the pumicing area would be about half that estimated, and the
head need be only 5.6 feet per nfile.

By similar computation a comparison may be made with the heaL]
between the new well at the Ahseeon pumping statiml and walls in
Atlantic City. When completed in May, 1925, the water level in the

pumping station well was about five feet below mean sea level. On
the basis of the observations at the Chalfont% in Atlantie Cit35 it is
estimated that the static level in the western part of the city was about
35 feet below mean sea level, and that the difference in head or gra-

dient was about 6.g feet per mile. The average daily eonsnmptiml

from wells in the city, in Ma3% 19_5, is estimated to have been about
4.5 millim_ gallons a day (see Fig 14). ]n the following fable
is shown the head required to yield this quantity of water using the

average eoe_eient of permeability determined Dora samples washed
by the driller and those washed in the laboratot T.

Assuming that the water moves to the wells in Atlantic City from
two directions, the gradient in May, 1924_ was intermediate between

the gradients computed from samples washed in different wa:¢s. It
was, in fact, not much different from the gradient based on the largest
number of samples. Considering factors involved which cannot be

accurately evaluated, the results are as good as can be expected. They
are believed to indicate that the determinations of coefficient of per-

meability arc useflfl within certain limits. In the table on page 95,
there is given the gradien_ required for a draft ot' 10 million gallons

a day from wells in }he city. If the larger average coefficient is
more nearly correct, the gradient required to draw five million gal-
lons a day in Atlantic City would be about 11 feet per mile, and the
head in Atlantic City would be about 50 fee_ ]ower than at the At-
hmtie City Water Works on the mainland. If the lower coe_eient
was correct the difference in head between the two places would be

nearly 150 feet. Since the head at the water works would be lower
than it is now the head in Atlantie City would be much more tha_
150 fee{ below the surface.

Applied in a different way the test data as to the permeability of
the 800-foot sand are of significance in showing the area Dora which
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water is being drawn, As stated on page 69, the original head on
the formation near Atlantic City appears to have been only about
one foot per mile. As shown on page 73, using an average coefficient
o_ permeability of 2,800, the quantity of water passing through a
strip of the formation one mile long under a head of one foot per mile,

is 224,000 gallons. To obtain 5,000,000 gallons a day with the
natural gradient of one %or per mile, it would be necessary to draw
on a strip more than 22 miles long. To obtain lf_),000,000 gallons
a day, which is approximately the average daily lmmpage in sum-
mer in the area from Brigantine to Ocean City, water would
he drawn from a strip more than 50 miles long. This assmnes

that the draft is equal in all parts of the strip of water-bearing
formation. Aetually_ since the draft is concentrated in a rela-

tively small area toward which the water must nmve rapidly,
the head required is great where the pumping is hea+y, and becomes
less along lines radiating out from the pumping wells. Nevertheless,
before the intake area is reached the water must be moving in a zone

whose length is of the magnitude just stated. That this is actually
the case is shown by the profile of the piezometric surface Mong the
coast (see Pig. 15, A).

CONTAMINATION OF WELLS BY SALT WATER.

General sialement.--A problem that has given concern to some of
the owners of deep wells in Atlantic CiV has been the contamination
of their wells hy salt water. The seriousness of this problem is better
uuderstood when it is realized that the static water level in the wells

in different parts of the city is from fi0 to 80 feet below sea level,
and that salt water is heavier than fresh water. If sea water in suffi-

cient quantity finds access either to the water-bearing bed or to wells

tapping it, a large part of the formation may be contaminated, and
this valuable source of water will be destroyed. Therefore, a con-

sideration of the danger of salt-water contamination becomes de-

sirable in a study of the quantity of ground water that may safely he
drawn from the 800-foot sand in the Atlantic City region.

Certain general relations between fresh water and salt water along
seacoasts are well known, and the literature on this subject has been

summarized by Brown2 _ To show the danger that conceivably nmy

SlBrown, John S., A study of coastal grolmd water wi_h speeial reference t_
Connecticut: U. S. Geol. Sun'ey Water-Supply Paper 537, 1925. A summary
of the principal points in the p_lper has also bee_ p_2bllshed under the title,
"Relation of sea water to ground water alollg coasts," in the &meriean ,lournal
Of _cience, 5th series, vol. 4, pp. 274-294, 1922.
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centred) well users iu Atlantic City co lditions on Long Island. N. Y.,

may be cited where heavy pumping of wells near the ocean resulted in
the drawing in of salt water dud uecessitated partial or complete
abandonment of certain well fields, ae However, certain conditions in

the Atlantic City region seem to indicate that there is less danger of
widespread contamination, at least for the present, than at the Long

• Island localities, but because of a lack of knowledge of certain factors

)bat may favor intrusion of salt water this problem cannot be neg-
lected.

The relative saltiness of water is ordinarily determined by its

chloride (C1) content, which is one of the two elements of common
salt (sodium cliloride, NaC1}. Ordinary ocean wa_er contains be-
tween 19,000 and 20,000 parts per million of chloride, Water con-

taining as much as 1_500 parts per million is intolerable to most

people for drinking, and to be acceptable for ordinary household use
i_ should not contain more than 2{)0 to 250 parts per million. As

shown by the analyses on page 15: the waters now being used ill At-
lantic City are very low in chloride, the maxinmm, with a few excep-
tions, to be discussed below, being only about 15 parts per million.

The wells in Atlantic City are on a narrow island practically sur-

rounded by salt water. Samples of water collected by the writer from
the channel, Main Thoroughfare, where it is crossed by Absecon Boule-
vard, show a chloride content of about 17,000 parts per millioff as

compared to ahout 19,000 parts in sea water--that is, the water in the
thoroughfare between Abseeon Island and the mainlaud is essentially

3s salty as oeean water. Salt water is found in _he beds overlying tile
8{)0-foot Mrizon,. and there is some indication that the _later in tile
formations beneath it, at least below the 950-foot horizou, is at least
brackish. With these conditions in n'_ind a perusal of Brown's paper
would lead one ahnost immediately to the conclusion that contamina-

tion of the 8004oot horizon by salt water is inevitable, and iu tlact,
should have occurred long before this. However; the geologic condi-
tions in the Atlantic City region are different from those in other

regions where studies have been made, and because of the different
conditions there is no precedent to follow in determining )be likeli-
hood of salt-water contamination.

The conditions at Atlantic City appear so favorable to contamina-
tion that when some wells in the city began to yield salt water the

first conclusion was that tlle heavy i)umping was drawing tile salt
water into the formation: and soon a considerable })art of it would be

• , agSpear, W_ E., Long Island sources--*m addlti.)nalsul)l)|y(_fwater for _he

City of New Xork, vol. 1_ pp. 144-157, 1912; Brown, J. S.. _'ater-SItpply
Paper 587, pp. 44-48, 1925.

t
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spoiled hy salt water. There is abundant evidence., howerer_ that
such is not the case. lit the present investigation samples have been

at/alyzed from about ] 5 wells situated in the stretch from L_,rigantine
Beach on the northeast to Wildwood on the southeast. Wi_h the ex-
ceptim_ of the water from wells tha_ have bemJ more or less contami-

nated by leaks m the well casing the ehlorlile content in every ease
was very ]ow_ ranging from 6 to 37 parts per million of chloride.

That there has been no geueraI contamination of the 800_foot hori-
zon hy salt water is shown by a comparlsou of samples taken at dif-

feren_ times. \Vater frmn the well at the ChaIfoute Hotel, analyzed

in 1905, eoul,aJned eight parts per million of chloride: a sample
analyzed in 1911 contained 9.7 parts per million, and one iu 199.4

contaiued 10 parts per million. ]u serera] samples analyzed at in-
tervals between December a, 1925_ and February 9.4, 1928: the chlo-
ride rattged from olfly from 5.5 to '9.9 parts per million. These dif-

ferences are so small that they are iltsignificant. Au analysis for a
sample from the well at the Hotel Derails in 1899 shows a chloride

content of 10.19_ parts per million, aa No samples from the Brighton
_ell have been attalyzed recent135 but the results on samples from other

wells are so close to the chloride in this very earl)" analysis that it may
he said there has been J]o material change in the many years of pump-
ing.

On the other hand, several wells have become so salt)" that they

eouhl not be used. All of the facts point to local eontmui]mtion, the
salt water entering the wells through openings in the 'upper part of

the easing. When the diltlculty has heml overcome eitl_er by filling
the old well and drilling a new one_ or hy some other expedient, fresh
water has again been obtained. The writer has a record of five wells

that have gone sally since 1922. It is probable that salt water was the
reason for abaudoning a number of other wells.

Specific examples of contain]nat]ore--In the fall of 1_):.)1a well

(No. 4 on Fig, 1) al_ the Supplee-Wills-Jones Dairy, which had been
completed only about six months, began to show sigus of salt-water
emttami_mtiou. An analysis on 0etcher 13, 1921: showed 1(1.9,3

grail, s per gallon (about 290 parts per million) of sodium and potas:
siunt chloride, a_ By May 23, 1922_ it had increased to 56.094 grains
per gallon (960 parts per million). The well was ahamloued shortly
afterward and fi/led, and a new well was drilled by the rotary hy-
draulic process, using mud fluid about 20 feet from ik

The new well was completed in June, 1,92;1. W. P. Tramel. the

gaAnnual report of State Geologist for 189! k p. 147.
aaAnnlysis by De_u'born Chemical Co.
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driller, states that a sample collected after it had been pumped

sieadily for about seven hours showed the water to be of good quality.
A sample collected by thewriter on ,July 14., 192',:;,contained 37 parts

per million of chloride and 183 parts per million of total dissolved •
solids. Another sample, eollected about November 14, 1928, con-
rained eight parts per million of chloride and 132 of total solids. ]n
14 samples collected at interwfls of one to several months between
that (late and February 24, 19_8, the chloride has ranged from 5.0
to 8.8 lmrts per million, and most of the time it has heen less than six
parts per million. This is the lowest chloride content found in any

sample collected by the writer from the 800-foo_ horizon_ ekeept a
sample from the weli at the Atlantic City Water Works in the main-
land, which contained onl 5 three parts per million of chloride. The

well has been pumped at a rate of 100,000 to 300,00 gallons almost
every day since it was completed, if contamination of the formatiofi
was general and the result of heavy pumping, surely it should have

'proven so at this place; but the evidence shows that after the old well

was filled up, water of a quality that appears to be the normal
for the horizon was obtained.

The oh1 well was of the type knowu locally as a "single-cased well "
The casing record as furnished by Mr. 0sgood, chief engineer of the

Supplee Dairy, is as follows: 200 feet of 10-ineh, 193 feet of eight-
inch, 381 feet of six-inch and 50 feet of four-ineh screen. There was a

short ox;erlap at the bottom of each string of easing and that or next
smaller diameter inside. No data are awdlable as to the length of the

overlap, but apparently it was not_ great. The spaee betweeo the two
casings at these overlaps was pluggged with wood plugs. The reduc-
tion from the 10-inch to 8-inch easing was made well above the 400-
foot clay bed, and probably was in or near salt-water bearing sand.
Although each casing extended to the top during drilling it was cut off
and withdrawn. The expense of drilling was thereby lessened by an
amount approxiinately equal to the eose of the easing. 21t is sup-

posed that the wood plug either did not fit properly when first put
in or else broke out in some way and admitted the salt water. ]u con-
firmation of this theory it is reported that pieces of wood were pumped
from the well. In this emmection attention may be drawn to the

fact that in a well where the wafer level when pumping is 50 feet
below the ocean level the difference in pressure between the fresh
water in the well and the salt water in the uI)per formations outside it
is about 22 pounds per square inch. Unless a plug were very tightly

inserted this might easily be pushed out by the pressure on it from the
salt water-hearing horizon.
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A case of salt-water contamination, concerning which valuable in:
formation is available, occurred during 1924 in a well (No. 26 on Fig.
1) at the Royal Palace ]:fotel. The first evidence of contamination

occurred in the si)ring of 1924. Apparently the leakage at this time
was small, aud as the pumpage increased during thesummer the salt

_'ater that entered was sufficiently diluted by fresh water from the
800-foot saud so as not to be nol;iceable, The first real im]ication of

salt water was observed abont the middle of September--that is, soon
after the pumpage from the well had increased considerably. It
soon became so bad that the well had tobe abandoned.

The well stood as it was until about December 1, 1924, when it was

filled up just prior to drilling a new well about 25 feet away. Just
before it was filled, at the request of the writer it was pumped for
one and a half hours and saml)les taken at half-hour intervals. The
first sample, taken when the water first flowed, contained 20,000 parts

per million--that is, it was as salty as sea water. The other samples,
taken half an hour, an hour, and one aud a half hours after starting,
contained, respectively, 13,300_ 10,650 and 8_450 parts per million of

chloride. On plotting the results it is found that the chloride ap-
parently would have coni.inued to be at least several thousand parts

per million for some time. Salt water was leaking into the well at
this time in such quantity that the dilution by the fresh "_,ater _'as
insufficient to reduce the chloride low enough to make it nsable.

The new well was completed about January 15, 1925. A sample
collected as soon as the water had cleared up_ when it was first

pumped, showed 490 parts per million of chloride. After a couple
of days pumping a disagreeahle taste was noticed and the water could
not be used for drinking. A sample collected on February 11 showed

567 parts per millioll. At the suggestion of the driller thereafter the
well was pumped into the street about 14 hours daily for several
months_ and samples were taken at intervals. The chloride content
in these samples is showil graphically in Figure ]9, As shown by

the graph the chloride content; declined very slowly, until finally_ on
October 30, 1925, it was down to 15 parts per million, which, although

it is slightly higher than the chloride in most wells in the cit,y_ can be
considered nornml for the region.

During the early weeks of tests of this well the question arose as to
thh source of the salt water--whether it was leaking into the new well
or whether it had entered the formatiou from the old. If it was from

the old well, was that well still leaking or was the salt water residual--
some that entered the formation during the two months or more

before the well was filled after being abandoned? In an attempt to
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answer these questions a series of _amples were lake_t at frequent
intervals on successive days. The amount of chloride in these sam-
ples on one day, March 24, 1925, is shown io Figure 20_ A, The first
water that came from the well contained 325 parts per million of

chloride, hut within 10 minutes the chloride dropped to 55 parts.
Thereafter it rose again, at first rather rapidly and then more slowly,
and when _he pump was stopped at the end of 1_ hours it was nearly
as high as in the first sample. A series of samples collected for a

short time on the following day showed a similar rapid 3top in the
chloride during the first few minutes of pumping and rise thereafter.

The results of these tests are i_terpreted as follows: If salt water
were leaking into the new well through holes in the casi_g such water
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F_Cl.20.--Graphs showing fluctuation of chloride content in _*ater _amples
during pumping from wells of Royal P_lace I_oteI and Atlantic
City Brewing and Ice Co.
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of high chloride tin, tent would fill the casing from the point of leak to
the bottom of the easing, and since salt water is heavier _hau fresh
wateG it would spread out into the water-bearing formation, There-
fore, water from the lower part of the easing, which would reach the

surface after the pump had operated a few minutes., should contain
the most chloride, and as pumping contiuued the salt water would he
removed and the chloridecontentshoulddiminish. This did not

happe}_ in the Royal Palace well, and it. was therefore concluded that

the water of high chloride content did not crone from a leak in the new
well hut from _he old well. The first sample was of water left in tile

casing on tile cessation of pumping the previous day, and represented
the concentration of the water iu the sand at that time. This water

had bees drt, wn in from the direction of the ohl well. The sample
that contained only 55 pares per million reached tile surface after

]romping for several minutes and must have come from the formation.
.Evidently the water in the formation imar the new well had beeonm
better in quality during the night, and this could occur only by u_der-
ttow past the well. The hydraulic gradient in _his locality is known

to slope it_ the general direction of the old well, whicb was nearer the
center of heavy pumping in the city. Therefore, conditions were
favorable for fresh water moving toward the new well during the
period wheu the well was net pmnped, The increase in chloride as

pumping continued during the day occurred as water was drawn in
from the direction of the old well.

,if salt water were still entering the formation from the old well a
cessation of pumping uould result in an increase, and this increase

should show up when the new well was pumped, This did not occur,
and it was concluded that there was then no leakage from tile old well.

The salty water that reached the new well was part of the sea water
that had entered the formation before the old well a'as filled up, and
it took several mouths before that water was pmnped out or mixed
with fresh water in the formation.

Noue of the cases of salt contami_mtion that has come to the atten-

tion of the writer has showed a chloride content approaching that of

the old Royal Palace well. The first sample, which eol_tained "20,000
parts per million of chloride, undoubtetdly was water that entered
the upper part of the well. That a considerable quantity of it entered
the water-bearing bed is shown by the sample taken after an hour and
s half of pumping, which contained nmre than 8,000 parts per .million
of chloride, Rough computations show that thiswater must have
come from that part of the formation several feet from the well. If
fhis water were so salty, it would _mt he surprising that the water as
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far away as the new well would show some cm_tamination. The cause
of the leakage into the old well has not been determined. Nor is it

clear why the chloride should be so much higher than in most wells
that have shown salt water, i'erhaps this apparent difference is really
due only to a lack of definite data at erieital times in regard to the
other wells. The Royal Palace well is nearer the oeean than most

wells a,d is so sifmated _iear the Inlet that the'ocean is not far away
in two directions. At this locality wave action may ha_"e broken pro-
tective beds that may be present in other wells, and allowed easier
al:eess J_or water froiu the ocean.

Another it_structive record of contamiimtion is that of a well at

the Athmtic Brewing and Ice Co. (No. 7 on Fig. 1). The well is 846
J'ee_ [lee/) with a four aJ_d o_Je-half-ineb sereel_. The water from it

showed the tirst sign of heing brackish in 1922. It is said that an

analysis showed 105 grains (equivalent to approximately 1,800 parts
i_cr million) of "salv," but it is not certain whether the term was

used to indicate sodimn chloride or only chloride. An atterapt was

made to sbu_ oat the salt by puttil_g a four aJ_d oJJe-half-i_eh pipe
down to the screen and placing a "packer" between the pit)e and
_he easing to prevent the salt water moving down the intervening
space to tile screen. The "salt" content was reduced to 17 grains

per gallon (about 290 parts per million), and a second attempt
was made to reduce the chloride still more. I2_ workiJ_g oi_ the
well a .stril/g of 380 feet of four and one-hal_-inch pipe accidentally

was dropped in the well and all efforts to pull it out were unawfiling.
Finally, a special packer, known as a "step expm_ding gas anchor
packer" manufactured for use in oil and gas wells, was put in the well.

This l_aeker consists of two llarts, a lower sectio_ of gmu rubber a_)d
_m ul)per section of pipe, which is small at the lower end and il_-

creases in outsi[le diameter by steps. 'The Ul)per section telescopes

into the lowering, being pushed down by the weight of a string of eas-
ing ahove. As it enters the rubber the latter is squeezed outward until
it meets the side of _he casing forming a tight seal. The packer was

placed just ahove the 38(l-foot string of six-inch casi,_g at a depth be-
lieved to be ahout 340 feet, and four and one-hall'-im:h pipe was eo_l-
tim;ed to the surface. When a sample of water was collected about

August 10: 1925, shortly after this work was comldeted , the chloride
was reduced to 46.8 parts per million. A sample collected on No-
vemher 20, 19:75, cow,rained only 10 parts per million of chloride and
127 parts per million of total solids, which shows that water of t,he
normal mineral contemptwas being obtained. The salt water !tad thus
been effectively shut out at a cost much less than that of a new well.
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Unfortunately, the shut-out was not permanent. Jn June, 1926,
the water was again reported to be salty. A well about 500 feet away
was known to have been abandoned several months before, and, ac-

cording to rumor, was contaminated by salt water. ]t was therefore
thought possible that the salU' water might be coming from that
well, but the very fact that tbe well of the Atlantic Brewing and Ice
Co. had earlier been known to have a leaky casing in the salt*water

zone cast suspicion on it.
A series of samples were edleeted as during the test of the Royal

Palace well, and the quantity of chloride in them is indicated graphi-

cally in Figure 20.. B. The fluctuatioh of the chloride is just the op-
posite of tha_ in the Royal Palace well--low at first, with a very rapid
rise occurring within a few minutes after pumping started and imme-

diately thereafter a sudden drop. The curve flattens even nmre
rapidly than in that of the Royal Palace, and apparently the chloride
would continue to be between 200 and 300 parts per million for at

least many days. In aeeordanee with the decision on page 102 the
character of the fluet_ation d chloride in _cheAtlantic City Brewing

and Jee Co. Well is considered to indicate quite dearly that the salt

water was entering through a leak in that well and was not being
drawn in from the nearby welt.

It is possible that in the future other wells in the region may be-
come contaminated from local sources, either directly by leaks in their

own easing or indirectly by leaks in nearby wells. I{, is believed that
the method used to determine the source of the salt water in the Iloyal

Palace and Atlantic City Brewing and Ice Co. wells may be applied to
determine the source of eontaminutlon in other wells,

A fourth ease of local salt-water eontanlination has occurred at

Brigantine Beach. An old well, unused for many years, was cleaned
out in the summer oN199.4. Samples collected between that time and

,Iune 9.4, 192eb contained from 300 to 700 parts per million of chlo-
ride. 21n 3une, 19_4, a new well dose to the old one was begun and

water for nlixing the nmd fluid used in drilling was obtained fl_anl
the old well. Before tbe well was finished tbe old well collapsed and

it was impossible to obtain water from it. A large quantity of water
is required in the drilling process, and in order eo finish the well salt
water was pumped frmn the bay. A sample collected on August :19,
shortly after the well was eolupleted, contained 325 parts per inillion.
Thereafter: as the well was pumped a few hours each day, _he chloride
decreased. Subsequent analyses showed the following chloride con-

tent: September 9.1, 18;3 parts per million,: October 9.9, 136 parts
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per million; about November 8, 129 parts per million; January 18,

1925, 85 parts per million, and 3Iareh 23, 58 parts per million.
There may have been some slight leakage of salt water from an

upper horizon in the old well, but the contamination of the new well
doubtless resulted largely _'rom the use of sea water in drilling that
probably contained 15,000 to 18,000 parts per million of chloride.
_owever, it was used for only a short time and was mixed with mud,
and doubtless did not move very far from the well into the formation.
Furthermor% a large quantity of the salt water was pumped during

the developing and testing of the well. The observations on the Brig-
antine wells, like those on fl_e Royal Palace well, are significant in

showing how long it takes to freshen tbe horizon when it has once
become contaminated even locally and only to a slight extent.

Cause of preseu_ eanturaim_tien.--The evidence is eouvineing that
salt water has not yet been drawn into the 800-foolo horizon' from its
oceanward etxension. The salt-water horizons lie above the great

clay bed and salt water enters the well holes above that depth or
passes down along the easing. Practically none of the casings have
been pulled out, so that the exact causes of the troitble" can only he con-

jeetured. _
Several persons who have tallowed the development of the Atlantic

City horizon for many years have stated to' the writer their belief that
salt water trouble was due to the use of reciprocating pumps--that is,

pumps in which a cylinder that contains valves is placed in the well,
generally below the static water level, and the water is lifted by the

alternate raising and lowering of the valves by means of r_s con-
neared to nu engine at the surface. In support of their eorgeutim_
they stated that every well they knew of which had become salty
had at some time been equipped with this type of pump. It was their
belief that the reciprocating nmvement of the pump rods created a
jar that caused a strain on the casing to the point where it would
break. It was further said that sand carried in the water settles

around the eylinder when pumping is started, and when pumping is
resumed the jarring drives this between the cylinder anll casing like a

_:edge, helping to break it.
The first examples that came to the writer's attention supported

this theory, for reciprocating pumps had been used in the wells.

However.. three wells which are said never to have been equipped wi_h
that type of pump, nerertheless_ have become saI_y, These wells are
at the Ventnor Water Works, the Royal Palace Hotel and the Atlantic

City Brewery. They were either originally equipped with suction
pumps which were abandoned for air lifts when the water level got too
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low or air was used from the beghufil_g. The reciprocating pump,
therefore, must not he Mamed for all the trouble from salt water.

Although the reciprocating pump has been rather generally discredited
for use ell the deep wells in the region, for the reason just stated, it

still has a few advocates. At least four pumps of this type are known
to be in use. One engineer who has studied the situation carefully

believes that if casings hare been broken by the jarring of the pmnps
it has been due to the fact that the pump is attached rigidly to the

top of the well piping. He has recently installed a reciprocating
pmnp on a new well. This partimdar ptn_q_ is not connected to the

well pipe, and he believes he will have no trouble. Another engineer,
whose well has Been contaminated, a!though only air lift had been
used, expeets to use a reciprocating pump in his repaired well, ]t is
the opinion of the writer that, although there is cireumstantial evi-
dence against the reciprocating pmnp, the case has *lot been satis-

factorily proved. As shown below, there are other possible causes of
holes in the easing that are equally as potent.

In at least one instance it, seems probable that the salt water gained
entrance into the well through faulty construction where the size of
the cash_g was reduced. Either the plug that was to close the space
between the inner and outer easing was not properly placed or it was
subsequently forced out hy the greater head on the salt water outside

the well. Salt water may gain access to the fresh-water bed if proper
care is not used in putti_g in the easing through the upper horizons,
for the hole is always necessarily a little larger than the casing. To

prevent trouble front this source one string of easing should he setfirmly i_o the great ela 3 bed and below t _tt tile diameter of the hole

should be reduced. To be doubly sure tile hole could be cemented at

this point before drilling farther, according to methods used in oil
fields to shut out water, a_ However. the fact that most wells have
shown no contamination in the early part of their life is believed to
indicate that there has been little, if any, leakage along the outside
of the casing. Where air lift is used the lower end of the air pipe
may vibrate and wear a hole in the casing unless some method is used
to prevent this.

Aside from medmnieal causes such as vibration and rubbing of
pump parts_ it, seems that corrosion is probably the most potent cause

of salt-water contamination. The problem of protection of well equip-
ment against corrosion is especially important in oil fiields, and has
been the subject of a comprehensive investigation by IL Van A. _lills

ShTml_h, F, B.. 5Ietlmds of shutting off wMer in oil and gas w_,ll_: U. 8.
B_reau Mines gull. 163, 1918.
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of the Bureau of MhiesY s Tile cmmlusions'reachcd ill that investiga-
tion may well he applied to well conditions ill the Af.lantic City area,

for the problem of preventiug corrosion in oil and gas wells relates
largely to the shutting out of both salt and fresh water Yrom the wells.
The following extracts point out imporlant factors in tile salt-water
problem :a7

"The corrosion of metal is essentially all electro-chemical process

accomplished through the agency of water. Tile presence of an a/De-
ous solution ill contact with a metal is _he one condition that is essen-
tial /.o all the electro-chemical reactions involved. * * *

"Corrosion in the wells falls within one or the other el; two classes,
according to water conditions. These classes ore as follows:

"1. Corrosion of well casing from outside. ]n this phase of under-
ground corrosion the corrosive waters siand armmd the outside of the

casing.

"_. Corrosion of casing from inside., with corrosion of tubing and
other equipment inside the casing. The waters that cause corrosion
stand tiff:or between different strings of casing or inside tile inner
ztring of easing, or possibly both. * * *

"]f the corrosive waters stand between different strings of casing
or around the tubing and other equipment inside ttle casing, tile cot
rosion of,the different strings of pipe is eIosely analogous to eoicosiun

of the plates Jn gah, anic cells. The wells are, in effect, large galvanic
cells in which tile easillg, the tubing and the other metal equipment

immersed in salt water are the eleetodcs and salt water the eleetolyte.
(.alw "e aerie _ takes place between different parts of the equipment
very much as it does between the ] fferm'c l lares in ordinary galvanic
wet {:ells. * * *

_Corrosion processes in the wells are self-stimulating, aln] corrosion
tends to beeonm progressively more vigorous as it continues,"

Prevention of contamitndiou from ovedyi_{! horizolls.--After salt
water has once gained access to a well it may be difdcult to shut it out,
partly because oE"the impossibility el! kuowbtg jnst where the leak
may be. It may be more expensive to attempt to reclaim the well thao

to abandou it and drill a new one. It is obvious that care in drilli_g
the wells to shut old: salt water is by far mere important than attempt-
lug to rehabilitate old wells. In pointing out precautions that shouhl

be taken tile methods of drilling used in the region must be considered
briefly.

Until the last two or three )'ears most of tile wells have been drilled

a6Mills, R. Van k., Protection of oil and gas field equipment against cor-
rosion: U. S. Burea/l of 5lines Bull. 2.R.q,1!)25.

aTMills, 11,Van A.. op. ell., DI).:_5.
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by the so-called jet method. When using this _nethod the easing is
put down as the hole progresses and is never more _han a few _eet
from tlle bottom of the hole. Tlle hole is generally slightly larger

than the casing_ and there is thus a channel outside of it through
which the water from the upper horizons may move. Ordinarily this

cbannel soon fills with caving sand, but if only with sand there is still,
opportunity for the water to move along it.

lit is the common practice to drill tile hole with a certain diameter

to a depth of 100 to 300 feet, and then reduce the diameter of the hole
by about two inches, in many wells a second reduction in size is raade
at a greater depth. In the earlier wells it was _checommon practice to

bare an overlap of only a few feet between the successive casings.
Tbe space between them was filled with a wooden plug, Since the
driller is working more or less in the dark, be can never be sure that
he has made a tight plug, and the point of reduction therefore may be
a source of contamination. Because there is only one easing at a given
point, except for a few feet at the reductions, wells of this kind have

i)een called single-cased wells.
Most of the wells in Atlantic City thane were drilled by the je_

method are new of a type called double-cased wells. " In these the
second casing, instead of overlapping the first or outer casing for only
a few feet, extends to the surface. There is thus a double thickness

of easing in the salt-water horizons which to a certain ex[ent gives

added protection agab_st corrosion. However, Mills points out, with
water standing between two strings of casing, the conditions are favor-
able for producing corrosion similar to that of tile plates in galvanic

cells, as Since it costs several hundred dollars to carry the second
casing to the surface, in recent years some persons have omitted this

precaution in _rder to save money. This has proven to be false
economy, for when the single casing corrodes the cost of rehabili-
tating the well or drilling a new one will be far greater than the cost

of the additional few hum]red feet of easing. Experience shows that
when wells are drilled by the jet method they should be double case/[

through the beds that carry salt water. Since there appears to be
no widespread c/]ay bed capable of shutting out the ocean water above
the great clay bed in order _ he safe, the outer casing should be carried
down into that clay several feet. As an added precaution, which will
probably eventually prove to be of value far in excess of the small ad-
ditional cost, cement or mud fluid should be poured between the two
casings. The cement serves two purposes--it displaces the water be-

tween the two casings which might produce galvanic current; and if

3S._Iills, II. Vnn A., op. eft., p, 5.
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either casing should corrode it forms a pipe independent of the easing.

Because of the small space between tbe casings care nmst be used in

mixing and pouring the cement ta be sure complete filling of the space

between the casings is obtained, s'_

During the,last two or three years a number af wells ha_e been put

down in the Atlantic City region by the rotary-hydraulic method. In

such wells only a single casing is used through the salt-water horizons.

In view of the experience with single-eased wells ;trilled by the jet

method_ there has been some question as to whether double casing

should not be required in these newer wells. This importax_t question

has been given considerable attentian by the writer.

The rotary-hydraulic method ol: drilling differs considerably fron_

the jet method. The hole is scraped out, as it were, by a bit which is

rotated on the end of a string of pipe. During the di'illing heavy mud

fluid is pmnped down the pipe and rises up the hole; carrying with it

the cuttings. In so far as a mud fluid is pumped down the pipe and
rises in the hole outside of it, this method is similar to the jet method,

In the total'y-hydraulic method however, the fluid is much thicker

and heavier and nmch more of it is used. The principal purpose of

the nmd is to hold up the walls of the hole until the casing is put im

Tbis it does in sand formations by filling in the pore spaces between

the sand grains, causing the mass to stick together. The easing is not

put in until the hole is completed to the desired depth. The users of

the hydraulic-rotary method claim that, in addition ta holding up the

wail of the hole; the clay farms an effective seal, whi_:h prevents the

salt water from reaching and attacking the casing.
The rotalT-hydraulic method is used very extensively in oil fields

where the formations consist of unconsolidated or semi-consolidated

materials. In such fields one of the most important problems is that

of shutting out water, both fresh and salt, tram the wells. Accord-

ingly, information was sought as to the use of mud fluid in shutting

out water in oil fields. The subject has been investigated extensively

by the United States Bureau of _Iines. 4° The value ot1 mudqaden

fluid in preventing corrosion is summarized by Mills, as fallows :_i

39For methods of cementing wells see Tough, F, B.. Metl_ods of shI_ttii_g off

water in oil and gas wells: U. S. Bureau of *Mines Bull. 163, 1918,

4OSee the following bulletins of the United States Bureau of ._[ines: Lewis,
3. O., and Mehlurray, W. IC, The use of mud-laden fluid in olt aJ_d gas wells:
Bull 134, 1916. Tough, F. B., Methods of shutting off water in oil and gas
wells: Bull. lfi3, 1918. Ambrose, A. _V., lJnderground (.¢mditlons in oll fields:
Bull. 195, 1!}21. Collom, R. E., Prospecting and testin_ for oil ai_d gas:
Bull. 201. 1922. Swigflrt, T. E.. and Be_her, C. E.. _[amnd for oil _lud ga_
Ol_o.rations: Bull. 232. 1923. Mills. B. Van A.. Protectloll of oil and gtls field

• eq_il_ment _gains_ corrosion: Bull. 23.K t925.
41_lills, I1. Vail A., op. eit., pp. 74-75.
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"The use of mud-laden fluids to protect well casing against the eor-

rosive action of waters standing either between different strings of
casing or around the outside of casing has been repeatedly described
in the literature on petroleum engineering. * * * Tile three chief

features in the use of mud-laden fluid for the protection of casing
against corrosion are:

"1. l)isplaeement o[ corrosive water when the n]ud fluid is foreed
int6 }}lace around or between casing.

"2, The clogging action of mud tiuid as it enters the interstices of
a sand. This clogging action tends to render the sands around the

well impermeM}le, thus stopping or restricting circulation.
"3. The exclusion of corrosive waters and gases from contact with

the easing, not only by displacement and clogging action of the mud,
but also by the static pressure of the column of mud fluid standing
back of the casing, which continually opposes the movement of the

corrosive water back into the well and into contact with the casing.
"Salt brines are sometimes used for mud-ladeh fluids, hut as a rule

such waters tend to drop the clays from suspension and to facilitate
corrosion. The effort sbuuhl he made to use waters that are non-

corrosive, or that are less corrosive thalJ deep-seated brines. This,

with the exclusion of circulating waters and gases from around the
outside of easing, affords a wduahle protection against corrosion as

is indicated b3 the relatively long_ life of _aslng'.' in wells where the
mud-laden-fluid method has been applied."

After citing examples of the wduc of mud-laden fluid in prevent-
ing or reducing corrosion Mills states: "The mua4adm>ttuid method
is undoubtedly one of the most effective as well as one of the most

inexpensive methods of protecti*Jg water strings against corrosion
from {he outside."

In connection with the use of nmd-laden fluid for the prevention of

eorrosion the following statements are pertfimnt: The specific gravity
of the average mud fluid _s stated to be between 1.1)5 and 1.3022 The

lower specific gravity is heavier than sea water, which ranges from
1.02 to 1.03. Therefore, the weig:ht of the nmd fluid is sufficient *o
displace the salt water from around the well. ]t is believed that the

mud penetrates the sand for at least several feet from the well, thus
replacing the salt water. In drilling one well at Atlantic City mud

was pumped from another well about 20 feet distant, showing that
some of it traveled that far. lu oil field wells similar evidence shows

that the mud in some formations has traveled as far as 1,000 feei.

4:_8wigart. T. E,. and /'b!oeher. C, I_2, up. elf.. p. 3g.
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An essential condition when mud is used to prevent corrosion is that
the mud reu:ai_ ia a fluid condkion, for the effectiveuess depe::ds upon
its weight as a fluid to hoh/ back _he corrosive water, If the mud

were to dry out it would doubtless crack so that the salt water could
reach the casi_g, F,xperiments shmv that when air was excluded from

tubes containing mud fluid the original cm_di_iou was still main-
rained after a period of at least two years. 4s Doubtless this eoadition
would be maintt:i_ed indefinitely in a well if there were no oppor-

tu,ity for eYaporation. In the Aria:tic City region the ground is
saturated to within a few fee_ of the surface, so that cm_ditiol:s are
favorable for the-mai_:tenance of the fluidi V of _he mud indefinitely.
]f the mud flued were draioed away partly or wholly _rom the hole
_he corrosive water could again: reach tlie easing, However, conrli-
tions in Atlantic City region are such that, barring some very mmsual
circumstances, this is _ot likely to happen.

A fourth important coudition to be observed when using mud fluid,

as mc:_tioned by Mills (see above), is that the water used in mixing
tbe mud shoul(J, so far as possible, be noncorrosive or nonsaline.
Salt water tends to cause the mud to settle o::t of suspel_sion. This

factor lnay conceivably he important hi the Atlantic City region if
wells are drilled at localities near the ocean, where the public supply

or other water of good quality from deep wells is not available for

drilling. 'a_ld water used from temporary shallow wells may be salty.
The water from the public supplies and deep wells is lmncorrosive or

oMy slightly so, and its use should cause no dittieulty.
Muddaden fluid has been used ve2y extensively in drilling oil wells

iu Califor,ia, Probahly 1_ostate in the country has more stringent
regulations in regard to the exelusim: of water from oil wells, for a
rigid testunder state superx-isiou must be made before wells e_xu he
put iltto use. Believiug ttmt tbere should he ample evidence i_l this
state as to the effectiveness of the mud ilaid in shutting out salt wa[er,

the salt-water problem in the Atlantic City region was described
rather fully in a letter to the State Oil and flus Supervisor of _he
Callforlda Miuiug Bureau. Iii his reply the supervisor, Mr. IL D.

• Bush, states:
"It is my opinion that if these wells are drilled mid eased with

one string of casing to the top of the fresh-water sand and a
cohmm of mud fluid mail_tained on the outside of the easing to
the surface, the salf_ water will be effectively prevented from
coming i_ contact with _he metal easing, a_ eorrosio_ thereby

4aTon_h, P. |1.. oil eit.. 1I, 59.
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prevented. [ believe that while drilling the mud fluid will pene-
trate the porous sands to some extent, but the hydrostatic pres-
sure of the mud fluid is relied upon to keep the salt water back
in the formation away from the casing, and, therefore, a well in

this condition should be inspected from time to time and the
column of mud fluid maintained to the surface.

"I do not know of any eases in California of oil wells drilled
in this methodwhere the mud fluid has subsequently disappeared
and allowed water to have access to the oil sands. While oil

wells are drilled principally in this manner in this State, there

is )also an additional protection provided by placing cement back
of the casing for a considerable distance above the shoe_ and in
some instances cement has been forced to the surface on the out-

side of the easing, which, if the casing is iJ_ the center of the hole

and not touching the sides, forms a protective coating of cement
between the casing and the walls of the hole, and it seems to me
that this practice would be advisable in the drilling of these
water wells; if it is in flint corrosion which causes the trouble, or
even if it is the water leaking around the shoe of the casing which
causes the trouble.

"I would suggest that in wells that are not drilled by the hy-
draulic method using mud-laden fluid, two strings of casing should
be used to the top of the fresh-water sands, and in the event
that the outside string became corroded Mlowing salt water to
have contact with the inside string, which, in turn, would become

corroded, the inside string could be pulled out easily and the cor-
roded joints replaced with very little cost."

Summarizing the methods of preventing the contamination of wells
by invasion of salt water from the overlying horizons, i_ is believed
that eitber of two methods will prove effective---namely, (1) double

easit_g the well, using due care to see that the outer easing is se_
tightly in the big clay bed, and (2) drilling with a heavy mud fluid
which will push back the salt water from the casing. Care in drilling
and setting the easing is the important thing, for in the long run it
will prove to be most economical.

DANGER 0F SALT-WATER CONTA_IINATION DUE TO
HEAVY PUMPING.

Although so far there has been no contamination by shoreward per-
colation in the 800-foot sand_ experience in other localities empha-

sizes the importance of considering the possibility of contamination
from this source. The conditions at Atlantic City present elements
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of sl)ecial danger in that the static head is so far below sea level, not
only in that city, but also presumably for some distance out beneath
the ocean.

The problem is one that does not permit of definite solution with

our present knowledge, for the most hnporfant factors are related to
conditions beneath the ocean concerning which we have no informa-
tion, Therefore, we nmst depend upon a more or less theoretical con-
sideration el conditim_s off shore. 44

A factor hindering contamination of the 800-foot sand at Atlantic
City is the preseuee of the overlying 300 feet of impervious clay, which
prevents the direct access of ocean water. A question of moment.ls

whether the 800-foot sand contains only fresh water throughout its
entire extent or whether at some place it carries salt water which
may be drawn into the weIls at some future time. In view of the prac_

tical importance of the problem, the writer has been led to speculate
on conditions beneath the ocean with the following results.

The 800-foot sand is a marine bed and must once have contained

sea water. The presence of fresh water can be explained only by
movement of the original salt water seaward to a sub-oceanic outlet,
if the dip of tile send at Atlantic City, about 25 feet per mile, con-
timles off shore, its outcrop would be at the edge of the continental
shelf about 90 miles out and at a depth of about 3,000 feet, as shown

in Figure 21, A. ]f the sand is filled with fresh water to the outcrop,

tile weight of tile self water in contact with it at the outlet, assuming
an average density for salt water of 1.095, would create a head suffi-
cient to cause the fresh water to rise at least 75 feet above sea level. 4_

:[( must be remembered that this head would exist at the outcrop

at tbe edge of the continental shelf. It would be fully as grea_ at
Atlantic CiV, and if the fresh water were moving oceanward it would

necesserily be even greater. Thus, if the hydraulic gradient requi_'ed
for movement of the water were only one foo_ per mile, the static head
at Atlantic City would ha_'e to be abou_ 165 feet above sea level.
When the first wells were drilled no such high head as this existed--

44r_hi,u problem lilts been considered hy the writer in _Ix_llild water prob-
lems ca the barrier beaches of New Jersey": Blfll. Geol. See. Amer., vol. 37.
pp. 468-474, 192l;. Additim_nl data are presented in the present discussion.

45According to H. B. Rigelow (]']xplorntlon of the Coastal Water between
Nova Scotia and Chesapeake Bay, .July and A_2911st, 19111, by the U. S. ]_ish-
cries Sehooner Grampus, I_ull. M_m. Compar. ZooL Harvard Coll., Vet LIX
No. 4, Sept., 1915, Fig. 59, p. 219) the oct*in water in the great abyss beyond
tile continental shelf ,_breast of I_arnegat, N, J., has a density of abou_ 1.023
near the surface, wldeh i_tere_ses to 1.1)25 at a depth of about 120 feet and
of 1.029 at a depth of about 1,500 feet. The average density of the eolllmlL
of water to a depth of 3,000 feet is therefore somewhat greater than 1.025 so
thai; tile flgtlre given _lhove is conservative.

8
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FIG. 21.--Diagt'a]_/s showi_lg possible alternative eontlitloz_s tl)t_t would acco_u_t
for a hei_d of 25 feet on the 800-foot sand at Atlantic City.

nor even as high as 75 feet. It is therefore evident that the 800-foot

sand does no_ contain fresh water to a depth of 3,000 feet.

The original static head of 20 to 25 feet at At[antlc City is equivalent

to a column of salt water only 800 to 1,000 feet high and having a den-

sit)" of 1.025. From the facts stated the foiling-trig alternative conclu-

sions arise : 1. if the sand does outcrop a_ the edge of the continental

shelf at a depth of 3,000 feet, it must be filled with salt water back to a
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point where its depth is less than 1,000 feet, as shown in J_'igure 21, A.
2. The dip of the sand off shore may be much less than 25 feet per

mile, and the outcrop ma3"be at a depth of less than 1,000 feet, as
shown in Figure 21, B. 3. The salt water cresting the head on the
s&nd may gain access to it much nearer shore than the edge of the
eontinental shelf fln'ough relatively permeable overlying materials,

as in lqgure 21, C. It will be noted in Figure 3 that the Kirkwood
formation is bevelled of[ beneath the ocean along the coast some 50
miles north of Atlantic City and in the lower part of Delaware river.
Doubtless salt water has gained access _o the formation at least in the
former loeali V.

]In the above discussion no consideration has been given to several
questions of a strictly stratigraphie nature, such as the likelihood that

the 800-foot sand extends to the edge of the continental shelf, some
135 miles from its outcrop on the land; or the probability that the
thick clay bed is continuous over the sand and wholly effective in pre-
venting salt water from reaching the sand except at the edge of the
continental shelf; or the possibility that some unsuspected structural
condition migh_ give salt wafer access to the formation at a depth of
less than 1/)00 feet. Regardless of the reasonableness of any of these
possibilities, there seems to be no escape from the conclusion based on
hydrauli_ data that _he zone of diffusion between salt and fresh u;ater
is at a depth of less than 1,000 feet below sea level.

If the dip of the sand off shore is 2,5 feet per mile, as at Atlantic
Ci1:33 the diffusion zone must be tess than eight miles out, and if
allowance is made for loss "of head due to flow, probably several miles
less. At Wildwood the sand lies at a depth of about 900 feet, and con-

ditions there should be smnewhat comparable to those about four
miles off shm_ at Atlantic City. If the salt water is within a few

miles of Atlantic City the water in _he Wildwood region may be ex-

pected to show a somewhat greater chloride content. The following
table gives the range of chloride in water from wells drawing on the
800-foot sand as determined by analyses made at frequent intervals
during the past ]5 years. The localities are arranged in order from
north to smith.
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RANGP] IN CHLORIDE CONTENT OF WATER FROM WELLS
TO SO-CALLED 800-_'OOT SAND,

(FJ_ml alnllyses by N. J. State Department of Health, 1906-1!_25, and
U. S. Geological Stlrvey, 1._)24-1927.a)

fJhlorMe
Depth Parts Der million

of wells Min. Max.

Abseeon (mainland) ................... 675 3 6
Atlantic City .......................... 800_-840 6 11
Venture, ............................ 825 5 13
Margate ......................... 815 3.5 " 15
I,ongpor t ............. _ .............. 850 5.5 11
Ocean City . ......................... 840 6.5 12.5
Corsm_'s Iah, t ......................... 856 14 26.5
Sea Isle City ........................ 86:_-875 15 25
Avalon .............................. 925-935 30 36.5
Stone Hit rbor ....................... 800 16 49
_Vihlwood ........................... 931 134 648
Wildwood Crost ...................... 930 284 38a

South of Wildwood, in g well at Lewes, Delaware, the water from
a formation at a depth of 8111to 950 feet, which is believed to be the

same as the 800-foot sand at Atlantic City, was so salty that it was

not used3 q The data thus show, as was suggested, a progressive in-
crease in chloride with increase in the depth to the formatioa.

The situation at Wildwood deserves further consideration. The

. analyses for Wildwood are of samples of water from a well drilled in

1894 at the corner of Pine and Holly Beach Avenues. The hi_,hest
chloride content, 648 par_s per million, was found in a sample eel
letted on November 2, 1927, and a sample collected on September
9.8, 192 G contained 534 parts per million. The lowest chloride con-

tent has also been found within the same period, 134 parts per mil-
lion on January 1, 1927, and 172 parts per million on April _9, 1928.
However, the chloride in samples collected on nine other days between

July 20_ 1926, and September 1, 1927_ in some eases several samples
on the same day, ranged between 198 and 239 parts per millimn There

is reason to believe that the unusually high samples are due to a slight
leak in the easing at some point, and that the nnsually low samples
are of water that has been forced into the well from the distributing
main_ for the samples contained the smaller amounts of chloride were

of the first water coming from the wells. Samptes analyzed in 1906-
1907 indicate thaf_ the chloride content of water from the Atlantic

aSome of the figures in this table differ from those given in tl_e paper by the
writer in the Bulletin of the Geological Society of America, additional analyses
having been f(mnd i_ published reports of the State l)epartme_t of I_lealth for'
the years 190_i to 1911), inclusive.

4SWoolmatl, gewis_ Artesian and other wells in New Jersey: Altlitlal report
0f State Geologist for 1898. p. S:l.
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City 800-foot sand at Wildwood was eveJ_ then as much as 180 to 207.5
parts per milllon3 _ The e¥idence points strengl)_ to the _aet tha_ the
normal chloride content in the water at this well is about 200 parts

per million, and has beo:_ sofor at least thepast 29 years.
In September_ 1925, a new well that draws fron: the Atlantlc City

800-foot sand was completed at Wildwood Crest, about a mile south
of the old weal at Pine and l:[olly Beach Avenues. k sample analyzed
at that time by the State Department of 1_eal% contained 370 parts
per million of chloride. ;fa_samples collected on 18 differene days
between March g_ 1926_ and :fuly 2, 192_'_ at il_tervals of a few days

to several months, including several samples on certain days, the
chloride has ranged between 284 and 383 parts per million. Ou oldy
two oecasions_ however, has it been ]ess than 300 parts per million,,

and in most oi the samples it was more than _,25 parts per million.

At first it was believed that there might be some leakage either
through a break in the casing or through imperfect packing where the
different strings of casing overlapped. Tile well is double cased to the

waterd)earing _and and leakage through breaks seemed impossi_fie.
The drilling contractor carefully repaeked the space between the eas-
ing and screen, but the high chloride persisted. Tests according to
the method used in determinhlg the source el contamination in the

Royal Palace Hotel and Atlat_tic City Brewing Co. wells (see pages
]00 and 104) failed to reveal any condition that woahl indicate con-

tamination through leakage. The conditions ratl_er indicate that thc
chloride content shown in the analysis was essentially the ]mrmal for
tlie water contained in the formation.

Since the _tensify of salt)' water is }le_vier {ban fresh water, an,] the

salt water tends to seek the lowest part ofan aquifer, itwas considered

possible that water in the upper part of the sand might contain some-
what legs chloride than that of the samples. Favoring this hypothesis
is tile fact that the water was drawn from two separate horizons, be-
tween the depths of 810 and g50 feet and 877 and 937 feet. There-

fore, the lower part of the screen was plugged off and water entered
only through the upper section. Apparently the most o_ the water

comes from the lo_m.r hori×on, for af¢cr Ifllat par_ of the aquifer had

been plugged off tile supply was so diminished that the pump suction
was broken and the water was delivered in intermittent gushes. Snh-

ecqaentty, the yield of the well increased somewhat, indicating either
ihat the upper horizon had opened up or that some water was reach-
i]_g the well from the lawer horizon. The well was pumped for several

47Report of New Jersey Del)artlnent of He_llth for 1907: pp. 19S 199.
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days, and although tile chloride content mostly ranged between 305
and 315 parts per million--that is, somewhat lower than most of the
previous samples--there was no indication of any progressive decline.
It was therefore concluded that the upper horizon was also filled with
water the chloride con_ent of which was too high for use. The well

has been temporarily abandoned, but an attempt is to be made to pull
back the screen and develop a wader-bearing sand encountered at shaI-

lower depth.
The differences in chloride cou_ent between Atlantic City aml Wild-

wood are small, bu_ they assume greater significance when it is
understood, as has been shown by experience elsewherc_ that the zone
of diffusion between fresh water and practically pure sea water may

be ouly a few feet to a few hundred feet in width, and that the change
from fresh water to salt water in a field that is pmnped heavily may

occur within a very short time. For examp]e_ on the Holland coast
the diffusion zone has been found _o be only 60 to 100 feet wide. 4s

In the Spring Creek well station of the _Tew York Board of Wager
Supply on Long Island the chloride was found to increase from 10 to
1,400 parts per million in wells only about _0 feet apart29 At the

Shetucket well field on Long Island the chloride increased from 45
to 100 parts per million in a little more than a year, and in five years
it increased to 500 parts per million, although the pumpage had been

greatly decreased. _° A ease is recorded of a well at Eastbourne, Eng-
land, in which the chloride rose to some 2,000 parts per million in 1_
months. 5_

In view of _he evidence presented it seems entirely possible that salt

water may even now be only a few thousand feet from the coast in the

Wildwood region. If similar conditions originally existed four or five
miles off shore at Atlantic City the salt water may be well within the
area in which the head has already been Iowcred, which, as shown on

page 74, probably extends sonic seven miles seaward. Consequently, the
salt water nlay be moving toward the Atlantic City well. If this is true,

it is mdy a question as to the time required for the salt water to reach
the wells. The landward movement of the salt water would not begin

until the area influenced by pumping had reached the diffusion zone

some years after the first wells were used. At first, the landward

4SBrown, J. S., op. cit., p. 36.
40Burr, _V. H., Hering. Rudolph and Freeman, J. D., Report of tile Com-

mission on additional water supply for the City of New York, p. 419, 1904,
wells Nos. 47 west and 50 west : and Spear, _'¢. E., Long island sources of an
additional supply of water for the City of New York, vol. 1, 1912, diagram on

_sheet 56, showing layout of well lqeld.
50Spear, W. E., op. cir., pp. 145-147, and Brown. J. S., op. clt.. p. 47.
51_iason, x*V. P., Damage to wells by sea water: Sour. Am. Water Works

.Assoc., vol. 8, No. 1, discussion by Willlsm Gore, p. 71, _lan., 1921. ,
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movement of salt water would be slow, but it would become increas-
ingly rapid as the head declined. Rough computations show that if

the average pumping draft from a two-mile section along the beach
in Atlantic City wore five million gallons a day, it probably would
require about 10 years for the water to move one mile. This rate has
not been maintained since the first wells were drilled to the horizon,

but in the 35-year period since that time there has been opportunity
for it to move at least a mile or more toward the beach. Since the

total quantity pmnped fronl the horizon pronfiscs to increase the rate
of movement will be accelerated. For example, if the pumping rate
reaches an average of 10 nfillion gallons a day, the advance of the salt

water would be of the nlagnitude of about one utile in five years.
Therefore, even though danger of widespread contamination of the
formation may not be immediately imnfinent, it may conceivably

occur within a very few decades. :it appears that the danger of salt-
water contamination may become fully as important a controlling
factor as the economic pumping lift in determining the ultimate safe

yield of the 800-foot sand at Atlantic City.

SHALLOW HOBIZONS ON THE MAINLAND.

tlJdOLOtlIGiJONIII'rlONS.

On the nlainland water is obtained in sand beds within 200 feet of

the surface. These lJeds have been used principally at the Atlantic

City Water Works in Pleasantville, and to a much less extent by in-
dustries and institutions between the Sea View Golf Club, north of

Abseeon, and Somers Point. The localities wllere wells exist are
fewer and less definite information is available as to the geologic
conditions than for the 800-foot horizon. Accordingly there is a less

satisfactory basis upon which to draw conclusions as to the water-

bearing capacity of the formations.
Logs are available for wells at the Atlantic City Water Works,

at the Sea View Golf Club about three miles northeast of the water

works; at the Atlantic County ttospital for Mental Diseases, about

21fi2miles southwest of the water works, and in Somers Point, about
7a/, miles southwest of the water works. The important features of
the log of the water-works well is that the materials down to a depth
of 250 feet are dominantly sand with distinct beds of clay from 18 to
29 feet and from 100 to 1_0 feet, and a mixture of sand and day from

120 to 138 feet. The logs of the wells in the other localities men-
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tioned likewise show a predominance of sand beds, with several clay
beds from 2 to 30 feet thick. But neither on the basis of ]ithologie

character or depth can any of them lie said definitely to be con-
tinuous o_'er a large area. ]11 contrast to the Atlantic,City 800-foot

sand. which is easily recognized over a very large area as a distinct
formation sandwiched in between clay beds, the shallow horizons in

the mainland seems to be mainly a series of sand beds with lenses
of clay that thin or thicken from lflace to place and are not con-

tinuous for any great distan(e. Considering the geologic history of
the region_ it is probable that the blue clay that lies near the surface
at the Atlantic City Water Works covers only a small area along pre-

existing stream channels. The deeper clay, struck at 100 feet_ may
be more extensive, trot it has not yet been proven to underlie the entire

area. The clay lying below 280 feet at the water works is the great
clay bed that is reached about 100 feet lower in Atlantic City. ]t

is known to reach to a depth of about 600 feet where the Atlantic City
sand is found. At the County Hospital for Mental Diseases this clay
bed extended from 310 feet to 640 feet below the surface with prac-

tically no water-bearing sand in that thickness. Therefore, mfless a
well is to be drilled to the Atlantic City 800-foot sand, it is useless to
drill deeper than about 275 to 300 feet below sea level at points above
the shore road.

MINORDEVELOI'MI_]NTSO[" SItALLOVVHORIZONS,

With the exception of the Atlantic City Water Works there has been
far less development of the shallow horizons on the mainland than o_
the 800-foot horizon on the beaches. At the Sea View Golf Club about

150,000 gallons per day is pumped from a 231-foot well for use
armmd the club house. In addition, in summer about 734,000 gal-
lons a day is pumped from six wells 85 to 9_' feet deep, and one welt
195 feet deep on the lower part of the golf links for lawn sprinkling.
Doubtless most of the water used in this way returns almost imme-

diately to the formation, so that it cammt be considered an actual
draft on it. At the Atlantic Couni,y Hospitat for Mentat Diseases lie-
tween 50,000 and 100,000 gallons is used daffy from wells about 150

feet deep. At the Atlantic County Tuberculosis Ilospital nearby a few
_housand gallons is used from a 300-foot well. The Athmtic County

Water Company uses an average of 46,00|1 gallons per day from its
new well at Somers Point and an old one at its Bargaintown pond

with a maximum average daily consumption of 106_000 gallons in

July. Water from wells is used at a laundry and an ice plant in
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Plcasantville and one or two other places. J_owever, excluding tbe
pumpage at the Atlantic City Water Works, which is considered
below_ and the consumption of water at the Sea View Golf Club for
sprinkling\, the maximum daily eonsumption at the mainland plants
described above is probably not nmre than half a million gallons.

DEYELOPMEXT AT AT1)ANT1C CITY p,:ATI_R WORKS.

Well data,--At the Atlantic City Water Works, near the dividing
line between Pleasantvillc and Absecon, the shallow horizons are

drawn upon by 3_ wells distributed over an L-shaped area. (See Fig.
2e.)

The _etnal area occupied by the wells is not more _han 2t) acres.
Two of the wells are 95 feet deep, 16 are 100 feet, 12 are 200 feet, one

is :?06 and one is 225 feet. The wells are generally considered, how-
ever, as penetrating the so-called 100 and 200-foot sands. The wells
are mostly 10 inches in diameter with 8-inch screens. The length
of screen in different wells ranges from 20 to 50 feet. _our kh_ds of
screens are in use--Cook, Woodbine, which is somewhat sinfilar to

the Cook, plain slotted pipe galranized after cutting, and eol_crcte
screen.

The wells are pumped by suetion. They are distributed along
four separate suction systems, each pumped by a horizontal centri-

fugal pump. TNo of the systen}s pump 10 wells each, one pumps seven
and the fourth pumps five. Three of the systems discharge into a
storage basin from which the water is drawn to the pumps of the
distribution system. The fourth discharges directly into the suction
well from which the force pumps draw.

The 32 wells are so distributed that bt g_neral a 100-foot well alter-
hates with a 200-foot well, but this is not trne everywhere in the field.
(See depths of wells on Fig. 22.) They are mestly spaced t50 feet

apart, and wiLh the scheme of alteration two wells of the same
depth in most _laees are 300 feet, apart, l:[owever, two) of the 2(_0-foat
wells are only about 55 Jeer. apart and two of the 100-foot wells only
110 feet apart. Several of the other wells are more than 150 feet, but
less than 300 feet from the nearest well of the same depth.

l?rom July_ 1923_ until the Fall of 1925, one system of 10 wells was
out of commission, because it was not possible to maintain suction.

This difficulty was at first thought to be due either to leaks in the
suction main or possibly to an abnormal lowering of the water level in
the wells during the unusually dry summer. I_ has since been proven
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FIG. 221--M_D of Atlantic Oity Water Works well field.
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that the difficult)" was due to the clogging of the screens in the older
wells so badly that enough water could not enter to supply the pumps.

In 1925 and 1926 these wells were replaced by new ones equipped

with Kelly concrete screen. These new wells have given such large
yields that it is obvious that the water'-bearing capacity of the sands
has not been impaired.

Yield of wells and effect of pumt_ing.--_Ieasurements'made during
the spring o_ 1924: showed a yield from the three serviceable systems

of 2_ wells of approximately 4.25 million gallons a day. When meas-
urements were made several years ago the yield of all four systems

avas about six million gallons a day. Since the data for the tests of
the titres systems in 1924, checked rather elosely with that for the
same systems during the previous test_ it may be safely assumed that
since the fourth system has been put in service the original yield
of six million gallons a day is now being obtained. This wmfld he
an average yield of about 130'gallons a minute from each well. How:

ever, the yield front all the wells is not equal. One well is said to
have yielded 400 gallons a minute when first put in service, and some

have yielded less than 100 gallons.
During the present investigation rather detailed tests were made to

determine the effect of pumping each of the two horizons and their
relative water-bearing capacity. Under existing operating condi-
tions it is very difficult to obtain {tdequate data as to the yield of in-
dividual wells or as to the comparative yield of the 100 and 200-_oot

horizons. The pinups could not be slowed down enough to pump only
one well without losing suction_ nor even to pump only two at a time.

The best ttmt could be done was to pump,, for exampl% one o_ the 200-
foot wells with all of the 100-foot wells on that system, hut with the

other systems shut off. Later, a second 200-foot well was added, then
a third, and so on. This caused complications. The system pump

develops only a constant amount of power. Ilnder theoretically ideal
eonditions all wells would yield the same quantity and the friction
loss between each well and the pump would be the same, but under the

existing conditions the friction loss in the pipe lines several hundred
feet long naturally differs, depending upon whether wells in operation

are near the pump or far from it. Also, it is not known whether a
newly added well on the 200-foot horizon yields less water than those

previously pulnped, for there automatically occurs a change in the
yield of the other wells being operated to bring about a balancing of
the draft exerted by thepump on different parts of thesystem. Thu%
if a certain quantity of wa_er is discharged when several 100-foot wells
_and one 200-;foot well were pumped, there is no way of i:elling how
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much colnes from each well; and if a second 200-foot well is added,

even though the discharge may increase, it cannot be said with assur-
ance that the increase comes from that one well.

The first tests were made to determine the effects of pumping wells
of the 200-foot horizon. All 200-foot wells were shut off for about

/'our days, to allow the head on the formation to reach a true non-

pumping s_atic level. The water level in the wells rose rapidly to
above the surface. Most of the wells flowed and the level was deter-

mined aeeurately in only one well to which a glass tube was tightly
connected. The static level in that well _'as 9.5 feet above sea mean

level, and was constant with less than a tenth of an inch fluctuation
for at least three days. hlowever, since there was still discharge from
some of the wells, this was not a true static level.

With five 100-foot wells pumping, one 200-foot well (No. 15, on
Fig. 22) was turned on and pumping continued about 2.4 hours until
the water level in the observation wells became stable. The draw-

down in the 2.00-foot well was approximately 2.5 feet. It was not pos-

sible to deternfine the pumpage from well No. 15, but it was probahly
not more than 285 gallons a minute, and may have been as low as 200

gallons a minute. In the 200-foot well farthest from the pumping
well, a distance of 1,2.00 feet, the head was lowered almost exactly one

foot. Without attelnpting a mathematical solution, but by a graphic
solution in which the curve representing the head is continued as a

straight line bel_ween rue of the ohserration wells, it is estimated fha_
the radius of the circle of influence or point where the loss in head

became negligible was approximately 1,800 fee_. (See Fig. 23.)
Following this, tests were made with two, three and four 200-foot

wells, respectively, in addition to the five 100-foot wells. The details

of each test need not be giren, but the results are shown graphically in
Figure 23. Jn the diagrams the shape of the pro5le between
pumping wells is necessarily theoretieah The location of the non-

pmnping wells is determined by their distance frmn the nearest
1)umping well, and, therefore, in the different profiles wells 2.8 and 31
are not always in the same position with respect to well 15. With
four 200-foot wells pumping, the water level in the most remote
ohservation well (ahou_ 1,12.5 feet from the nearest pumping well)
was lowered about 4A feet below the static level. The total yield of

the four 200-foot wells during this test was probably not more than

930 gallons a minute, and was very likely somewhat less. By con-
tinuing the profile of the piezometrie surface for this test line with
the same slope as between the two observation wells farthest from
the pumping wells, it was found that the radius of the circle of influ-
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ence would be at leas_ 2,000 feet. **ksa matter of fact, the hydraulic

profile is _mt a straight line with a gix,en gradieut between an}' two

points, but flattens away from the pumping wells. 'lJherefo_e, the

radius of inItue_me is actually greater than estimated, probabl)' at least

2_500 fee_ or about half a mile from the nearest pumpi_g well

1_ was not possible to obtain data of any _'alue relating to the 200-
foot horizon wi_h more than the font wells pumping at. the same time,
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for the additional wells would have been so close fo the observation wells

that a reasonably accurate profile could not be developed, t_rom a
study of the tests made, however, it appears that with all 15 of the 200-
foot wells pumping the influence of the wells would extend probably
at least threeqourths of a mile to a mile beyond the borders of the
well field. The lowering of tbe head in the outer part of this area
of influence, however, would be only a few inches. The torsi pump*

age from all the 200-foot wells would be probably somewhat less than
half of the total pmnpage for both horizons--that is, less titan 3,000,-
000 gallons a day; for there is evidence that the 200-t_oot well yields
less water than the 100-foot wells.

Tests similar to those just described, except in somewhat less detail,
were made on the 100-foot wells. The essential results are as follows:
After all the 100-foot wells had been shut off for nearly 48 hours the

static level stood not quite six fee_ above sea level---that is, about three
and a half feet lower than the static head in the 200-foot horizon.

When a single writ was pumped, with a yield estimated to be between

200 an(] 275 gallons a minute, at _he e_d of seven hours the head in
two wells.'each about 1,000 feet distant from the pumping.well, was
lowered less than four-tenths of a foot. It was evident that the head

would not have dropped much farther. When five wells, distributed

along a line 800 feet long, were pumped to yield about 1,430 gallons a
minute, the head in an observation well 9_0 feet from the nearest oh-

se_wation well was lowered only about 2.5 feet. This compares with a
lowering of 4.4 feet at a distance of 1,1_5 feet for four 200-foot wells
pumpi_g only about 9;30gallons a minute---that is, the loss of head was
considerably less for pmnping 1,400 gallons fror_l the 100-foot horizon
than for pmnping only about two-thirds as much from the _00-foo_

horizon. With three systems in operation, comprising nine of the
deeper wells and 13 of the shallow wells, charts from automatic
water-level recorders on observation wells on each horizon show that
the loss iu head below sta_,ic level is at least two feet greater on _he

200-foot horizon. Presumably, l;be 100-feet wells were yidding more
water than the deeper wells. There. is therefore good reason to believe
that the 100-foot sand is somewhat more permeaMe than the _900-foot
bed. This conclusion corroborates the observations of the engineers

of the Atlantic City Water Department during the development of the
well field.

It. was not possible to estimate the probable radius of the eircle of
influence when the five 100-foot wells were pmnping, because the rill-

fence in the observed lmyering of the head in the observation wells
was so small that the graphic method could not he used with any

J
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reasonable degree of accuracy. However, oll the basis of the relative
lowering of the head on the two horizons_ it is evident that the radius

of the circle of influence of the 100-foot horizon would be considerably
shorter than that of the 200-foot horizon when equal quantities of
water were being pumped.

Comparison of shallow and deep water-bearing formatis*ls.--Al-
though it has not been possible to determine the actual effects of

pumping for nmre than a few hundred feet from the pumping wells,
the tests give valuable da*a for a cmnparison of the water-yield capacity
of the 100-foot, 200-foot and 800-foot sands of Atlantic City.

When the four systems at the water works are ir_operation six mil-
lion gallons is pumped with suction pumps and the drawdown is
definitely limited to about 30 feet below static level. Eaeh of the

two shallow horizons yields approximately three million gallons as
compared fo 3.5 to 5 millions gallons in 1924 from the deep horizon in

Atlantic City alone. _ecause of these differences in pumpage exact
comparisons cannot be made. Nevertheless, there is good evidence
that the effect of pumping is considerably less for the shallow horizons

than for the deep one. The pumping level in each of the shallow
horizons during the tests was not nmre than 30 feet below the original
static lcvel_ whereas for the 800-foot horizon in 1924 it was 75 to 100

feet below the original static head in the city. The area of influence

of each of the shallow horizons probably at most extends only a little

more than a mile from the well field as compared to the great depres-
sion of the head for several ndles in ex,cry direction from the wells in

Atlantic City, In 1925 tbe &dine in head on the 800-foo_ sand ap-
parently extended at least 8 or l0 miles both to the northeast and

northwest, although there has been no pumping in those directions
until that year. The shallow horizons respond to changes in pump-
ing conditions very quickly, tf all of the wells are shut off
the water level reaches a practically constant static level in a few

hours, and when pumping is resumed a constant pumping level is
likewise reached in a short time. The present static head is not any
lower than it was several years ago..On the other hand, when the
lmmpage from the Atlantic City g00-foot horizon is increased or de-
creased comparatively rapidly, a stable condition is not reached for
many days. On the basis of these facts it is concluded that the water-
bearing capacity of the ]00-foot and 200-foot horizons is much
greater than that of the 800-foot horizon.

Addftio_+al supplies from shallow horizons.--Since the shallow hori-

zons at the water works seem to be better water-bearing formations
than the 800-foot horizon, and the effect, of pmnping them has been
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considerably less than for the deeper horizon, there is little doubt that
a considerable additional quantity of water can be developed from
them. The data are too inadequate to warrant any accurate esti-

mate as to the ultimate total quantity that can be obtained. I_ the

geologic conditions over a considerable area arc the same as in tbe
water-works well field, it is reasonable to suppose that at least two
or three times as much water as is nmv pmnped can be obtained with-

out causing a permanent overdraft. However, lacking the necessary
information as to conditions outside of the present field, one is not

justitled in considering this statement as a conclusion upon which to
base further development. Much information should be obtained in

regard to several important problems which are briefly discussed
below.

A very important problem relates to the location of future wells,

The pumping level in the existing field at the water works is only
about 25 feet below the ground surface. Probably a large quanti V of
water could be pmnped from wells in the same field by increasing the
drawdown. For example, on tbe basis of the well-recognized fact that
within certain limits the yield of a well is directly proportional to the
drawdown, if the pumping level were lowered to 50 feet about twice
as much water could be obtai_led from the existing wells as at present.

It should be remembered that to obtain an additional quantity of

water from the preseflt well field the lowering of the pmnping head will
he essentially the same whether the water is taken from an increased
nulnber of wells or the draft on the existing wells is increased. It is
well known that as the nmnber of wells in a field is increased the yield

per well decreases, and, therefore, that beyond a certain point the cost
of drilling additional wells causes a disproportionate increase in the

cost of ge_fing the water. For this reason it has been found to be
more economical to spread the wells over a large area than to attempt

to obtain too large a supply in a restricted space of a comparatively
fen_ acres. An increase in the yield of the present well field by in-

creasing the drawdown cannot be accomplished with the present

pumping equipment, which is operating praetieally at the limit of
suction lift, but it would require the installation of air-lift or deep-

_11 turbine pumps. The extent to which an increased supply may
be developed economically in the present well field requires a careful
analysis of the initial cost of drilling new wells and of additional
pumping equipment, and of the increased operating cost of raising
the water from a greater depth--factors that are not within the scope
of the presen_ report.

A factor thaL should be carefully considered in developing addi-
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tional supplies is the possible danger of salt water, being drawu into

the wells. The 100 and.2OO-foot horizons dip about 10 feet per
mile toward the ocean..Therefor% along the shore {n Atlantic City
they would lie Iat approxin_ately 160 and 260 feet Below sea level. A

study of welI logs indicates that probably ttmre is no impervious day
bed that would prevent salt water entering the horizm_s above the

big clay /?cd along the coast. This conclusion is suppgrted by obser-
vations on a test hole put down in Atlantic City in 1891 by g. _.
Robinson,a2 which is the only well for which" reliable data are recorded

as to the fresh or brackish character,of the water. In it fresh water
was found at a depth o{ 75 feet, but all the water reported at depths
below that to 328 feet was either salty 9 r became so oil pumping. It
is probable that the wate r from the gh-foot horizon, if it has 1rot since
become.salty, wouhl quickly Become so if pumped very heavily, for

the fresh water in the uppermost horizm{s must exist only as a rela-
tively thill layer replenished by local rains. A sample of water from
a well 100 feet deep at Atlantic City Brewi_lg and Ice Co, contained

1,825 parts pe!' million of chloride. A sample from wells at the
American Ice C%64 to 125 feet deep, contained 1,177 par_s per
million of chloride.

In view of these facts there is little doubt that salt water exists in
the seaward !,_xtensions of the 100 and 200-foot horizons at least within

five or six miles of the Abseeon pumping station. It probably is present
even nearer to tbe water-works well field, for ttm water in Absecon
Bay is salty and at times of m?osaally high tide this water covers the
meadow to within half or threerquarters of a mile of the well field.

Samples of water from Absecon. Creek, near the P ennsylval}ia Rail-
road station in Absecon, showed a range, from 5,200 parts per mil-

lion of chloride when collected shortly after low tide to 15,000 parts
per million two hours after high tide.. A sample collected at low tide
at the bridge over the creek on the so-ealled "new road" half a mile
farther upstream contained 4,900 parts per million of chloride. A

sample collected at low tide from the creek just below the dam of
Abseeon pond contained 'g_5 parts per million of chloride. At the

time of collection some water was discharging from the pond, and this
undoubtedly red,?cod file salt content of the creek below the dana.

Doubtless, under ord!nary conditions at high tide, the water in the
creek as far up as the dam is nearly as salty as the water in the bay.
Therefore., at such times salt water is present within three-fourths of

a mile northeasterly frojn the well field. There is no reliable informa-

_,2Annualreport of the State Geol_gist for 1892, I_.277.
9
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tion to show whether the salt water has penetrated the water-bearing
sands to any depth beneath the bay, the meadows, or Absecon Creek,
or whether in these areas local clay beds may shut it out. A well
drilled recently to a depth of 100 feet or more on the Fox-development
oll the south side of the Pleasantville Boulevard about half a mile out

in the meadows and only a few feet front the bay found only salt

water. A sample from this era,rained 8.075 parts per million of
ebloride.

Analyses of the wafer frmn the 100 and ?O0-foot horizons, given on

page 15, do not show any indications of salt water entering the forma-
tion. ldowever, as shown in the rliseussion of the possibility of salt
water invading the 800-foot horizon (pages 112 and 119)_ this cannot
be considered as conclusive evidence that salt water may not he drawn

in with even a comparatively small increase in pumpage. As has been
pointed out above, the radius of the area of influence of the 200-foot
horizon when pmnping three million gallons a day is probably not
more than _hree-fourtbs of a mile to a mile, and of the 100-foot hori-

zon it is probably considerably less. The areas of influence tbus barely
exteffd out to the limits of nearest approach of salt water on the sur-
face to the wells. :However, if the pumpage in the present water-

works well field were greatly increased, for example, doubled or tripled,
the areas of influence would be greatly widened, and the consequent

greater lowering of the head beneath the meadows,, bay or creek would
tend to cause a greater flow of water from the immediate vicinity
toward the wells. Whether or not salt water would move toward the

wells would obviously depend upon whether the nearest salt water in
the formation was within the eirele of influence of the well field,

The only way in which this can be determined is by drilling test

borings.
It has been suggested that additional supplies of ground water can

be developed,from wells to be drilled on property now owned by the
eity along the pipe line between the pumping station and Abseeon
Pond; likewise, role or two weils might be placed along the pipeline
from fbe station across the meadows to the city. Presmnably, the

wells would be of large diameter and placed several hundred feet
apart, in aeeord with modern practice. Each well would be eq_fipped
with a deep-well turbine pump--the wells along the line to the city

to the pump directly into the distribution system, and the others

to pur/_p into the conduit from Abseeon Pond. in view of the
presence of salt water in the shallow horizons at Atlantic City and
its possible existence exert much nearer to the maiuland it is surely
not wise to locate wells nearer the meadows without drilling test
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wells and n-taking exhaustive pumping tests to prove whether or not

salt water is likely to be drawn in. The wells to be drilled along the
right of way between the pumping station and Abseeon Pond would
be dangerously near Absecon Creek it tl_e salt water from it has

access to the water-bearing horizons. Therefore, similar test wells
should be drilled near the creek to determine the conditions _here.

Even though pumping tests failed.to draw in salt water, it. could not
be assumed with assurance that salt water would not be drawn in

with increasing draft upon the water-bearing horizons. The most
exhaustive tests would doubtless place a far less draft on the beds

than would result from continuous pumping. Tbe quantity of
wafer to be drawn in before salt water reached a well, even if it lay

only a comparatively short distance away, would require a consid-
erable period under ordinary testing conditions. This can be shown

by the following assumed example. Suppose a well be drilled ap-
proximately 1,000 feet from a possible source of salt water, that it
drew from. a ri0-foot bed of sand overlain by clay so that the water
could move only laterally, that the water moved with equal velocity
from all direetious, and that the effective porosity of the sand was
33.3 per cent. The volume of water stored in the sand wiflfiu a

radius of 1,000 feet of the well would be about 300 million gallons.
Pumping at the rate of a million gallons a day, it would take 390

days for water 1_000 feet from the weli to reach it.. Obviously, it

would have to be a very severe test that would show the presence of
salt water under the conditions cited, especially in view of the fact

that the transition zone between fresh and salt water may be only
60 to 100 feet wide (see page t18), aod the further fact that fresh

water coming from the landward direction would greatly dilute the
salt water. But under actual operating conditions, even if the rate
of pumping were no greater, the salt water would be drawn in a
little nmre than a year.

Conclusions regardi_g shallow l_orizo_.s.--It ls believed that the

wisest policy will be not to attempt to greatly increase the supply
from the present field o_ the Atlantic City Water Works or to develop
new supplies near likely sources of salt water contamination, but to

get as far away from them as can be done. A region that seems to

offer favorable conditions is the watershed of Abseeon Creek, already
owned largely by the eiV. This area presents a possible important
adv;mtage over others in that_ unless there is a very extensive bed of
impervious clay beneath the Absecon and Doughty ponds and around

their borders, these bodies of water will serve as excellent storage
reservoirs from which the gromSd-water supply may be replenished,
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and some of the Itow of Abseeou Creek that now is wasted could be

saved. A series of wells drilled around these ponds wmfld essentially
constitute'a natural filter s3-stem. If such conditions do exist, the
yield of the well system would probably be greater than if an over-

lying impervious bad necessitated slower recharge by essentially
horizontal movement of the water. Furthermore, the eleration of

the water level in the reservoirs, being above the natural level if there
were no storage, provides a greater head to hold back salt water arid
therefore a greater factor of safety than in the area below the dam.
it is not certain that the conditions around the ponds arc favorable

for recharge from them, but this could be readily ascertained by a
few fast holes.

An obvious feature revealed by the above discussion is the lack of

data in regard to critical conditions. It is not known definitely, for
example, just how far-reaching is _he area of influence of walls now
in operation in the 100 and 200-foot horizons at the Absecou water

works, nor how near to the well field salt water may be except _hat
it exists heneath Atlantic City and probably is even nearer. No
information is available as to the extent of the water-bearing beds--
whether gads with water-bearing capacities similar to those in the
water works well field exist beneath the watershed of Abseeon Creek

and elsewhere. These and other questions can be answered only by
drilling wells and making ex_ensive tests.

To obtah_ the most prudent development of the shallow horizons
no lai_ge project should be undertaken without first making these

necessary tests, for, if started in ignorance, after considerable ex-
penditure of money conditions may be found that will necessitate

the abm_domnent of the project, resulting not only in the financial
loss bu_ also toss ot valuable time when water may be needed. A few

thousand dollars and a few months' time spent in obtaining the
necessary information will, in the long run, be found to pay for
itself on a project that must eventually cost at least severaI hundred

thousand dollars. Plans must be made not only for its immediate
needs but for these of two or three decades hence. If it is found

that conditions elsewhere in the region are not as favorable as in the
water works well field, it may be wiser and more eeonmnical to
nndertake one of ilia projects considered in the past to obtain surface
water from one of the more distant watersheds. The problem re-

quires a careful analysis of ultimate cost as well as a study of the
hydrologic conditions.
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]/ECOMSIENI)ATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK.

Observations should be continued on the fluctuations of the head
on the water in tile 800-foot sand. The Citizens Ice Co. well in

Atlantic City, and the Longport well, present opportunities to obtain
valuable records and every effort should be made to continue the
operation of automatic recorders on these wells. Continuous observa-

tions should also be made at other localities between Brigantine
and Wildwood and on the mainland at the Atlantic City Water Works.

Recent developments emphasize the need of more accurate data on
the head on the Atlantic City 800-foot sand between the coast and
the outcrop area. If possible, observations should be made on fluctu-

ations of the head at Egg Harbor City and Hanlmonton. :Periodic
"measurements should he made on a number of'wells in or near the

outcrop area to determine the extent of the fluctuation of the water •

level as a result of seasonal changes in precipitation.
In order to interpret accurately fluctuations of head in the western

part of the area underlain by the Kirkwood formation more informa-

tion is desired as to the geologic conditions to determine just where
is the intake area of the Atlantic City 800-foot sand• Data are
needed as to the thickness and permeability of the sand. Well drillers
should be asked to report data on wells in this area.

In order to determine more accurately the relation between changes
in pumpage and fluctuations of the head it is necessary to have more

accurate data as to the pumpage from private wells. An effort_ there-
fore, should be made to enlist the interest of every private well owner
in the Atlantic City region in keeping daily records of pumpage. An
important problem is that of keeping track of new wells, or of wells

that are abandoned, to determine marked changes in draft from year
to year. More information is needed in changes in the yield of wells
as the head on the water changes.

The possibility of salt-water contamination, although now seem-
ingly remot% is so important that a careful w,_tch should be kept

for the slighf:est indication of its encroachment. Samples from several
wells should be analyzed periodically to determine whether the chloride

content increases in summer when the pumpage is heavy. Since the
key to the situation may be foumt in conditions in the vicinity of
Wildwood, the developments there should be watched as well as those
in Atlantic City.

Since accurate data are lacking on the ¢]istribut_on of the shallow
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water-bearing horizons on the mainland, it is important to obtain logs

of an 5"wells that may be drilled. All possible da_a in regard to yield
of wells and fluctuations of the head in the formation should be ob-
tained. Where wells are near to salt water observations should be

made _o de_ermine the possible danger of contamination of the wells.
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